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changes﻿ in﻿ the﻿ physical﻿ appearances﻿ and﻿ contexts﻿ of﻿ literary,﻿ philosophical﻿
and﻿religious﻿texts﻿over﻿time.﻿This﻿section﻿seeks﻿to﻿evaluate﻿the﻿merits﻿of﻿this﻿





this﻿ exalted﻿ status,﻿we﻿ find﻿quotations﻿of﻿ her﻿poems﻿ in﻿many﻿ later﻿ classical﻿
authors.﻿Together﻿with﻿papyrus﻿finds,﻿these﻿quotations﻿make﻿up﻿for﻿our﻿lack﻿of﻿
















in﻿ 1989.﻿ Karina﻿ van﻿ Dalen-Oskam﻿ in﻿ her﻿ article﻿ looks﻿ back﻿ at﻿ Cerquiglini’s﻿
prediction﻿concerning﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿the﻿computer﻿in﻿such﻿text﻿editions﻿and﻿com-
pares﻿ his﻿ expectations﻿ with﻿ the﻿ current﻿ state﻿ of﻿ the﻿ art﻿ in﻿ digital﻿ textual﻿
scholarship.﻿She﻿shows﻿where﻿ the﻿current﻿situation﻿proves﻿Cerquiglini﻿ right,﻿




rhyme,﻿ the﻿ so-called﻿Rijmbijbel,﻿written﻿by﻿ Jacob﻿van﻿Maerlant﻿ in﻿ 1271﻿BC.﻿ It﻿
demonstrates﻿ how﻿multivariate﻿ approaches﻿ such﻿ as﻿ cluster﻿ observation﻿ and﻿




























ern﻿ authors﻿ or﻿ the﻿ way﻿ we﻿ know﻿ other﻿ modern﻿ novels﻿ have﻿ been﻿ written.﻿
Alexander﻿uses﻿ the﻿ findings﻿of﻿New﻿Philology,﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ the﻿concept﻿of﻿ the﻿
palimpsest﻿(a﻿manuscript﻿that﻿has﻿been﻿written﻿over﻿with﻿a﻿new﻿text),﻿to﻿argue﻿
for﻿the﻿significance﻿of﻿these﻿earlier,﻿creative﻿versions﻿of﻿a﻿text.﻿Together﻿these﻿


































when﻿might﻿ is﻿ used﻿ to﻿ express﻿ the﻿doubt﻿ of﻿ a﻿ character,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ almost﻿ always﻿




















partial﻿ direct﻿ quotes,﻿ and﻿ of﻿ indirect﻿ representations﻿ of﻿ people’s﻿ spoken﻿ or﻿
written﻿words﻿in﻿news﻿stories.﻿These﻿indirect﻿representations﻿in﻿which﻿people’s﻿
words﻿are﻿paraphrased﻿by﻿ the﻿ journalist,﻿ appear﻿ to﻿be﻿used﻿ to﻿ summarize﻿a﻿
source’s﻿ position﻿ on﻿ an﻿ issue.﻿ Such﻿ paraphrases﻿ are﻿ often﻿ alternated﻿ with﻿
(semi-)direct﻿quotations﻿of﻿the﻿source.﻿Partial﻿direct﻿quotes,﻿such﻿as:﻿The min-
















José﻿ Sanders﻿ and﻿Hans﻿Hoeken﻿ focus﻿ in﻿ their﻿ contribution﻿ on﻿ the﻿ function﻿
such﻿ reconstructions﻿may﻿ serve﻿ and﻿on﻿ the﻿ kind﻿of﻿ impact﻿ that﻿ these﻿ story﻿
telling﻿ techniques﻿may﻿ have.﻿ It﻿ has﻿ been﻿ claimed﻿ that﻿ the﻿most﻿ important﻿
function﻿of﻿language﻿is﻿the﻿exchange﻿of﻿social﻿information.﻿Nowadays,﻿journal-
ists﻿play﻿an﻿important﻿role﻿in﻿the﻿exchange﻿of﻿such﻿information.﻿They﻿function﻿





























tion﻿ is﻿provided﻿ that﻿makes﻿ the﻿ character﻿more﻿ likeable;﻿ in﻿ another﻿ version﻿
information﻿ is﻿ given﻿ that﻿makes﻿him﻿rather﻿unsympathetic.﻿A﻿ third﻿version,﻿
which﻿served﻿as﻿a﻿control,﻿is﻿relatively﻿neutral﻿about﻿the﻿character’s﻿likeability.﻿








































what﻿we﻿wish﻿ to﻿communicate.﻿ In﻿everyday﻿ life,﻿ the﻿way﻿ in﻿which﻿texts﻿and﻿
images﻿collaborate﻿poses﻿few﻿problems.﻿We﻿have﻿learned,﻿and﻿therefore﻿intui-
tively﻿understand,﻿how﻿words﻿and﻿texts﻿interact﻿in﻿such﻿cases﻿as﻿traffic﻿signs,﻿
user’s﻿manuals,﻿ encyclopedia﻿ entries﻿ or﻿ advertisements.﻿ However,﻿ when﻿we﻿
turn﻿to﻿historical﻿examples,﻿we﻿see﻿that﻿our﻿intuition﻿abandons﻿us﻿quickly.﻿Ba-
roque﻿emblem﻿books,﻿for﻿example,﻿in﻿which﻿a﻿title,﻿an﻿often﻿deliberately﻿cryp-









text﻿ either﻿ add﻿ to,﻿ or﻿ instead﻿merely﻿ explicate,﻿ the﻿meaning﻿ of﻿ the﻿ images?﻿























dalene’s﻿ conversion﻿ in﻿ Renaissance﻿ painting﻿ and﻿ mediaeval﻿ sacred﻿ drama.﻿
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Cassander’s﻿De officio pii viri﻿in﻿the﻿same﻿time﻿period.﻿
Camille﻿Joseph’s﻿essay,﻿entitled﻿“Illustrating﻿the﻿Anthropological﻿Text,”﻿ana-
lyzes﻿ the﻿use﻿made﻿by﻿ the﻿American﻿anthropologist﻿Franz﻿Boas﻿of﻿drawings﻿











































Reception and Literary Infrastructure
The﻿three﻿contributions﻿in﻿the﻿final﻿section﻿of﻿this﻿book﻿look﻿at﻿different﻿as-
pects﻿of﻿the﻿reception﻿of﻿texts﻿that﻿influence﻿their﻿understanding.﻿Sabrina﻿Cor-
bellini﻿ and﻿ Margriet﻿ Hoogvliet﻿ discuss﻿ the﻿ dynamics﻿ of﻿ the﻿ process﻿ of﻿
translation,﻿transmission﻿and﻿reception﻿of﻿the﻿Latin﻿Bible﻿into﻿the﻿vernaculars﻿
during﻿the﻿late﻿Middle﻿Ages.﻿Next﻿to﻿the﻿clergy﻿which﻿traditionally﻿used﻿Latin﻿
as﻿ its﻿ language,﻿ a﻿ respublica laicorum﻿ for﻿which﻿ the﻿ vernacular﻿was﻿ the﻿ lan-
guage﻿of﻿communication,﻿developed﻿in﻿this﻿period.﻿This﻿cultural﻿transforma-
tion,﻿which﻿ started﻿ in﻿ France﻿ and﻿ Italy,﻿ has﻿ been﻿much﻿ discussed﻿ in﻿ recent﻿
research,﻿especially﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿didactic﻿and﻿moralizing﻿literature.﻿Corbel-





















































different,﻿philosophical﻿ ideas﻿of﻿ two﻿of﻿his﻿ later﻿ readers,﻿Ramus﻿and﻿Kepler,﻿
Laurens﻿Ham﻿in﻿his﻿contribution﻿to﻿this﻿volume﻿attributes﻿the﻿lack﻿of﻿consen-
sus﻿among﻿modern﻿critics﻿ about﻿ the﻿meaning﻿of﻿Max Havelaar,﻿ the﻿ famous﻿
novel﻿ of﻿ the﻿ nineteenth-century﻿ Dutch﻿ writer﻿ Multatuli﻿ (Eduard﻿ Douwes﻿
Dekker),﻿ to﻿ the﻿ambivalent﻿ and﻿complicated﻿ relationship﻿ the﻿author﻿adopts﻿
towards﻿his﻿readers.﻿Multatuli’s﻿works﻿provoke﻿discussion﻿in﻿every﻿new﻿gene-







In﻿ his﻿ contribution﻿Ham﻿ focuses﻿ on﻿ a﻿ pamphlet﻿Multatuli﻿wrote﻿ in﻿ 1861,﻿




































support﻿ and﻿ for﻿ hosting﻿ the﻿ conference.We﻿would﻿ further﻿ like﻿ to﻿ thank﻿ the﻿







Image﻿ and﻿Text﻿ panel;﻿ and﻿ Isabelle﻿ Kalinowski﻿ (École﻿ Normale﻿ Supérieure,﻿
















Transmission and Textual Variants: Divergent 











applicability﻿ to﻿ corpora﻿other﻿ than﻿mediaeval﻿ epic﻿ songs.3﻿The﻿panel﻿ at﻿ the﻿
Text, Transmission, Reception﻿conference﻿in﻿Nijmegen﻿showed﻿how﻿New﻿Philol-
ogy﻿may﻿ illuminate﻿ issues﻿ in﻿textual﻿corpora﻿ranging﻿ from﻿early﻿antiquity﻿to﻿



























prise.﻿However,﻿ it﻿ is﻿almost﻿ impossible﻿to﻿reconstruct﻿the﻿original﻿version﻿of﻿
any﻿text,﻿and﻿in﻿the﻿case﻿of﻿archaic﻿and﻿classical﻿Greek﻿texts﻿there﻿is﻿no﻿hope﻿at﻿
all﻿of﻿establishing﻿the﻿original﻿form;﻿a﻿situation﻿that﻿arises﻿due﻿to﻿the﻿non-exis-
tence﻿of﻿ literature﻿(as﻿we﻿know﻿it﻿ today)﻿before﻿the﻿fifth﻿century﻿BC.﻿ If﻿ texts﻿
were﻿written﻿down,﻿they﻿were﻿not﻿intended﻿for﻿publication﻿and﻿reading,﻿but﻿























































ing﻿ correct﻿ citations﻿ into﻿ their﻿ own﻿ texts,﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ on﻿ the﻿ accuracy﻿ of﻿ our﻿
knowledge﻿regarding﻿Sappho’s﻿metres﻿and﻿the﻿Lesbian﻿dialect.﻿These﻿presup-







Papiri della Società Italiana﻿XIII,﻿1300.



























tion﻿of﻿variants﻿may﻿challenge﻿a﻿ latent﻿presupposition﻿ in﻿ the﻿ reconstructive﻿
philological﻿approach,﻿namely﻿that﻿(generally﻿older)﻿papyrus﻿evidence﻿trumps﻿
manuscript﻿evidence.





mation﻿ is﻿accumulated﻿ in﻿ the﻿many﻿pages﻿of﻿ the﻿Deipnosophistae.﻿Arguably,﻿
most﻿valuable﻿to﻿philologists﻿are﻿the﻿numerous﻿quotes﻿from﻿ancient﻿authors,﻿
often﻿transmitted﻿only﻿through﻿this﻿work.﻿
The﻿ scene﻿ presented﻿ by﻿ Athenaeus﻿ brings﻿ to﻿ mind﻿ the﻿ practice﻿ of﻿ the﻿














Sappho’s﻿ songs,﻿ with﻿ love﻿ and﻿ longing﻿ as﻿ their﻿ subjects﻿ in﻿ many﻿ cases,﻿
formed﻿a﻿fitting﻿corpus﻿for﻿the﻿symposiast﻿in﻿any﻿period.15﻿It﻿is﻿thus﻿no﻿surprise﻿
to﻿find﻿parts﻿of﻿her﻿work﻿in﻿this﻿fictional﻿symposion﻿ imagined﻿by﻿Athenaeus.﻿


























































18﻿ PSI﻿ XIII,﻿ 1300.﻿The﻿ reading﻿of﻿ the﻿ostrakon﻿ is﻿ extremely﻿problematic.﻿Different﻿ readers﻿





















































































on﻿ the﻿one﻿hand﻿and﻿ the﻿manuscript﻿of﻿Athenaeus’﻿Deipnosophistae﻿ on﻿ the﻿
other.﻿Whereas﻿Athenaeus’﻿work﻿was﻿created﻿as﻿one﻿whole﻿and﻿consistently﻿
copied﻿as﻿ such,﻿most﻿of﻿our﻿ sources﻿ for﻿Sappho﻿quote﻿her﻿ fragments﻿within﻿
texts﻿of﻿a﻿different﻿nature.
When﻿ discussing﻿ fragments,﻿ Glenn﻿ Most﻿ writes﻿ the﻿ following:﻿ “However 
splendidly the fragment gleams, what fascinates us even more is the darkness sur-
rounding it.”22﻿The﻿word﻿fragment﻿itself﻿implies﻿a﻿(violent)﻿separation﻿of﻿one﻿
piece﻿from﻿a﻿larger﻿whole.﻿At﻿the﻿same﻿time,﻿the﻿fragment﻿is﻿irrevocably﻿and﻿



















23﻿ Hans﻿ Ulrich﻿ Gumbrecht,﻿ “Identifying﻿ Fragments,”﻿ in:﻿ idem,﻿ The Powers of Philology. 
Dynamics of Textual Scholarship﻿(Chicago,﻿2003),﻿pp.﻿9–23.﻿Gumbrecht﻿published﻿an﻿ear-
lier﻿version﻿of﻿the﻿chapter﻿“Identifying﻿fragments”:﻿“Eat﻿your﻿fragment!,”﻿in:﻿Glenn﻿W.﻿Most﻿


























down﻿the﻿ lyrics.﻿ It﻿ is﻿ impossible﻿to﻿establish﻿exactly﻿what﻿happened﻿to﻿ indi-
vidual﻿songs﻿during﻿this﻿stage﻿in﻿the﻿transmission,﻿but﻿the﻿status﻿of﻿the﻿songs﻿
(evidenced﻿by﻿the﻿simple﻿fact﻿that﻿they﻿survived﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿they﻿did)﻿will﻿prob-











struction,﻿ every﻿ single﻿ reading﻿of﻿ a﻿ fragment﻿ is﻿unique,﻿making﻿ the﻿ imagined﻿whole﻿ it﻿
produces﻿in﻿fact﻿extremely﻿ephemeral.﻿




goals﻿ than﻿ originally﻿ intended:﻿ every﻿ single﻿ reperformance﻿was﻿ unique﻿ and﻿
could﻿have﻿had﻿an﻿effect﻿on﻿later﻿textual﻿renderings.﻿Secondly,﻿if﻿we﻿believe,﻿as﻿
I﻿do,﻿that﻿written﻿versions﻿of﻿compositions﻿of﻿archaic﻿lyric﻿poets﻿did﻿not﻿circu-

























other﻿ quote﻿ diverges﻿ significantly﻿ from﻿ the﻿ passage﻿ as﻿ found﻿ elsewhere,﻿ or﻿
from﻿the﻿metre﻿as﻿reconstructed,﻿it﻿is﻿not﻿economical﻿to﻿posit﻿that﻿in﻿the﻿sec-

































(in﻿ this﻿ case﻿ second-century﻿Roman﻿Egypt)﻿mean﻿ for﻿ the﻿ attribution﻿ of﻿ the﻿
fragment﻿or﻿perhaps﻿for﻿the﻿consciousness﻿about﻿authorship﻿in﻿general?
Although﻿ Sappho﻿ composed﻿ in﻿ the﻿ sixth﻿ century﻿ BC,﻿ the﻿ Alexandrian﻿
edition(s),34﻿created﻿some﻿time﻿in﻿the﻿third﻿and﻿second﻿centuries﻿BC,﻿are﻿the﻿
31﻿ This﻿ is﻿ suggested﻿by﻿ the﻿ care﻿with﻿which﻿ they﻿were﻿ created,﻿ the﻿general﻿uniformity﻿of﻿
dialect﻿and﻿the﻿presence﻿of﻿book﻿numbers﻿and﻿author’s﻿name.﻿Most﻿notably﻿papyri﻿P.﻿Oxy﻿
1787﻿and﻿ 1231﻿ show﻿a﻿great﻿deal﻿of﻿editorial﻿ influence﻿ in,﻿ for﻿example,﻿ the﻿order﻿of﻿ the﻿
songs﻿and﻿normalization﻿of﻿forms.﻿Athenaeus﻿worked﻿in﻿Naucratis.
32﻿ I﻿gratefully﻿borrow﻿this﻿ turn﻿of﻿phrase﻿ from﻿D’Angour﻿ (2006).﻿Note﻿also﻿Schnell﻿ (1997):﻿
“Was ist neu an der ‘New Philology’?”



















































different﻿ forms.﻿The﻿divergence﻿relevant﻿to﻿this﻿analysis﻿ is﻿ the﻿unaspirated﻿τ﻿
(tau)﻿in﻿the﻿Hephaestion﻿manuscript,﻿as﻿opposed﻿to﻿the﻿aspirated﻿form﻿θ﻿(thê-

















































































I﻿would﻿ conclude﻿ that﻿with﻿ regard﻿ to﻿Sappho’s﻿ songs,﻿ even﻿ the﻿ first﻿ eight﻿
centuries﻿of﻿transmission﻿inevitably﻿left﻿their﻿mark.﻿Even﻿after﻿the﻿standardiza-
tion﻿of﻿the﻿text﻿at﻿some﻿point﻿in﻿the﻿third﻿century﻿BC,﻿the﻿modes﻿of﻿transmis-
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35In﻿Praise﻿Of﻿The﻿Variant﻿Analysis﻿Tool
Chapter﻿2
In Praise of the Variant Analysis Tool:  
A Computational Approach to Medieval Literature
Karina van Dalen-Oskam
Introduction
When﻿I﻿first﻿read﻿Bernard﻿Cerquiglini’s﻿Éloge de la variante﻿(1989),﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿
first﻿and﻿most﻿influential﻿publications﻿related﻿to﻿the﻿New﻿Philological﻿“move-












two﻿ of﻿ our﻿ most﻿ fundamental﻿ methodological﻿ choices﻿ to﻿ our﻿ literary﻿ col-
leagues:﻿ our﻿ corpus﻿ consisted﻿ only﻿ of﻿ those﻿ Middle﻿ Dutch﻿ manuscripts﻿ of﻿
which﻿it﻿was﻿certain﻿that﻿they﻿were﻿written﻿in﻿the﻿Thirteenth﻿Century,﻿and﻿we﻿
only﻿used﻿the﻿texts﻿of﻿these﻿manuscripts﻿in﻿a﻿diplomatic﻿edition.﻿Literary﻿schol-



























As﻿a﻿matter﻿of﻿fact﻿Cerquiglini,﻿ in﻿his﻿Éloge de la variante﻿(only﻿translated﻿
into﻿English﻿ in﻿ 1999,﻿ under﻿ the﻿ title﻿ In praise of the variant),﻿ eloquently﻿de-
scribed﻿the﻿philological﻿side﻿of﻿what﻿we﻿were﻿doing﻿in﻿our﻿lexicographical﻿proj-












The Role of the Computer: Cerquiglini’s Predictions






in﻿his﻿Éloge de la variante.
2﻿ Van﻿Dalen-Oskam﻿and﻿Depuydt﻿(1997).
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special﻿ attention﻿ to﻿ the﻿ discipline﻿ of﻿ Stemmatology:﻿ the﻿ building﻿ of﻿ family﻿
trees﻿of﻿manuscripts.﻿This﻿discipline﻿has﻿an﻿intriguing﻿status﻿when﻿we﻿consider﻿
it﻿from﻿Cerquiglini’s﻿point﻿of﻿view.﻿In﻿the﻿“old”﻿days,﻿a﻿stemma﻿was﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿

















scripts﻿ of﻿ a﻿ particular﻿medieval﻿work﻿ but﻿ also﻿ the﻿ editions﻿ (empirical,﻿













question,﻿ therefore,﻿of﻿providing﻿data﻿ than﻿of﻿making﻿ the﻿reader﻿grasp﻿














so.﻿ Because﻿ the﻿ computer,﻿ through﻿ its﻿ dialogic﻿ and﻿ multidimensional﻿
screen,﻿simulates﻿the﻿endless﻿and﻿joyful﻿mobility﻿of﻿medieval﻿writing﻿as﻿it﻿
restores﻿ to﻿ its﻿ reader﻿ the﻿astounding﻿ faculty﻿of﻿memory﻿–﻿ the﻿memory﻿
that﻿defines﻿its﻿aesthetic﻿reception﻿and﻿is﻿basic﻿to﻿the﻿pleasure﻿taken﻿by﻿a﻿
reader.5
The Role of the Computer: Realized Potential















to﻿an﻿interesting﻿volume﻿of﻿articles﻿entitled﻿Text and genre in reconstruction﻿on﻿
the﻿subject﻿of,﻿respectively:﻿“Digital﻿editions﻿for﻿everyone”﻿(Robinson),﻿sketch-
ing﻿a﻿new﻿way﻿of﻿involving﻿many﻿more﻿people﻿in﻿editing﻿than﻿scholars﻿alone,﻿












































zicht per kolom, met afbeeldingen”﻿and﻿go﻿to﻿178r﻿and﻿178ra.﻿When﻿we﻿click﻿on﻿
this,﻿several﻿columns﻿are﻿opened:﻿a﻿scan﻿of﻿the﻿manuscript﻿column,﻿the﻿tran-
scription,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ annotations.﻿There﻿ are﻿ three﻿ types﻿of﻿ annotations﻿ in﻿ this﻿
edition,﻿each﻿marked﻿with﻿a﻿different﻿colour﻿in﻿the﻿transcription.﻿But﻿the﻿user﻿
can﻿choose﻿which﻿ones﻿to﻿see﻿and﻿which﻿ones﻿to﻿ignore﻿by﻿using﻿the﻿Options﻿
button﻿at﻿ the﻿ top﻿of﻿ the﻿ screen﻿ to﻿ the﻿ right﻿ (Figure﻿2.2).﻿Unchecking﻿all﻿ the﻿
boxes﻿will﻿result﻿in﻿a﻿very﻿simple﻿and﻿clear﻿visualization﻿of﻿the﻿text.﻿It﻿is﻿also﻿
possible﻿to﻿show﻿or﻿not﻿to﻿show﻿the﻿ italics﻿ in﻿the﻿text﻿ that﻿denote﻿abbrevia-
tions,﻿the﻿line﻿numbers﻿or﻿a﻿reference﻿to﻿the﻿line﻿numbers﻿in﻿an﻿earlier﻿edition﻿
13﻿ http://www.waleweinendekeye.huygens.knaw.nl/path
Figure﻿2.1 Text version comparison in the Menschen﻿en﻿bergen online edition
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of﻿this﻿text.﻿Note﻿that﻿the﻿user﻿can﻿also﻿click﻿away﻿any﻿of﻿the﻿columns﻿he﻿or﻿she﻿
does﻿not﻿need,﻿e.g.﻿ to﻿give﻿ the﻿scan﻿of﻿ the﻿manuscript﻿and﻿the﻿transcription﻿
more﻿space﻿on﻿the﻿screen.
Example﻿ 3:﻿Cerquiglini﻿ also﻿mentioned﻿ the﻿desirability﻿of﻿having﻿ concor-
dances,﻿indexes﻿and﻿linguistic﻿information﻿at﻿hand﻿in﻿the﻿digital﻿edition.﻿The﻿







of﻿ the﻿word﻿ in﻿ the﻿ facsimile﻿edition,﻿ the﻿normalized﻿word﻿ form,﻿ the﻿ lemma﻿
(dictionary﻿entry),﻿ the﻿ linguistic﻿ form﻿and﻿function﻿(e.g.﻿present﻿ tense,﻿ third﻿
person﻿ singular﻿ for﻿ a﻿ verb﻿ form),﻿ and﻿ the﻿ page﻿ and﻿ line﻿ of﻿ the﻿manuscript﻿
where﻿the﻿word﻿occurs.﻿This﻿is﻿exactly﻿the﻿information,﻿by﻿the﻿way,﻿with﻿which﻿
we﻿had﻿enriched﻿the﻿corpus﻿of﻿Thirteenth﻿Century﻿Dutch﻿on﻿which﻿the﻿Dic-
tionary of Early Middle Dutch﻿was based.
14﻿ De﻿Leeuw﻿van﻿Weenen﻿(2009).
Figure﻿2.2 The Options screen for annotation categories in the Walewein﻿ende﻿Keye online 
edition
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transcriptions﻿would﻿ have﻿ to﻿ be﻿ uniformized﻿ in﻿ order﻿ to﻿ permit﻿many﻿
kinds﻿of﻿linguistic﻿analysis.﻿For﻿anything﻿other﻿than﻿a﻿short﻿text﻿extant﻿in﻿
a﻿ small﻿ number﻿ of﻿ copies,﻿ the﻿ difficulties﻿ involved﻿ and﻿ the﻿ amount﻿ of﻿
time﻿that﻿would﻿be﻿required﻿are﻿enormous.15
15﻿ Busby﻿(1993)﻿42.
Figure﻿2.3 The hover-over box with linguistic information in the Alexanders﻿saga edition on 
CD-ROM, De Leeuw van Weenen (2009)
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Busby﻿was﻿quite﻿right:﻿each﻿particular﻿type﻿of﻿information﻿and﻿every﻿category﻿
that﻿ can﻿ be﻿made﻿ visible﻿ or﻿ clicked﻿ away﻿ in﻿ the﻿ examples﻿ I﻿ have﻿ presented﻿













































tunity﻿ to﻿add﻿ the﻿ transcription﻿of﻿ (for﻿example)﻿other﻿manuscripts﻿or﻿other﻿
editions﻿at﻿a﻿later﻿time,﻿and﻿to﻿subsequently﻿enrich﻿the﻿existing﻿edition﻿with﻿a﻿
new﻿set﻿of﻿annotations,﻿e.g.﻿for﻿a﻿very﻿specific﻿research﻿question.
This﻿ way﻿ of﻿ working﻿ inspires﻿ textual﻿ scholars﻿ to﻿ rethink﻿ the﻿ traditional﻿
print-bound﻿choices﻿for﻿a﻿text﻿edition﻿by﻿working﻿in﻿a﻿digital﻿environment﻿and﻿
experiencing﻿what﻿ “works”﻿and﻿what﻿does﻿not﻿ “work”﻿ in﻿ terms﻿of﻿creating﻿a﻿
successful,﻿ usable,﻿ edition.﻿ Editors﻿ working﻿ in﻿Word﻿ or﻿WordPerfect﻿ have﻿ a﻿
much﻿harder﻿time﻿exploring﻿technical﻿possibilities﻿and﻿demands﻿(and﻿are﻿fur-
thermore﻿ “imprisoned”﻿ in﻿ proprietary﻿ software﻿ which﻿ limits﻿ their﻿ freedom﻿
considerably).﻿They﻿are﻿dependent﻿on﻿existing﻿technology﻿(book﻿printing;﻿per-
haps﻿pdf).﻿Even﻿using﻿new﻿technology﻿that﻿is﻿in﻿its﻿infancy﻿generates﻿new﻿ideas﻿


































dle﻿ Dutch﻿ translation/adaptation﻿ of﻿ Peter﻿ Comestor’s﻿ Historia Scholastica)﻿
written﻿ in﻿1271.﻿A﻿more﻿elaborate﻿description﻿of﻿ this﻿research﻿has﻿been﻿pub-










The﻿first﻿ thing﻿I﻿want﻿to﻿do﻿ is﻿ to﻿ find﻿out﻿which﻿of﻿ the﻿copies﻿seem﻿to﻿be﻿
broadly﻿similar﻿and﻿which﻿of﻿them﻿stand﻿apart,﻿but﻿I﻿do﻿not﻿have﻿the﻿time﻿to﻿





















































Figure﻿2.4 Cluster analysis made with Minitab 15 of the Judith episode in all fifteen 
manuscripts of the Rijmbijbel, for the 250 highest frequency lemmas.
Figure﻿2.5 Principal components analysis made with Minitab 15 of the Judith-episode in all 















2012).﻿ Furthermore,﻿manuscript﻿ I﻿ differs﻿ so﻿much﻿ from﻿ the﻿ fourteen﻿ others,﻿
that﻿the﻿statistics﻿may﻿be﻿severely﻿distorted.﻿If﻿we﻿remove﻿manuscript﻿I﻿from﻿
the﻿selection﻿and﻿conduct﻿the﻿same﻿measurements﻿on﻿the﻿fourteen﻿others,﻿we﻿





















“old”﻿way﻿of﻿ selecting﻿ variants﻿ and﻿promoting﻿ them﻿ into﻿ the﻿ edition﻿ in﻿ fact﻿
closes﻿the﻿edition﻿down﻿for﻿certain﻿types﻿of﻿research.﻿For﻿example:﻿a﻿critical﻿





















Figure﻿2.6 Principal components analysis made with Minitab 15 of the Judith-episode in all 
fifteen manuscripts excluding manuscript I of the Rijmbijbel, for the 250 highest 
frequency lemmas.
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Stemmatology: Back to the Future?
At﻿this﻿point,﻿I﻿want﻿to﻿return﻿to﻿Stemmatology,﻿by﻿way﻿of﻿Busby’s﻿1993﻿reaction﻿












bury﻿ Tales﻿ Project,﻿ which﻿ aims﻿ to﻿ transcribe,﻿ collate﻿ and﻿ analyse﻿ all﻿ the﻿
Fifteenth﻿Century﻿witnesses﻿ of﻿ Chaucer’s﻿Canterbury Tales.﻿ Apart﻿ from﻿pre-



































eLaborate﻿as﻿social﻿experiment﻿in﻿humanities﻿scholarship,”﻿in﻿Social Software and 
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Mutatis Mutandis: The Same Call for Peace, but 
Differently Framed Each Time
An exploration of the significance of the insights generated by New 
Philology for the printing and reception history of Georgius Cassander’s 
irenical tract De officio pii viri (1561) 
“quia﻿hodie﻿eadem﻿ fere﻿ semper﻿Scena,﻿ saltem﻿mutatis﻿personis﻿ubique﻿
locorum﻿agitur”1
Rob van de Schoor
﻿ (Translation: Paul Gretton)









solve﻿ by﻿ examining﻿ the﻿ changes﻿ in﻿meaning﻿ and﻿ significance﻿ that﻿ the﻿ term﻿
“Politiques”﻿had﻿undergone﻿ in﻿ the﻿course﻿of﻿ time﻿as﻿ the﻿designation﻿ for﻿ the﻿
irenical﻿party﻿that﻿strove﻿for﻿rapprochement﻿between﻿the﻿denominations.2﻿His﻿
study,﻿together﻿with﻿his﻿monumental﻿survey﻿Concordia o tolleranza? François 
1﻿ “because﻿nowadays﻿almost﻿the﻿same﻿performance﻿is﻿put﻿on﻿in﻿every﻿single﻿place,﻿only﻿with﻿
different﻿characters”:﻿from﻿the﻿title﻿of﻿the﻿second﻿edition﻿of﻿De corruptis moribus﻿(Cracow,﻿
1615),﻿to﻿which﻿the﻿text﻿of﻿De officio pii viri﻿was﻿added.
2﻿ Mario﻿Turchetti,﻿“Une﻿question﻿mal﻿posée :﻿l’origine﻿et﻿l’identité﻿des﻿Politiques﻿au﻿temps﻿des﻿
guerres﻿de﻿Religion,”﻿in﻿De Michel de L’Hospital à l’Édit de Nantes. Politiques et religion face aux 
Églises,﻿ed.﻿Thierry﻿Wanegffelen﻿(Collection﻿“Histoires croisées”)﻿[n.p.]﻿(2002),﻿pp. 357–90.﻿As﻿
far﻿back﻿as﻿1970,﻿Alain﻿Dufour﻿castigated﻿historians﻿who,﻿“trop prompts à tout expliquer grâce 
à leur sens psychologique”,﻿ascribed﻿the﻿shift﻿in﻿attitude﻿of﻿the﻿King﻿of﻿Navarre,﻿Antoine﻿de﻿
Bourbon,﻿to﻿the﻿orthodox﻿Calvinists﻿as﻿being﻿due﻿to﻿weakness﻿of﻿character:﻿Alain﻿Dufour,﻿“Le﻿
Colloque﻿de﻿Poissy,”﻿in﻿Mélanges d’histoire du XVIe siècle offerts à Henri Meylan﻿(Geneva,﻿1970),﻿
pp. 127–37;﻿pp. 131.
©﻿ Rob﻿van﻿de﻿Schoor,﻿2015 | doi﻿10.1163/9789004270848_005
This﻿ is﻿ an﻿ open﻿ access﻿ chapter﻿ distributed﻿ under﻿ the﻿ terms﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Creative﻿ Commons﻿Attribution-
Noncommercial﻿3.0﻿Unported﻿(CC-BY-NC﻿3.0)﻿License.
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Bauduin (1520–1573) e i « Moyenneurs  »﻿ (Milan,﻿ 1984),3﻿ has﻿made﻿our﻿under-





sander’s﻿De officio pii viri﻿–﻿and﻿in﻿particular﻿the﻿various﻿reprints﻿of﻿that﻿tract﻿
–﻿can﻿be﻿interpreted﻿according﻿to﻿the﻿principles﻿of﻿New﻿Philology.﻿Needless﻿to﻿
say,﻿ a﻿ study﻿of﻿ this﻿ kind﻿ also﻿provides﻿ an﻿opportunity﻿ to﻿ test﻿ the﻿ validity﻿of﻿
these﻿theories.
One﻿of﻿Turchetti’s﻿most﻿important﻿achievements,﻿also﻿referred﻿to﻿by﻿Thierry﻿
Wanegffelen﻿in﻿his﻿study﻿Ni Rome ni Genève. Des fidèles entre deux chaires en 
France au XVIe siècle (Paris,﻿1997),﻿is﻿to﻿have﻿given﻿us﻿a﻿better﻿understanding﻿of﻿
Cassander’s﻿vision﻿for﻿the﻿“Catholic﻿church”﻿and﻿a﻿future,﻿reunited,﻿Christen-



















health﻿ prevented﻿ him﻿ from﻿ accepting﻿ Antoine﻿ de﻿ Bourbon’s﻿ invitation﻿ to﻿
3﻿ The﻿key﻿points﻿of﻿this﻿study﻿are﻿summarised﻿in:﻿Mario﻿Turchetti,﻿“Concorde﻿ou﻿tolérance?﻿Les﻿
Moyenneurs﻿à﻿la﻿veille﻿des﻿guerres﻿de﻿religion﻿en﻿France,”﻿in﻿Revue de Théologie et de Philosophie 
118﻿(1986),﻿pp. 255–67.





çois﻿ Bauduin﻿ undertook﻿ to﻿ distribute﻿ it,﻿ or﻿ initially﻿ attempted﻿ to﻿ represent﻿


















The Contents of De officio pii viri
The﻿most﻿important﻿message﻿of De officio﻿ is﻿the﻿assertion﻿that﻿whoever﻿sub-
scribed﻿to﻿Christian﻿doctrine,﻿recognised﻿Scripture﻿as﻿the﻿basis﻿for﻿the﻿Chris-
tian﻿ faith,﻿ and﻿ accepted﻿ Christ﻿ as﻿ his﻿ Redeemer﻿ was﻿ considered﻿ to﻿ have﻿
remained﻿ true﻿ to﻿ the﻿ head﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Church.﻿ Someone﻿ who﻿ found﻿ himself﻿ in﻿
another﻿ part﻿ of﻿ the﻿ body﻿ of﻿ the﻿Church﻿ than﻿ the﻿Roman-Catholic﻿ part﻿was﻿
5﻿ See﻿Michael﻿Erbe,﻿François Bauduin (1520–1573). Biographie eines Humanisten﻿(Gütersloh,﻿
1978),﻿pp. 134–35;﻿Michael﻿Erbe,﻿“François﻿Bauduin﻿und﻿Georg﻿Cassander:﻿Dokumente﻿einer﻿
Humanistenfreundschaft,”﻿in﻿Bibliothèque de l’École des Chartes﻿3﻿(1978),﻿pp.﻿537﻿sqq.
6﻿ Bauduin,﻿Responsio altera ad Joan. Calvinum﻿(1562),﻿pp. 38,﻿cited﻿by﻿Turchetti,﻿Concordia o 
toleranza?,﻿pp. 276.
7﻿ An﻿entertaining﻿account﻿of﻿the﻿Colloquy﻿can﻿be﻿found﻿in﻿Donald﻿Nugent,﻿Ecumenism in the 
Age of the Reformation: The Colloquy of Poissy﻿(Cambridge,﻿Mass.,﻿1974)﻿(the﻿soup﻿quotation﻿
can﻿be﻿found﻿on﻿p. 92).







1. An autobiographical account of the author﻿ (1–13),﻿ giving﻿his﻿ reasons﻿ for﻿





Canon﻿doctrinal﻿ authority﻿ and﻿Catholic﻿ tradition﻿are﻿ therefore﻿necessary﻿ in﻿
order﻿to﻿remove﻿the﻿main﻿points﻿of﻿dispute﻿between﻿the﻿denominations,﻿spe-
cifically﻿concerning﻿dogmatics﻿and﻿ecclesiastical﻿ceremonies.
3. Dogmatics and rituals/ceremonies﻿ (29–69).﻿Dogma’s﻿ that﻿ are﻿ true﻿ and﻿
Catholic﻿are:(1)﻿the﻿doctrine﻿laid﻿down﻿in﻿Scripture;﻿(2)﻿the﻿doctrine﻿brought﻿
down﻿to﻿us﻿since﻿the﻿time﻿of﻿the﻿Apostles﻿ in﻿accordance﻿with﻿the﻿spirit﻿and﻿
meaning﻿ of﻿ Scripture.﻿There﻿ are﻿ also﻿ (3)﻿ doctrines﻿ accepted﻿by﻿most﻿ of﻿ the﻿
churches﻿and﻿confirmed﻿by﻿arguments﻿taken﻿from﻿Scripture;﻿and﻿(4)﻿doctrines﻿
that﻿are﻿not﻿based﻿on﻿evidence﻿in﻿Scripture﻿or﻿on﻿long﻿tradition﻿but﻿that﻿have﻿
been﻿accepted﻿ later﻿by﻿the﻿(western)﻿Church.﻿ If﻿ the﻿ latter﻿do﻿not﻿manifestly﻿












respected﻿ until﻿ the﻿ competent﻿ authority﻿ either﻿ does﻿ away﻿with﻿ them﻿or﻿ re-
stores﻿them﻿to﻿their﻿former﻿glory.﻿Time-honoured﻿rituals﻿that﻿have﻿an﻿apostolic﻿
tradition﻿but﻿ that﻿have﻿slowly﻿ fallen﻿ into﻿disuse﻿ (6)﻿ should﻿be﻿ reintroduced.﻿
Local﻿rituals﻿(7),﻿which﻿often﻿have﻿a﻿long﻿tradition,﻿can﻿be﻿tolerated﻿but﻿it﻿is﻿

















Roman-Catholic﻿Church﻿ deserve﻿ censure,﻿ however,﻿ because﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ de-
manding﻿that﻿ the﻿Church﻿be﻿healed,﻿ they﻿demand﻿that﻿ it﻿be﻿ruined﻿and﻿de-




































Printing History and Translations of De officio pii viri
An﻿overview﻿of﻿all﻿the﻿variants﻿of﻿De officio can﻿offer﻿some﻿insight﻿into﻿its﻿print-
ing﻿history.﻿Those﻿variants﻿comprise﻿corrections﻿of﻿printing﻿errors﻿(and﻿the﻿in-












K﻿ Cracow,﻿1615﻿(in﻿De corruptis moribus)
L﻿ [Paris],﻿1616﻿(in﻿Cassandri Opera Omnia)



















tionship﻿between﻿H,﻿N,﻿ and﻿P:﻿N﻿ is﻿ a﻿ fairly﻿ common﻿edition﻿by﻿ the﻿heirs﻿of﻿
Lazarus﻿Zetzner﻿from﻿Lyons﻿and﻿Strasbourg﻿of﻿1642;﻿P﻿is﻿likely﻿to﻿be﻿from﻿the﻿
same﻿printing﻿establishment﻿(the﻿title﻿page﻿gives﻿only﻿Lyons﻿as﻿ the﻿place﻿of﻿













rope,﻿namely﻿ from﻿Poland﻿and﻿ the﻿domains﻿of﻿Germany﻿ (to﻿ the﻿ east﻿ of﻿ the﻿
Lower﻿Rhine).﻿
K﻿is﻿a﻿separate﻿case﻿because﻿the﻿person﻿who﻿saw﻿it﻿through﻿the﻿press﻿revised﻿
it﻿ thoroughly,﻿ removing﻿every﻿use﻿of﻿ the﻿ first﻿person﻿singular;﻿other﻿variants﻿
show﻿that﻿the﻿editor﻿made﻿use﻿of﻿B﻿(1562).﻿
K﻿(Cracow,﻿1615;﻿right)﻿compared﻿to﻿A﻿(1561)
Equidem iam inde ab adolescentia 
constitutionum et caeremoniarum 
Ecclesiasticarum observantissimus fui: 
sic tamen, ut natura, vel divino potius 
impulsu, omnem superstitionem, 
quam tum utcunque deprehendere 
videbar, vehementer detestatus sim. 
Equidem iam inde ab adolescentia 
constitutionum et caeremoniarum 
Ecclesiasticarum observantissimus sit: 
sic tamen, ut natura, vel divi no potius 
impulsu, omnem superstitionem, 
quam tum utcunque deprehendere 

















its﻿ cause﻿ are﻿ to﻿ be﻿ found,﻿ only﻿ those﻿ things﻿ are﻿ included﻿ and﻿ brought﻿
together﻿about﻿which﻿ the﻿ judgment﻿can﻿ultimately﻿be﻿ left﻿ to﻿ judicious﻿
and﻿sensible﻿readers.”
The﻿anonymized﻿edition﻿of﻿De officio﻿in﻿De corruptis moribus﻿(1615)﻿–﻿even﻿the﻿
name﻿of﻿the﻿author﻿is﻿absent﻿in﻿the﻿preliminary﻿matter﻿–﻿was﻿added﻿to﻿what﻿
was﻿in﻿fact﻿the﻿second﻿edition﻿of﻿a﻿publication﻿that﻿appeared﻿in﻿1561﻿entitled De 
cor ruptis moribus utriusque partis, Pontificorum videlicet, & Evangelicorum: dia-
Mox itaque cum in lectionem scripto-
rum huius aetatis, qui reformationem 
quandam et repurgationem supersti-
tiosorum cultuum et absurdarum 
opinionum promittebant, inciderem, 
mire illorum institutum placuit: qui 
tamen ita superstitiones et abusiones 
quae nonnullis caeremoniis Ecclesias-
ticis admixtae erant, exosas haberem, 
ut ipsam Ecclesiasticam politiam quae 
his caeremoniis fere constat, non 
sublatam et eversam, sed repurgatam 
et emendatam esse vellem. 
Mox itaque cum in lectionem scripto-
rum huius aetatis, qui reformationem 
quandam et repurgationem supersti-
tiosorum cultuum et absurdarum 
opinionum promittunt, inciderit, mire 
illorum institutum placent: qui tamen 
ita superstitiones et abusiones quae 
nonnullis caeremoniis Ecclesiasticis 
admixtae sunt, exosas habeat, ut 
ipsam Ecclesiasticam politiam quae 
his caeremoniis fere constat, non 
sublatam et eversam, sed repurgatam 
et emendatam esse velit.
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the﻿Roman-Catholic﻿Church﻿and﻿been﻿brought﻿ to﻿ Ingolstadt﻿ as﻿professor﻿of﻿
theology﻿by﻿Petrus﻿Canisius.10﻿References﻿are﻿made﻿in﻿the﻿course﻿of﻿the﻿dia-
logue﻿to﻿current﻿events﻿in﻿the﻿denominationally﻿divided﻿Poland,﻿in﻿particular﻿
the﻿ actions﻿ of﻿ Francesco﻿ Stancaro.﻿ The﻿ Roman-Catholic﻿ interlocutor﻿ is﻿ sur-
prised﻿at﻿these﻿explosive﻿conflicts﻿among﻿the﻿Protestants,﻿while﻿the﻿Lutheran﻿





















9﻿ Rob﻿van﻿de﻿Schoor,﻿“Petrus﻿Canisius’﻿reis﻿naar﻿Polen﻿in﻿1558﻿en﻿1559,”﻿in﻿Wegen van kerste-
ning in Europa, 1300–1900,﻿ eds.﻿ Charles﻿ Caspers,﻿ Frans﻿ Korsten﻿ en﻿ Peter﻿ Nissen﻿ (Budel﻿
2005),﻿pp.﻿66–88:﻿p.﻿77.
10﻿ Ute﻿Mennecke-Haustein,﻿ “Friedrich﻿ Staphylus﻿ (1512–1564).﻿Von﻿Wittenberg﻿nach﻿ Ingol-
stadt,”﻿in﻿Melanchthon in seinen Schülern.﻿(=﻿Wolfenbütte﻿ler﻿Forschungen,﻿Band﻿73.),﻿ed.﻿
Heinz﻿Scheible﻿(Wiesbaden,﻿1997),﻿pp. 405–26.


















translated﻿as﻿Wie sich ein yeder Gottsfürchtiger und des gemeinen Friedes Lieb-
haber […] halten soll.﻿ In﻿ the﻿passage﻿ “etiamsi in extremis malis essent, accur-
reres”﻿etc.,﻿B,﻿unlike﻿A,﻿has﻿“maris,”﻿with﻿the﻿German﻿translation﻿consequently﻿











12﻿ “Tandem iis, quae ad personas pertinent, relictis, de reipsa cepit agere, ut libelli sui senten-
tiam defenderet, & importuni castigatoris fumos discuteret. Quia vero haec disputatio de re 
magna est, & est hoc tempore imprimis necessaria, & vero in Gallia desideratur, visum est, 
Reipublicae interesse, ut ea recuderetur, ac relictis nunc aliis capitibus, quae ad personas 
magis referuntur, simplicissime & optima fide exponeretur summum caput principalis 
quaestionis, & veluti utriusque partis acta, quae ad rem causamque pertinent, sola recita-








Cum autem quaestionum religionis duo sint genera, quarum aliae doctri-
nam, aliae disciplinam et caeremonias spectant
Cum autem quaestionum religionis quatuor sint genera, quarum aliae dis-

























































contesting﻿parties﻿by﻿rephrasing﻿current﻿issues﻿in a humanist letter,﻿intended﻿to﻿be﻿read﻿
not﻿ just﻿by﻿Molinaeus﻿but﻿by﻿all﻿kindred﻿spirits.﻿Humanist﻿ letters﻿more﻿often﻿than﻿not﻿
were﻿intended﻿to﻿be﻿printed﻿and﻿published.
15﻿ The﻿concept﻿“mouvance”﻿was﻿originally﻿ introduced﻿by﻿Paul﻿Zumthor﻿(Essai de poétique 
médiévale.﻿ Paris,﻿ 1972);﻿ Bernard﻿Cerquiglini﻿ (Éloge de la variante. Histoire critique de la 
philologie.﻿Paris,﻿1989)﻿elaborated﻿on﻿Zumthor’s﻿theories﻿and﻿noticed﻿“une mobilité inces-
sante et joyeuse de l’écriture medieval”﻿(Éloge de la variante,﻿pp.﻿114),﻿which﻿he﻿described﻿as﻿
“variance.”﻿ Ingrid﻿Bennewitz,﻿ “Alte﻿ ‘neue’﻿Philologie?﻿Zur﻿Tradition﻿eines﻿Diskurses,”﻿ in﻿
Philologie als Textwissenschaft: alte und neue Horizonte﻿116﻿(=﻿Zeitschrift für deutsche Phi-
lologie),﻿ eds.﻿Helmut﻿Tervooren﻿and﻿Horst﻿Wenzel﻿ (1997),﻿pp.﻿46–61,﻿ citation﻿on﻿pp.﻿51;﻿





sertations,﻿for﻿example﻿Politica Imperialia, sive discursus politici, acta publica, et 















Readers: Commentators and Translators




1562﻿by﻿Georg﻿von﻿Cell﻿ (Wie sich ein yeder Gottsfürchtiger, und des gemeinen 
Friedes Liebhaber, in ietzigem werentem zweispalt der Religion halten soll)﻿and﻿a﻿
French﻿translation﻿by﻿Jean﻿Hotman﻿(Le debvoir de l’homme de bien et désireux 
du repos public en ce différent de religion),﻿which﻿ is﻿preserved﻿ in﻿manuscript﻿
form.16﻿The﻿edition﻿of﻿De officio﻿that﻿I﻿am﻿preparing﻿will﻿present﻿the﻿two﻿trans-




















terpretation﻿of﻿ tradition,﻿which﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ focusing﻿on﻿details﻿ and﻿dealing﻿
with﻿the﻿highly﻿contentious﻿issue﻿of﻿transsubstantiation,﻿allowed﻿Cassander﻿to﻿






Latermann’s﻿Breves & succintae notae ad tractatum Cassandri De officio pii 
viri﻿ unfold,﻿ for﻿ the﻿ Lutheran﻿ (Prussian)﻿ reader,﻿ Cassander’s﻿ implicit﻿ conces-










17﻿ G.H.M.﻿ Posthumus﻿Meyjes,﻿ “Charles﻿ Perrot﻿ (1541–1608).﻿ Een﻿ onbekend﻿ advies﻿ van﻿ zijn﻿
hand﻿over﻿een﻿werk﻿van﻿Georgius﻿Cassander﻿met,﻿in﻿appendix,﻿iets﻿over﻿zijn﻿De extremis 
in ecclesia vitandis,”﻿in﻿NAKG/DRCH﻿72–1﻿(1992),﻿pp. 72–91.﻿The﻿text﻿concerned﻿is﻿“Advis﻿sur﻿
le﻿ livre﻿ de﻿Cassander﻿ intitulé﻿De officio pii ac publicae tranquillitatis vere amnatis viri,”﻿
BSHPF,﻿Paris,﻿Hotmanniana﻿II,﻿no.﻿52,﻿fol.﻿121r–123v.



























New Philology, Analytical Bibliography, and a Postmodern/ 




usefulness,﻿ is﻿ very﻿ similar﻿ to﻿ Dietmar﻿ Rieger’s﻿ thinking﻿ when﻿ he﻿ wonders﻿
20﻿ I﻿have﻿referred﻿elsewhere﻿to﻿the﻿significance﻿of﻿metaphors﻿in﻿Cassander’s﻿letters:﻿Rob﻿van﻿
de﻿ Schoor,﻿ “Georgius﻿ Cassander:﻿ Searching﻿ for﻿ Religious﻿ Peace﻿ in﻿ his﻿ Correspondence﻿
(1557–1565),”﻿in﻿Between Scylla and Charybdis. Learned Letter Writers Navigating the Reefs 
of Religious and Political Controversy in Early Modern Europe,﻿eds.﻿Jeanine﻿De﻿Landtsheer﻿
and﻿Henk﻿Nellen﻿(Leiden-Boston,﻿2011),﻿pp. 127–47:﻿pp. 145–47.
21﻿ In﻿the﻿sense﻿assigned﻿to﻿that﻿term﻿by﻿Maarten﻿van﻿Buuren﻿in﻿his﻿dissertation﻿“Les Rougon-
Macquart” d’Émile Zola. De la métaphore au mythe.﻿n.p. 1986.
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whether﻿New﻿Philology﻿is﻿“im Grunde nur viel Lärm um nichts”﻿and﻿whether﻿it﻿
would﻿not﻿be﻿better﻿to﻿devote﻿himself﻿to﻿the﻿philological﻿“order﻿of﻿the﻿day.”﻿His﻿
answer﻿comprises﻿a﻿big﻿ “yes”﻿and﻿a﻿ little﻿ “no”:﻿ significant﻿ shifts﻿ in﻿paradigm﻿
arise﻿from﻿scholarly﻿(i.e.﻿traditional﻿philological)﻿praxis,﻿never﻿from﻿“Selbstin-
szenierung und -etikettierung als ‘neu.’”﻿However,﻿anyone﻿who﻿shrugs﻿his﻿shoul-




led﻿ to﻿ the﻿development﻿ of﻿ a﻿ systemic﻿ and﻿ institutional﻿ approach,﻿ discourse﻿
























Wunderlich,﻿“Nach﻿dem﻿Autor﻿fragen,”﻿in:﻿idem,﻿Fragen nach dem Autor. Positionen und 
Perspektiven﻿ (Konstanz,﻿ 1992),﻿pp.﻿9–18.﻿Recent﻿ literature﻿on﻿ the﻿subject:﻿Thomas﻿Bein,﻿
“Zum﻿‘Autor’﻿ im﻿mittelalterlichen﻿Literaturbetrieb﻿und﻿im﻿Diskurs﻿der﻿germanistischen﻿
Mediävistik,”﻿in﻿Rückkehr des Autors. Zur Erneuerung eines umstrittenen Begriffs,﻿eds.﻿Fotis﻿
Jannidis,﻿Gerhard﻿Lauer,﻿Matias﻿Martinez﻿and﻿Simone﻿Winko﻿(Tübingen,﻿1999),﻿pp.﻿303–




The Salman Rushdie Archive and the Re-Imagining 













My﻿ particular﻿ engagement﻿ with﻿ the﻿ Salman﻿ Rushdie﻿ Archive﻿ introduces﻿
(and﻿ then﻿ offers﻿ to﻿ reconcile)﻿ two﻿ distinct﻿ observations.﻿ First,﻿ The﻿ Salman﻿
Rushdie﻿Archive﻿is﻿among﻿the﻿first﻿collections﻿to﻿provide﻿a﻿scholarly﻿perspec-
tive﻿ on﻿ the﻿ increasingly﻿ intricate﻿practice﻿ of﻿ twenty-first﻿ century﻿ textual﻿ in-
quiry﻿that﻿is,﻿at﻿present,﻿being﻿shaped﻿and﻿reshaped﻿by﻿scholars’﻿access﻿to﻿an﻿
archival﻿record﻿that﻿increasingly﻿includes﻿authors’﻿engagements﻿with﻿both﻿ma-








spective﻿ regarding﻿ the﻿ subjective﻿ nature﻿ of﻿ the﻿ manufacture﻿ of﻿ texts﻿
1﻿ Esp.﻿Nichols﻿(1990)﻿and﻿Wenzel﻿(1990).﻿
©﻿ Benjamin﻿Alexander,﻿2015 | doi﻿10.1163/9789004270848_006














Salman Rushdie and the Archive: Shaping Twenty-first Century 
Literary Memory
On﻿March﻿15,﻿2010﻿The New York Times﻿published﻿an﻿article﻿entitled﻿Fending Off 
Digital Decay, Bit by Bit.﻿ “Among﻿ the﻿archival﻿material﻿ from﻿Salman﻿Rushdie﻿
currently﻿ on﻿ display﻿ at﻿ Emory﻿University﻿ in﻿ Atlanta﻿ are﻿ inked﻿ book﻿ covers,﻿
handwritten﻿ journals﻿ and﻿ four﻿ Apple﻿ computers﻿ (one﻿ ruined﻿ by﻿ a﻿ spilled﻿
Coke)”﻿ the﻿ article﻿ begins.﻿ “The﻿ 18﻿ gigabytes﻿ of﻿ data﻿ they﻿ contain﻿ seemed﻿ to﻿
promise﻿ future﻿biographers﻿and﻿ literary﻿scholars﻿a﻿digital﻿wonderland:﻿com-















4﻿ Cohen,﻿Patricia,﻿“Fending﻿off﻿Digital﻿Decay,﻿Bit﻿by﻿Bit,”﻿in﻿New York Times﻿15﻿March﻿2010.









Rushdie,﻿ specifically﻿ manuscripts﻿ and﻿ typescripts﻿ of﻿ his﻿ fiction,﻿ nonfiction,﻿
scripts﻿and﻿other﻿writings,”﻿the﻿finding﻿aid﻿begins. The﻿guide﻿then﻿departs﻿from﻿
the﻿ familiarities﻿of﻿material﻿matrices﻿and﻿ introduces﻿points﻿of﻿access﻿ to﻿ the﻿























6﻿ Rushdie,﻿Salman,﻿Salman Rushdie papers, 1947–2008.﻿Emory﻿University,﻿Manuscript,﻿Archives,﻿
and﻿Rare﻿Book﻿Library.






































into﻿ textual﻿ analysis.﻿ To-date,﻿ archivists﻿ have﻿ provided﻿ access﻿ to﻿ the﻿ digital﻿
manuscripts﻿ and﻿ drafts﻿ of﻿ manuscripts﻿ that﻿ Rushdie,﻿ himself,﻿ saved;﻿ i.e.﻿ to﻿
those﻿files﻿that﻿are﻿representative﻿of﻿Rushdie’s﻿creative﻿process.﻿These﻿“digital﻿
9﻿ Elaine﻿Justice,﻿A World Mapped by Stories: The Salman Rushdie Archives.﻿Emory﻿University,﻿
Robert﻿Wood﻿W.﻿Woodruff﻿Library.﻿Web.library.emory.edu.﻿
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archive﻿ to﻿ Emory,﻿ and﻿ during﻿which﻿ time﻿ archivists﻿ at﻿ Emory﻿were﻿making﻿
revolutionary﻿forays﻿into﻿the﻿preservation﻿and﻿access﻿to﻿digital﻿evidences,﻿liter-
ary﻿ scholars﻿ began﻿ to﻿ ask﻿ some﻿ fundamentally﻿ New﻿ Philological﻿ questions﻿
about﻿the﻿very﻿nature﻿of﻿texts﻿dating﻿from﻿the﻿early﻿modern﻿period﻿through﻿to﻿
the﻿relative﻿present.﻿The﻿reasons﻿for﻿this﻿concurrent﻿shift﻿or,﻿perhaps,﻿advance-
ment﻿ in﻿ archival﻿ practices﻿ and﻿ literary﻿ scholarship﻿ are,﻿ I﻿ believe,﻿ easily﻿ ex-
plained.﻿Dating﻿ from﻿ the﻿ early﻿ 1990s,﻿ textual﻿ and﻿ literary﻿ scholars﻿ generally﻿
10﻿ For﻿ additional﻿ information﻿ about﻿ the﻿ Norman﻿Mailer﻿ Papers,﻿ see﻿Norman Mailer: An 
Inventory of His Papers at the Harry Ransom Center available﻿at﻿http://www.hrc.utexas.
edu/.
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personal﻿ experiences﻿ of﻿ the﻿ “computer﻿ revolution.”﻿ Hindsight﻿ reveals﻿ a﻿ re-
markable﻿parallel﻿energy﻿occurring﻿both﻿within﻿the﻿archive﻿itself,﻿and,﻿across﻿
the﻿ field﻿ of﻿ literary﻿ scholarship﻿more﻿ generally.﻿The﻿ opening﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Salman﻿
Rushdie﻿Archive﻿ simply﻿ brings﻿ into﻿ focus﻿ these﻿ parallel﻿ interests,﻿ and﻿ illus-
trates﻿their﻿increasing﻿convergence﻿and﻿process﻿of﻿mutual﻿exchange.
At﻿the﻿very﻿centre﻿of﻿these﻿convergent﻿energies﻿rests﻿a﻿fundamental﻿engage-
ment﻿with﻿New﻿ Philology﻿ as﻿ it﻿was﻿ envisioned﻿ by﻿ scholars﻿ dating﻿ from﻿ the﻿
early﻿1990s.﻿“A﻿rethinking﻿of﻿philology﻿should﻿seek﻿to﻿minimize﻿the﻿isolation﻿
between﻿medieval﻿ studies﻿and﻿other﻿contemporary﻿movements﻿ in﻿cognitive﻿
methodologies,﻿ such﻿ as﻿ linguistics,﻿ anthropology,﻿ modern﻿ history,﻿ cultural﻿
studies,﻿and﻿so﻿on,”﻿Stephen﻿Nichols﻿observes﻿in﻿the﻿introduction﻿to﻿The New 
Philology,﻿“by﻿reminding﻿us﻿that﻿philology﻿was﻿once﻿among﻿the﻿most﻿theoreti-
cally﻿avant-garde﻿disciplines.”11﻿ “In﻿ its﻿wider﻿sense﻿philology﻿serves﻿ the﻿basic﻿





























This﻿ is﻿ a﻿ tremendous﻿ breadth﻿ of﻿ recent﻿ scholarship﻿ that﻿ has﻿ coalesced﻿

























































confluence﻿ of﻿ scholarly﻿ and﻿ technological﻿ energies﻿ converged﻿ upon﻿ this﻿ re-
markable﻿ document.﻿ After﻿ the﻿ volume﻿ was﻿ dis-bound﻿ (a﻿ process﻿ that﻿ took﻿








result﻿ that﻿ scholars﻿ have﻿had﻿ the﻿opportunity﻿ to﻿ transcribe﻿ the﻿Archimedes﻿
treatise.
I﻿ offer﻿ the﻿ example﻿of﻿The Archimedes Palimpsest as﻿ a﻿ segue﻿ into﻿ a﻿more﻿
general﻿ philological﻿ study﻿ precisely﻿ because﻿ its﻿ various﻿ interpretations﻿ rely﻿
upon﻿a﻿convergence﻿of﻿critical﻿interests﻿including﻿a﻿technical﻿concern﻿for﻿how﻿
this﻿ eleventh﻿ century﻿ text﻿ is﻿ being﻿ re-imagined﻿within﻿ complex﻿ twenty-first﻿
century﻿digital﻿matrices﻿into﻿which﻿the﻿“original”﻿palimpsest﻿has﻿been﻿repeat-






















1990,﻿ scholars﻿ turned﻿ their﻿ attention﻿ towards﻿ exploring﻿ contexts﻿of﻿ creation﻿
and﻿the﻿reimagining﻿of﻿established﻿philological﻿discourses﻿within﻿textual﻿spac-
es﻿ dating﻿ from﻿ the﻿ early﻿modern﻿period﻿ through﻿ to﻿ the﻿ present.16﻿ From﻿my﻿
point﻿of﻿view,﻿this﻿is﻿a﻿critical﻿process﻿that﻿traces﻿its﻿roots﻿through﻿the﻿thinking﻿
of﻿scholars﻿like﻿Stephen﻿Nichols﻿who,﻿dating﻿from﻿this﻿same﻿period,﻿remained﻿







The Advance of New Philology
Early﻿forays﻿into﻿the﻿interrogation﻿of﻿twenty-first﻿century﻿texts﻿yields﻿a﻿remark-
able﻿synergy﻿of﻿intellectual﻿and﻿technical﻿challenges.﻿Take﻿for﻿example﻿Michael﻿
Joyce’s﻿novel, Afternoon. Joyce’s﻿ text﻿was﻿ (and﻿still﻿ is)﻿published﻿by﻿Eastgate,﻿
which﻿as﻿posted﻿on﻿its﻿web﻿portal,﻿remains﻿according﻿to﻿Robert﻿Coover﻿of﻿The 
New York Times Book Review:﻿“the﻿primary﻿source﻿for﻿serious﻿hypertext.”18﻿The﻿
text﻿itself﻿poses﻿endless﻿points﻿of﻿critical﻿revaluation﻿about﻿the﻿very﻿nature﻿of﻿
the﻿“text”﻿in﻿the﻿digital﻿age: “I﻿am﻿currently﻿running﻿my﻿Afternoon﻿on﻿a﻿Win-





Selections﻿ from﻿Afternoon﻿ have﻿ also﻿ appeared﻿ in﻿ print,﻿ in﻿ the﻿Norton 
























texts.  In﻿ fact,﻿ I﻿would﻿argue﻿ that﻿ there﻿are,﻿ at﻿present,﻿projects﻿ that﻿ rival,﻿or﻿
perhaps﻿even﻿surpass﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿their﻿technological﻿sophistication,﻿the﻿con-
text﻿ of﻿ creation﻿ of﻿works﻿ like﻿ Joyce’s﻿Afternoon. Most﻿ emphatically﻿ I﻿ would﻿
point﻿to﻿the﻿commitment﻿of﻿the﻿Library﻿Congress﻿to﻿preserve﻿Twitter. “Library﻿
officials﻿explained﻿the﻿agreement﻿as﻿another﻿step﻿in﻿the﻿library’s﻿embrace﻿of﻿
digital﻿media”﻿The New York Times﻿reported﻿in﻿April﻿of﻿2010. “Twitter,﻿the﻿Sili-
con﻿Valley﻿start-up,﻿declared﻿it﻿‘very﻿exciting﻿that﻿tweets﻿are﻿becoming﻿part﻿of﻿
history.’”21  I﻿would﻿also﻿offer﻿ the﻿Library﻿of﻿Congress’﻿Web Capture Project﻿as﻿
well﻿ as﻿Brewster﻿Kahle’s﻿monumental﻿project,﻿The Internet Archive.22  If﻿ suc-
cessful,﻿the﻿combination﻿of﻿these﻿projects﻿offer﻿the﻿prospect﻿of﻿a﻿socio-histori-




vation﻿about﻿ the﻿complex﻿ lineage﻿of﻿ Joyce’s﻿work﻿ that﻿Kirschenbaum﻿notes,﻿
from﻿ the﻿point﻿of﻿ view﻿of﻿both﻿ the﻿archive﻿and﻿ the﻿ scholar﻿ the﻿ interpretive﻿
challenges﻿ increase﻿ exponentially﻿ to﻿ the﻿point﻿where﻿one﻿ finds﻿oneself﻿ at﻿ a﻿
kind﻿of﻿critical﻿full-circle,﻿recalling﻿Bernard﻿Cerquiglini’s﻿observation﻿regarding﻿
“varience”﻿and﻿the﻿nature﻿of﻿medieval﻿culture.﻿























lematic﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿ scholars’﻿ interrogation﻿ of﻿material﻿ (historical)﻿
artifacts﻿and﻿the﻿inherent﻿subjects﻿of﻿their﻿intellectual﻿composition.﻿“Psycholo-
gists﻿know﻿that﻿memory﻿is﻿never﻿a﻿perfect﻿witness﻿to﻿the﻿event﻿remembered,”﻿










Across﻿the﻿pages﻿of﻿Shakespeare and the Book﻿Kastan﻿peels﻿away﻿layer﻿after﻿

























the﻿centre﻿of﻿Adrian﻿Johns’﻿seminal﻿text,﻿The Nature of the Book.﻿“Early﻿modern﻿
printing﻿was﻿not﻿joined﻿by﻿any﻿obvious﻿or﻿necessary﻿bond﻿to﻿enhanced﻿fidelity,﻿




ning﻿ of﻿ another.”28﻿ While﻿ the﻿ observations﻿ of﻿ both﻿ Johns﻿ and﻿ Kastan﻿ are﻿
fundamentally﻿philological﻿in﻿their﻿sensitivities,﻿it﻿is﻿essential﻿to﻿note﻿that,﻿de-






















Into the Twenty-first Century
“We﻿live﻿in﻿a﻿time﻿of﻿forensic﻿imagination,”﻿Matthew﻿Kirschenbaum﻿writes﻿in﻿















script’s﻿ intellectual﻿content. This﻿ is,﻿of﻿course,﻿common﻿to﻿a﻿ field﻿ that﻿has﻿a﻿
long﻿history﻿of﻿decoding﻿and﻿ interpreting﻿palimpsests﻿which,﻿ to﻿ the﻿eyes﻿of﻿
modern﻿scholars﻿present﻿a﻿textual﻿nightmare. 
The﻿intrigue﻿of﻿this﻿critical﻿unity﻿does﻿not,﻿however,﻿simply﻿jump﻿from﻿me-





question﻿ their﻿assumptions﻿about﻿ the﻿very﻿nature﻿of﻿archival﻿materials﻿ that﻿
had﻿ long﻿assumed﻿to﻿have﻿exhausted﻿ their﻿ research﻿value﻿and﻿were﻿ increas-
ingly﻿looked﻿upon﻿as﻿museum﻿objects.
“If﻿we﻿are﻿to﻿restore﻿the﻿specificity﻿of﻿the﻿prepublication﻿materials﻿and﻿as-
sess﻿ their﻿ bearing﻿ on﻿ critical﻿ understandings﻿ of﻿The Waste Land,”﻿ Lawrence﻿











The Waste Land﻿manuscripts﻿have,﻿ of﻿ course,﻿ been﻿ the﻿ source﻿of﻿ focused﻿
scholarly﻿attention﻿since﻿their﻿donation﻿to﻿the﻿Berg﻿Collection﻿of﻿British﻿and﻿







forensic﻿ investigation,﻿ and﻿which﻿ elicited﻿ fresh﻿ answers﻿ that﻿ provided﻿ for﻿ a﻿










lithic﻿ entity﻿ that﻿ is﻿ at﻿ odds﻿with﻿ the﻿ experience﻿ of﻿ pondering﻿ the﻿ undated,﻿
disordered﻿scraps﻿that﻿jostle﻿one﻿another﻿in﻿the﻿facsimile﻿edition.”31﻿Rainey’s﻿
observations,﻿made﻿from﻿the﻿distance﻿of﻿successive﻿centuries,﻿echo﻿the﻿kinds﻿


























production﻿ (primarily﻿ typewriters)﻿ and﻿ in﻿ the﻿very﻿ fabric﻿of﻿ the﻿allied﻿ tech-
nologies﻿(primarily﻿paper)﻿used﻿during﻿the﻿poem’s﻿composition. “These﻿type-













































Most﻿ succinctly,﻿ Rainey﻿ subjects﻿ a﻿ modern﻿ poem﻿ (perhaps,﻿ the﻿ modern﻿
poem)﻿to﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿critical﻿subjectivities﻿that﻿recall﻿philological﻿concerns﻿for﻿the﻿
complexities﻿of﻿the﻿“manuscript﻿matrix.” His﻿criticism﻿epitomizes﻿the﻿recent﻿






to﻿Mark﻿Twain’s﻿revolutionary﻿decision﻿to﻿produce﻿a﻿typescript﻿of﻿Life on the 
Mississippi﻿(well-regarded﻿as﻿the﻿first﻿literary﻿typescript﻿produced﻿by﻿an﻿Amer-







In﻿2011,﻿ John﻿McMillan﻿published,﻿Smoking Typewriters: The Sixties Under-








investigation﻿ leads,﻿ for﻿McMillan,﻿directly﻿ into﻿ specific﻿ interpretation﻿of﻿ the﻿
contexts﻿of﻿composition﻿and﻿dissemination﻿of﻿radical﻿newspapers. “By﻿show-
ing﻿how﻿underground﻿newspapers﻿educated,﻿politicized,﻿and﻿built﻿communi-
ties﻿ among﻿ disaffected﻿ youths﻿ in﻿ every﻿ region﻿ of﻿ the﻿ country﻿ this﻿ book﻿
contributes,”﻿McMillan﻿argues,﻿“to﻿a﻿broader﻿revisionist﻿effort.”39
While﻿McMillan’s﻿interests﻿may﻿be﻿more﻿broadly﻿socio-historical,﻿they﻿bare﻿






the﻿ claim﻿ that﻿ philology﻿ continues﻿ to﻿ have﻿ an﻿ important﻿ heuristic﻿ value.”﻿

























cluding,﻿The Iconic Page in Manuscript, Print, and Digital Culture﻿ (1998)﻿ and﻿
Material Modernism: The Politics of the Page﻿(2006),﻿were﻿beginning﻿to﻿ask﻿cer-


















cation﻿of﻿The Printing Press as an Agent of Social Change﻿(1980).﻿While﻿more﻿contempo-
rary﻿ scholars﻿ (including﻿ Johns)﻿ have﻿ established﻿ their﻿ particular﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿ the﻿
subjectivities﻿ of﻿ the﻿printing﻿press﻿ in﻿ opposition﻿ to,﻿what﻿ is﻿ sometimes﻿ referred﻿ to﻿ as,﻿
Eisenstein’s﻿“magisterial”﻿regard﻿for﻿Gutenberg’s﻿workshop,﻿I﻿think﻿it﻿important﻿to﻿appre-
ciate﻿Eisenstein﻿as﻿beginning﻿a﻿critical﻿discourse﻿that﻿was,﻿at﻿the﻿time﻿of﻿her﻿authorship,﻿
largely﻿absent﻿from﻿academic﻿circles.﻿Further,﻿ I﻿ think﻿it﻿ fair﻿to﻿consider﻿that﻿Eisenstein﻿
was﻿making﻿a﻿very﻿challenging﻿(and﻿laudable)﻿ foray﻿ into﻿what﻿has﻿ long﻿been﻿a﻿kind﻿of﻿
“boys﻿club”﻿of﻿the﻿Rare﻿Book﻿world.﻿
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exclusive﻿ domain﻿ of﻿ classical﻿ and﻿ medieval﻿ scholars.  The﻿ opening﻿ of﻿ the﻿
Salman﻿Rushdie﻿archive﻿illustrates﻿that﻿such﻿defined﻿interests﻿are﻿giving﻿way﻿to﻿
much﻿broader﻿and﻿more﻿inclusive﻿critical﻿exchanges.
In﻿her﻿recent﻿New York Times﻿article﻿entitled,﻿The Muses of Insert, Delete and 
Execute,﻿Schuessler﻿quotes﻿Kirschenbaum﻿as﻿stating﻿that,﻿“The﻿story﻿of﻿writing﻿
in﻿the﻿digital﻿age﻿is﻿every﻿bit﻿as﻿messy﻿as﻿the﻿ink-stained﻿rags﻿that﻿would﻿have﻿
littered﻿Gutenberg’s﻿ print﻿ shop﻿or﻿ the﻿hot﻿molten﻿ lead﻿of﻿ the﻿ Linotype﻿ma-
chine...﻿Pay﻿no﻿attention﻿to﻿the﻿neatly﻿formatted﻿and﻿deceptively﻿typo-free﻿sur-
faces﻿ of﻿ the﻿ average﻿ Microsoft﻿ Word﻿ file.”43﻿ Kirschenbaum﻿ made﻿ these﻿
comments,﻿as﻿Schuessler﻿points﻿out,﻿at﻿a﻿recent﻿lunchtime﻿lecture﻿at﻿the﻿New﻿
York﻿Public﻿Library﻿titled﻿“Stephen﻿King’s﻿Wang,”﻿“a﻿cheeky﻿reference﻿to﻿that﻿
best-selling﻿ novelist’s﻿ first﻿ computer,﻿ bought﻿ in﻿ the﻿ early﻿ 1980s.”44﻿Kirschen-
baum’s﻿observations﻿advance﻿upon﻿the﻿critical﻿insights﻿of﻿scholars﻿like﻿Johns﻿















the﻿ “clean”﻿ page.  “Like﻿many﻿writers﻿ I﻿ don’t﻿ like﻿ to﻿ show﻿people﻿ pages﻿with﻿













While﻿ from﻿Rushdie’s﻿point﻿of﻿ view﻿ the﻿word﻿processor﻿may﻿have﻿ simply﻿
replaced﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿ the﻿pencil,﻿ the﻿typewriter,﻿and,﻿ the﻿printer﻿ in﻿creating﻿a﻿
literary﻿ product﻿ that﻿ is﻿ appreciably﻿ clean﻿ and﻿ therefore﻿ trustworthy,﻿ from﻿ a﻿
philological﻿ perspective,﻿ and,﻿more﻿ certainly﻿ from﻿ that﻿ of﻿ the﻿ archive,﻿ such﻿
concern﻿for﻿the﻿concealment﻿of﻿process﻿presents﻿a﻿tremendous﻿complexity﻿of﻿















Digital Incunabula: Contexts of Creation
On﻿April﻿1,﻿1976,﻿Steve﻿Jobs,﻿Steve﻿Wozniak﻿and﻿Ronald﻿Wayne﻿established﻿Ap-
ple﻿Computer. Eight﻿months﻿later﻿the﻿company﻿was﻿formally﻿incorporated﻿on﻿























To﻿chart﻿a﻿ line﻿of﻿evolution﻿ from﻿Apple’s﻿origins﻿ in﻿a﻿garage﻿ in﻿Palo﻿Alto,﻿
California﻿during﻿the﻿mid-1970s﻿to﻿the﻿announcement﻿by﻿the﻿Rare﻿Books﻿and﻿
Manuscripts﻿Division﻿ at﻿Emory﻿University﻿ that﻿ they﻿had﻿made﻿ available﻿ for﻿
scholarly﻿research﻿the﻿Salman﻿Rushdie﻿Archive﻿is﻿to﻿realize﻿a﻿historical﻿period﻿



















Amazon’s﻿ development﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Kindle﻿ was﻿ both﻿ prescient,﻿ and﻿ strikingly﻿
consistent﻿with﻿technical﻿decisions﻿that﻿Gutenberg﻿made﻿during﻿the﻿middle﻿
of﻿ the﻿ fifteenth﻿century﻿and﻿which﻿ resulted﻿ in﻿his﻿ careful﻿development﻿of﻿ a﻿
technology﻿ that﻿ mimics﻿ to﻿ an﻿ astonishing﻿ degree﻿ its﻿ manuscript﻿ anteced-
ents.  Several﻿ centuries﻿ later,﻿ the﻿ typewriter﻿ was﻿ designed﻿ to﻿ replicate﻿ the﻿














taries﻿ in﻿ the﻿ margins﻿ or﻿ interpolated﻿ in﻿ the﻿ text.  Each﻿ system﻿ is﻿ a﻿ unit﻿












The﻿Salman﻿Rushdie﻿Archive﻿offers﻿ the﻿opportunity﻿ to﻿ revaluate﻿how﻿estab-
lished﻿philological﻿interpretations﻿of﻿classical﻿and﻿medieval﻿texts﻿are﻿currently﻿
being﻿ re-imagined﻿and﻿applied﻿ to﻿ the﻿ investigation﻿of﻿ texts﻿dating﻿ from﻿ the﻿
early﻿modern﻿period.﻿ In﻿ fact﻿ these﻿ (re)imaginings﻿have﻿been﻿ shown﻿ to﻿offer﻿
important﻿points﻿of﻿ scholarly﻿entry﻿ into﻿ the﻿ interpretation﻿of﻿contemporary﻿
texts﻿ which﻿ often﻿ combine﻿ the﻿ contingencies﻿ of﻿ manuscript﻿ production﻿
(broadly﻿conceived),﻿with﻿the﻿commensurate﻿vicissitudes﻿of﻿mechanical﻿print-
ing﻿technologies﻿including﻿the﻿printing﻿press,﻿the﻿typewriter,﻿the﻿Linotype﻿etc.,﻿
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a﻿ complex﻿ challenge﻿ to﻿ linguists,﻿ the﻿ structure﻿and﻿perception﻿of﻿narratives﻿
provide﻿us﻿with﻿an﻿even﻿greater﻿puzzle﻿to﻿be﻿solved.2﻿In﻿this﻿chapter,﻿we﻿will﻿
examine﻿focalization﻿and﻿epistemic﻿modality﻿ in﻿a﻿ literary﻿text,﻿which﻿reflect﻿








and﻿ interpretation﻿ of﻿ epistemic﻿modality.﻿Whose﻿ degree﻿ of﻿ certainty﻿ is﻿ ex-
pressed﻿when﻿an﻿epistemic﻿modality﻿marker﻿is﻿used,﻿is﻿it﻿the﻿narrator’s﻿(exter-



























(escape)﻿ behaviour﻿ among﻿ the﻿ other﻿ prairie﻿ dogs.5﻿We﻿ can﻿ interpret﻿ these﻿
alarm﻿ calls﻿ of﻿ prairie﻿ dogs﻿ as﻿ stating﻿ facts﻿ about﻿ the﻿ actual﻿ world,﻿ such﻿ as﻿
“There’s﻿a﻿coyote!”﻿or﻿“There’s﻿a﻿hawk﻿flying﻿around!”﻿Being﻿able﻿to﻿communi-
cate﻿such﻿statements﻿about﻿the﻿world﻿certainly﻿helps﻿prairie﻿dogs﻿to﻿survive﻿in﻿







Modal﻿expressions﻿ in﻿ language﻿are﻿used﻿precisely﻿ for﻿ this﻿purpose:﻿ to﻿put﻿
forward﻿hypotheses﻿ about﻿what﻿ the﻿world﻿ is﻿ like.﻿As﻿ such,﻿ they﻿weaken﻿ the﻿
factuality﻿ of﻿ the﻿ statement.6﻿Narrog﻿ defines﻿modality﻿ in﻿ terms﻿ of﻿ factuality:﻿
“Modality﻿is﻿a﻿linguistic﻿category﻿referring﻿to﻿the﻿factual﻿status﻿of﻿a﻿state﻿of﻿af-
fairs.﻿The﻿expression﻿of﻿a﻿state﻿of﻿affairs﻿is﻿modalized﻿if﻿it﻿is﻿marked﻿as﻿being﻿

























colleagues.8﻿ They﻿ conducted﻿ an﻿ experiment﻿ in﻿ which﻿ readers﻿ read﻿ a﻿ story﻿
(Emma Zunz﻿by﻿Jorge﻿Luis﻿Borges)﻿twice.﻿One﻿group﻿of﻿readers﻿read﻿a﻿manipu-
lated﻿version﻿of﻿ the﻿ story,﻿however,﻿ from﻿which﻿epistemic﻿modality﻿markers﻿







































Penguin﻿ Books,﻿ 1995﻿ (page﻿ numbers﻿ given﻿ after﻿ each﻿ example;﻿ boldface﻿ is﻿
ours):
(1)﻿ “She﻿may﻿meet﻿boys﻿at﻿her﻿own﻿lovely﻿home,”﻿I﻿said.﻿(p.﻿195)
(2)﻿ You﻿must﻿allow﻿her﻿to﻿take﻿part﻿in﻿The Hunted Enchanters.﻿(p.﻿196)
Sentence﻿(1)﻿illustrates﻿a﻿case﻿of﻿deontic﻿permission.﻿The﻿first﻿person﻿narrator﻿
and﻿main﻿character﻿functions﻿as﻿an﻿authority﻿figure﻿here,﻿namely﻿the﻿father,﻿




deontic﻿modality.﻿ In﻿ the﻿above﻿ two﻿sentences,﻿ the﻿auxiliaries﻿may and﻿must 













World﻿ Theory,13﻿ examines﻿ modalized﻿ propositions﻿ in﻿ literary﻿ fiction.﻿ Text﻿
World﻿ Theory﻿ is﻿ a﻿ theory﻿ at﻿ the﻿ interface﻿ between﻿ linguistic﻿ and﻿ literature﻿
study,﻿and﻿can﻿be﻿considered﻿a﻿linguistic﻿theory﻿dealing﻿with﻿the﻿worlds﻿creat-





epistemic﻿ modals﻿ in﻿ Text﻿ World﻿ Theory.﻿ Gavins﻿ notes﻿ that﻿ the﻿ text-world﻿

















tionship﻿ between﻿ modality﻿ and﻿ narrative﻿ point﻿ of﻿ view﻿ or﻿ focalization.﻿
Epistemic﻿modality﻿is﻿illustrated﻿in﻿the﻿following﻿example:﻿
(3)﻿ There﻿may have﻿been﻿times﻿–﻿there﻿must have﻿been﻿times,﻿if﻿I﻿know﻿my﻿
Humbert﻿–﻿when﻿(…).﻿(p.﻿69–70)﻿
The﻿two﻿modal﻿auxiliaries﻿ in﻿(3)﻿are﻿used﻿to﻿express﻿the﻿different﻿degrees﻿of﻿







the﻿ factuality﻿ of﻿ his﻿ proposition﻿ by﻿ stating﻿ that﻿ there﻿may﻿ have﻿ been﻿ times﻿
when…﻿(where﻿may indicates﻿epistemic﻿possibility),﻿and﻿then,﻿while﻿gaining﻿
confidence,﻿ he﻿ corrects﻿ himself﻿ and﻿ adds﻿ that﻿ there﻿must have﻿ been﻿ times﻿
(where﻿must﻿ indicates﻿epistemic﻿necessity).﻿From﻿the﻿ linguistic﻿context﻿ it﻿ is﻿
clear﻿that﻿we﻿are﻿ invited﻿to﻿take﻿the﻿perspective﻿of﻿ the﻿narrator﻿and﻿not﻿the﻿
main﻿character﻿Humbert﻿here,﻿also﻿because﻿ in﻿ this﻿example﻿ the﻿auto-obser-
vant﻿first﻿person﻿narrator﻿Humbert﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿character﻿Humbert﻿by﻿the﻿use﻿









discovered﻿ a﻿ piece﻿ of﻿ sympathetic﻿ seaside﻿ somewhere,﻿ it﻿ would﻿ have﻿
come﻿too﻿late,﻿since﻿my﻿real﻿liberation﻿had﻿occurred﻿much﻿earlier:﻿at﻿the﻿










Second,﻿ the﻿ narrator﻿ can﻿ use﻿ epistemic﻿modality﻿ when﻿ representing﻿ the﻿
thoughts﻿of﻿a﻿character,﻿for﻿example﻿in﻿direct﻿speech.﻿In﻿that﻿case,﻿the﻿modality﻿
expresses﻿the﻿lack﻿of﻿confidence﻿of﻿the﻿character,﻿not﻿of﻿the﻿narrator﻿himself.﻿
















modal﻿auxiliaries.﻿ She﻿considers﻿ the﻿possibility﻿ that﻿Humbert﻿ is﻿ still﻿mad﻿at﻿
her,﻿and﻿she﻿insists﻿that﻿Dick,﻿her﻿husband,﻿should﻿not﻿know.﻿In﻿(5)﻿the﻿effect﻿of﻿
















with﻿ the﻿ perspective﻿ of﻿ somebody﻿ other﻿ than﻿ the﻿ narrator.﻿ The﻿ question﻿ is﻿











must and﻿ the﻿ participant-internal﻿modal﻿ reading﻿ for﻿ can.15﻿ By﻿ contrast,﻿ the﻿







































the﻿ first﻿ instance﻿of﻿might﻿ is﻿ clearly﻿ interpreted﻿ from﻿the﻿perspective﻿of﻿ the﻿
narrator,﻿hence﻿it﻿provides﻿a﻿broad﻿overview﻿of﻿the﻿complete﻿story.﻿In﻿order﻿to﻿














(which﻿ in﻿ themselves﻿ can﻿ interest﻿ only﻿ a﻿ professional﻿ psychologue)﻿
because﻿ otherwise﻿ the﻿ reader﻿ (ah,﻿ if﻿ I﻿ could﻿ visualize﻿ him﻿ as﻿ a﻿ blond-












bert’s﻿perspective﻿ is﻿ taken,﻿even﻿ independently﻿of﻿ the﻿grammatical﻿ tense,﻿as﻿
the﻿character﻿Humbert﻿does﻿not﻿know﻿of﻿any﻿reader.
Methodology
Rather﻿ than﻿ speculating﻿ further﻿about﻿when﻿and﻿how﻿readers﻿know﻿ to﻿ shift﻿
their﻿focus﻿from﻿the﻿narrator﻿to﻿the﻿character﻿Humbert﻿in﻿interpreting﻿expres-
sions﻿of﻿(epistemic)﻿modality,﻿we﻿decided﻿to﻿investigate﻿the﻿question﻿more﻿sys-
tematically.﻿To﻿ that﻿ end,﻿we﻿withdrew﻿ all﻿ contexts﻿ from﻿Lolita in﻿which﻿ the﻿


















to﻿ the﻿perspective﻿of﻿ the﻿ character﻿Humbert,﻿ and﻿ twice﻿ this﻿ is﻿ linguistically﻿
encoded.


















Again,﻿ in﻿ (12)﻿ the﻿ epistemic﻿modal﻿might﻿ is﻿ clearly﻿presented﻿as﻿part﻿ of﻿ the﻿
thoughts﻿ of﻿ the﻿ character﻿ Humbert﻿ by﻿ the﻿ overt﻿ explicit﻿ reference﻿ to﻿ his﻿
thoughts﻿(“A﻿happy﻿thought﻿struck﻿me”).﻿Three﻿ last﻿examples﻿of﻿ the﻿explicit﻿






















































person﻿character﻿ that﻿he﻿was﻿ in﻿ those﻿days﻿ (when﻿he﻿kept﻿a﻿ journal﻿ that﻿he﻿
later﻿lost).﻿Now,﻿at﻿this﻿point﻿in﻿the﻿story,﻿he﻿no﻿longer﻿feels﻿the﻿need﻿to﻿do﻿so.﻿











(18)﻿ Bourbon﻿Street﻿ (in﻿a﻿ town﻿named﻿New﻿Orleans)﻿whose﻿sidewalks,﻿ said﻿
the﻿tour﻿book,﻿“may [I﻿liked﻿the﻿“may”]﻿feature﻿entertainment﻿by﻿picka-
ninnies﻿who﻿will﻿ [I﻿ liked﻿the﻿“will”﻿even﻿better]﻿ tap-dance﻿ for﻿pennies”﻿



























session﻿might﻿ have﻿ been﻿ assuaged﻿ only﻿ by﻿ our﻿ actually﻿ imbibing﻿ and﻿




































(22)﻿ Saturday.﻿ (Beginning﻿perhaps﻿amended.)﻿ I﻿know﻿ it﻿ is﻿madness﻿ to﻿keep﻿
this﻿journal﻿but﻿it﻿gives﻿me﻿a﻿strange﻿thrill﻿to﻿do﻿so;﻿and﻿only﻿a﻿loving﻿wife﻿
could﻿decipher﻿my﻿microscopic﻿script.﻿Let﻿me﻿state﻿with﻿a﻿sob﻿that﻿today﻿


























as﻿Hollywood﻿ teaches.﻿ A﻿ double﻿ vanilla﻿with﻿ hot﻿ fudge﻿ –﻿ hardly﻿more﻿
unusual﻿ than﻿ that.﻿ I﻿ cannot﻿ tell﻿ my﻿ learned﻿ reader﻿ (whose﻿ eyebrows,﻿
I﻿suspect,﻿have﻿by﻿now﻿travelled﻿all﻿the﻿way﻿to﻿the﻿back﻿of﻿his﻿bald﻿head),﻿
I﻿cannot﻿tell﻿him﻿how﻿the﻿knowledge﻿came﻿to﻿me;﻿(…).﻿(p.﻿48)
Obviously,﻿ there﻿ is﻿no﻿“learned﻿reader”﻿ for﻿ the﻿writer﻿of﻿ the﻿diary.﻿Again,﻿we﻿
must﻿have﻿taken﻿the﻿narrator’s﻿perspective﻿instead﻿of﻿that﻿of﻿the﻿character﻿at﻿










is﻿ inventing﻿himself.﻿ In﻿this﻿paper,﻿we﻿have﻿studied﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿ the﻿epistemic﻿









world.﻿ In﻿a﻿narrative﻿ the﻿narrator﻿ is﻿ the﻿ speaker﻿and﻿ the﻿world﻿ is﻿ the﻿ fictive﻿
world.﻿Hence,﻿epistemic﻿modality﻿is﻿by﻿default﻿attributed﻿to﻿the﻿narrator,﻿being﻿
the﻿speaker﻿of﻿the﻿literary﻿text.﻿If﻿an﻿epistemic﻿modal﻿expression﻿is﻿to﻿be﻿inter-
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Chapter﻿6
Transported into a Story World: The Role of the 
Protagonist




















a﻿ narrative﻿world,﻿ have﻿ scarcely﻿ been﻿ researched.7﻿ In﻿ other﻿words,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ still﻿
largely﻿unclear﻿which﻿narrative﻿ features﻿ contribute﻿ to﻿ engagement﻿with﻿ the﻿
story﻿and﻿ultimately﻿to﻿the﻿occurrence﻿of﻿persuasive﻿effects.﻿This﻿is﻿why﻿Green﻿





































The﻿ first﻿ two﻿postulates﻿concern﻿ the﻿consequences﻿of﻿ transportation,﻿which﻿
are﻿ the﻿ persuasive﻿ effects﻿ of﻿ narratives.﻿ “Narrative﻿ persuasion”﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ a﻿















model.﻿ All﻿ types﻿ of﻿ emotions,﻿ from﻿ sadness﻿ to﻿ happiness﻿ can﻿ contribute﻿ to﻿









into﻿a﻿group﻿ that﻿achieved﻿a﻿higher﻿ score﻿on﻿ the﻿ transportation﻿ scale﻿and﻿a﻿
group﻿that﻿achieved﻿a﻿lower﻿score﻿on﻿this﻿scale.﻿Results﻿showed﻿that﻿high﻿trans-
portation﻿ participants﻿ held﻿ beliefs﻿more﻿ consistent﻿with﻿ the﻿ story﻿ than﻿ low﻿
transportation﻿participants.﻿For﻿ instance,﻿ the﻿more﻿transported﻿readers﻿con-
sidered﻿ malls﻿ to﻿ be﻿ more﻿ dangerous﻿ and﻿ thought﻿ that﻿ psychiatric﻿ patients﻿
should﻿have﻿fewer﻿rights﻿to﻿go﻿on﻿leave﻿than﻿the﻿less﻿transported﻿readers.﻿How-




























told﻿ from﻿ the﻿ perspective﻿ of﻿ a﻿ specific﻿ character,﻿ identified﻿more﻿ with﻿ this﻿
character﻿and﻿held﻿attitudes﻿more﻿consistent﻿with﻿this﻿character.﻿Again,﻿me-
diation﻿analysis﻿ revealed﻿that﻿ identification﻿was﻿causally﻿ responsible﻿ for﻿ the﻿
persuasive﻿ effects﻿ of﻿ the﻿ story.19﻿ In﻿ sum,﻿ several﻿ studies﻿ show﻿ that﻿ the﻿ ex-
perience﻿ of﻿ becoming﻿ absorbed﻿ in﻿ a﻿ story﻿ and﻿ being﻿ transported﻿ into﻿ the﻿
story-world﻿ leads﻿ to﻿ narrative﻿ persuasion,﻿ confirming﻿ the﻿ first﻿ part﻿ of﻿ the﻿
Transportation-Imagery﻿Model﻿about﻿the﻿consequences﻿of﻿transportation.






ported﻿ into﻿ a﻿ narrative.﻿ For﻿ instance,﻿ regarding﻿ attributes﻿ of﻿ the﻿ recipient,﻿
readers﻿with﻿an﻿aptitude﻿for﻿forming﻿mental﻿images,﻿i.e.﻿people﻿with﻿a﻿strong﻿
imagination,﻿will﻿ tend﻿ to﻿ experience﻿more﻿ transportation.20﻿With﻿ regard﻿ to﻿
the﻿attributes﻿of﻿the﻿context,﻿the﻿situation﻿may﻿limit﻿readers’﻿imaginative﻿in-















stories﻿effective﻿at﻿ transporting﻿readers﻿ into﻿a﻿narrative﻿world,﻿ this﻿study﻿ fo-
cuses﻿on﻿the﻿role﻿of﻿attributes﻿of﻿the﻿text﻿in﻿transportation.﻿


















compared﻿to﻿a﻿version﻿of﻿ the﻿same﻿story﻿ told﻿by﻿a﻿ first-person﻿narrator.﻿The﻿
omniscient﻿narrator﻿referred﻿to﻿the﻿protagonist﻿as﻿“he”﻿and﻿presented﻿both﻿his﻿
thoughts﻿ and﻿ the﻿ thoughts﻿of﻿other﻿ characters.﻿The﻿ first-person﻿narrator﻿ re-
ferred﻿to﻿the﻿protagonist﻿(himself)﻿as﻿“I”﻿and﻿presented﻿only﻿his﻿own﻿thoughts.﻿
The﻿latter﻿version﻿was﻿expected﻿to﻿bring﻿readers﻿closer﻿to﻿the﻿protagonist﻿and﻿
thus﻿elicit﻿more﻿emotions.﻿Results﻿ indeed﻿showed﻿that﻿ the﻿story﻿ told﻿by﻿ the﻿





































tions﻿ as﻿ a﻿ result﻿ of﻿ that﻿ character’s﻿ experiences.﻿ If﻿ a﻿ reader﻿ has﻿ a﻿ neutral﻿
disposition,﻿he/she﻿does﻿not﻿care﻿what﻿happens﻿to﻿the﻿character﻿and﻿feels﻿no﻿
emotion﻿in﻿response﻿to﻿the﻿events﻿in﻿the﻿story.﻿Importantly,﻿the type of﻿emotion﻿























disposition.﻿ Affective﻿ Disposition﻿ Theory﻿ predicts﻿ that﻿ readers﻿ who﻿ have﻿ a﻿
neutral﻿disposition﻿experience﻿less﻿emotions﻿than﻿readers﻿with﻿either﻿a﻿posi-
tive﻿or﻿negative﻿disposition.






form﻿ a﻿ negative﻿ disposition.31﻿ In﻿ other﻿ words,﻿ if﻿ a﻿ character﻿ behaves﻿ sym-
pathetically,﻿ the﻿character﻿will﻿be﻿ liked,﻿ if﻿a﻿character﻿behaves﻿neutrally,﻿ the﻿
character﻿will﻿be﻿met﻿with﻿indifference,﻿and﻿if﻿a﻿character﻿behaves﻿unsympa-
thetically,﻿the﻿character﻿will﻿be﻿disliked.﻿In﻿our﻿view,﻿other﻿elements﻿than﻿be-
haviour﻿ can﻿ contribute﻿ to﻿ the﻿ sympathy﻿ shown﻿ toward﻿ a﻿ character,﻿ such﻿ as﻿
thoughts,﻿utterances,﻿and﻿judgments﻿of﻿other﻿people’s﻿behaviour.﻿
In﻿ summary,﻿ readers﻿ form﻿a﻿disposition﻿or﻿ attachment﻿ to﻿ characters﻿ in﻿ a﻿
story﻿from﻿negative﻿through﻿neutral﻿to﻿positive﻿on﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿the﻿characters’﻿
conduct﻿ and﻿personality.﻿ So,﻿ sympathetic﻿ behaviour﻿ and﻿personality﻿ should﻿



































character﻿ likely﻿evokes﻿counter-empathy.﻿However,﻿ such﻿counter-empathy﻿ is﻿
also﻿a﻿type﻿of﻿emotion.﻿Therefore,﻿Affective﻿Disposition﻿Theory﻿predicts﻿that﻿






















































To﻿manipulate﻿ the﻿ readers’﻿ disposition﻿ toward﻿ the﻿protagonist,﻿ three﻿ ver-
sions﻿of﻿the﻿story﻿were﻿constructed.﻿In﻿the﻿main﻿this﻿was﻿done﻿by﻿adding﻿infor-
mation﻿ that﻿ was﻿ either﻿ positive,﻿ neutral,﻿ or﻿ negative﻿ about﻿ the﻿ character’s﻿
actions﻿and﻿thoughts.﻿At﻿some﻿points﻿in﻿the﻿text﻿in﻿which﻿character﻿descrip-
tions﻿were﻿provided,﻿information﻿from﻿the﻿base﻿story﻿was﻿changed﻿in﻿the﻿dif-



















































Participants’﻿ disposition﻿ toward﻿ the﻿ protagonist﻿ was﻿measured﻿ with﻿ two﻿

















agery﻿ was﻿ measured﻿ with﻿ six﻿ items﻿ about﻿ the﻿ mental﻿ images﻿ participants﻿
formed.﻿These﻿items﻿formed﻿a﻿reliable﻿scale﻿(Cronbach’s﻿α﻿=.70).﻿An﻿example﻿


































Table﻿6.1 Means and standard deviations (between brackets) of affective disposition, empathy, 







Affective﻿disposition 5.39﻿(0.81)a 4.25﻿(0.98)b 2.89﻿(0.98)c
Empathy 5.13﻿(0.80)a 4.58﻿(1.11)b 4.09﻿(1.18)c
Emotion 4.74﻿(1.22)a 3.96﻿(1.19)b 4.10﻿(1.37)b
Attention 5.32﻿(0.72)a 5.04﻿(0.91)a 4.43﻿(1.30)b
Imagery 4.89﻿(0.83) 4.60﻿(0.91) 4.75﻿(1.05)
Transportation* 4.99﻿(0.63)a 4.58﻿(0.71)b 4.47﻿(1.06)b
Beliefs 5.21(1.08) 5.19﻿(0.95) 5.30﻿(1.17)
Note:﻿Means﻿with﻿different﻿ superscripts﻿differ﻿ significantly.﻿ *The﻿scale﻿ for﻿Transportation﻿ is﻿a﻿
combination﻿of﻿the﻿scales﻿for﻿emotion,﻿attention﻿and﻿imagery.







































sions﻿ on﻿ beliefs﻿ (F﻿ (2,80)﻿ =﻿ 0.96,﻿ p﻿ =﻿ .91).﻿ Participants﻿ held﻿ beliefs﻿ equally﻿










and﻿empathized﻿more﻿ strongly﻿with﻿him﻿ than﻿ readers﻿of﻿ the﻿ story﻿with﻿ the﻿
neutral﻿ protagonist﻿ who﻿ in﻿ turn﻿ had﻿more﻿ positive﻿ dispositions﻿ and﻿ empa-
thized﻿more﻿strongly﻿ than﻿readers﻿of﻿ the﻿story﻿with﻿ the﻿unsympathetic﻿pro-
tagonist.﻿In﻿line﻿with﻿hypothesis﻿3,﻿we﻿were﻿able﻿to﻿show﻿that﻿the﻿impact﻿on﻿the﻿






























tive﻿ self-image﻿and﻿ thus﻿ think﻿of﻿ themselves﻿as﻿ sympathetic,﻿ they﻿may﻿have﻿
perceived﻿ themselves﻿ as﻿ having﻿ more﻿ in﻿ common﻿ with﻿ the﻿ protagonist﻿ in﻿
the﻿ sympathetic﻿ version.﻿ Since﻿ perceived﻿ similarity﻿ is﻿ positively﻿ linked﻿ to﻿
empathy,38﻿ the﻿more﻿ sympathetic﻿ protagonist﻿may﻿ have﻿ evoked﻿more﻿ emo-




a﻿role﻿ in﻿the﻿effects﻿of﻿a﻿sympathetic﻿protagonist,﻿ future﻿research﻿should﻿ in-
clude﻿a﻿measure﻿of﻿perceived﻿similarity﻿between﻿reader﻿and﻿protagonist.﻿Pref-
erably,﻿ this﻿measure﻿would﻿be﻿ included﻿ in﻿a﻿ study﻿ that﻿ also﻿varies﻿ the﻿ story﻿
outcome﻿as﻿outlined﻿above,﻿so﻿that﻿it﻿can﻿be﻿established﻿whether﻿an﻿unsympa-
thetic﻿protagonist﻿leads﻿to﻿less﻿emotion﻿and﻿transportation﻿through﻿a﻿percep-




nent﻿ of﻿ the﻿ transportation﻿ scale.﻿ The﻿ other﻿ component﻿ of﻿ transportation,﻿




may﻿ rather﻿be﻿dependent﻿on﻿attributes﻿of﻿ the﻿ recipient,﻿ like﻿ the﻿ strength﻿of﻿
their﻿ imagination.﻿ Nevertheless,﻿ there﻿ were﻿ differences﻿ in﻿ the﻿ participants’﻿












protagonist﻿was﻿ found﻿more﻿ sympathetic,﻿more﻿ transportation﻿ occurred.﻿ In﻿
















fore,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ important﻿ for﻿ future﻿ research﻿ to﻿ investigate﻿ when﻿ transportation﻿
leads﻿to﻿persuasion﻿and﻿when﻿it﻿does﻿not.﻿In﻿other﻿words,﻿researchers﻿should﻿






fore,﻿ replication﻿ is﻿ needed﻿with﻿ different﻿ stories.﻿ If﻿ potential﻿moderators﻿ of﻿
narrative﻿persuasion﻿are﻿manipulated﻿systematically,﻿factors﻿can﻿be﻿identified﻿
that﻿limit﻿or﻿facilitate﻿persuasion﻿by﻿narratives.
Another﻿ limitation﻿of﻿ this﻿ study﻿concerns﻿ the﻿ sample﻿of﻿participants.﻿Al-
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contribution﻿ to﻿ the﻿ smooth﻿ collaboration﻿ between﻿ individuals﻿ within﻿ a﻿
group.4﻿ Since﻿ collaborating﻿ individuals﻿ were﻿ more﻿ successful﻿ in﻿ gathering﻿




capacities﻿are﻿referred﻿to﻿as﻿social intelligence,﻿ i.e.,﻿ the﻿ability﻿ to﻿understand, 
predict, and manipulate the behaviour﻿of﻿other﻿people.5﻿The﻿first﻿of﻿these﻿ca-
pacities,﻿ understanding﻿ a﻿person’s﻿ behaviour,﻿ requires﻿ insight﻿ into﻿ the﻿ goals﻿











































supply﻿ us﻿with﻿ a﻿mental﻿ catalogue﻿ of﻿ the﻿ fatal﻿ conundrums﻿we﻿might﻿ face﻿























their﻿ emphasis﻿ on﻿ either﻿ the﻿ characters’﻿ actions﻿ or﻿ on﻿ the﻿beliefs﻿ and﻿ goals﻿
guiding﻿these﻿actions.8﻿In﻿an﻿action﻿movie,﻿relatively﻿more﻿attention﻿is﻿paid﻿to﻿
the﻿main﻿character’s﻿ability,﻿for﻿instance,﻿to﻿perform﻿martial﻿arts﻿while﻿we﻿learn﻿





The curious incident of the dog in the night time﻿is﻿very﻿popular﻿among﻿school﻿















standing﻿ and﻿ predicting﻿ dimensions.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ next﻿ section,﻿ we﻿ will﻿ focus﻿ on﻿
journalistic﻿background﻿stories﻿and﻿the﻿function﻿they﻿may﻿serve.﻿
8﻿ Cupchik﻿and﻿Laszlo﻿(1994).





Understanding Behaviour and the Landscape of Consciousness
Boyd﻿(2009)﻿makes﻿a﻿case﻿for﻿the﻿adaptive﻿function﻿of﻿fictional﻿narratives.﻿In﻿
his﻿line﻿of﻿argument,﻿he﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿work﻿by﻿Dunbar﻿(1996,﻿1998)﻿who﻿argues﻿
that﻿ “the﻿principle﻿ function﻿of﻿ language﻿was﻿ (and﻿ still﻿ is!)﻿ to﻿ enable﻿ the﻿ ex-
















































































news reports covering﻿one﻿subject﻿and reportages﻿reconstructing﻿news﻿facts﻿or﻿









case﻿ the﻿ journalist.﻿The﻿basic﻿ space﻿ is﻿ illustrated﻿ in﻿ the﻿ first,﻿ short﻿news﻿ re-
port.24
1.﻿﻿ BEVERWIJK﻿ –﻿ 1. The﻿ police﻿ are﻿ investigating﻿ the﻿ death﻿ of﻿ a﻿ newborn﻿
infant﻿in﻿Beverwijk.﻿2. The﻿body﻿was﻿discovered﻿Wednesday﻿in﻿a﻿house﻿in﻿
Haarlem.﻿3. Because﻿the﻿infant﻿may﻿have﻿been﻿born﻿in﻿a﻿house﻿in﻿Bever-
























tion﻿ on﻿ what﻿ that﻿ person﻿ thought,﻿ felt,﻿ and﻿ believed﻿ at﻿ a﻿ certain﻿ point﻿ in﻿












2. O. On December 22, 2005, the criminal investigation department discovered, 
in a waste bin in the garden of Jeroen and Etta in Beverwijk, three buckets 
that each contained the small body of an infant. A fourth corpse had been 
found the day before. Last Monday, the mother appeared in court, today the 
father. By (name journalist).




with﻿ her.﻿ (…)﻿When﻿ replacing﻿ the﻿ backpack﻿Carla﻿ gets﻿ the﻿ impression﻿













a﻿ full-term﻿infant,﻿a﻿girl﻿well﻿over﻿seven﻿pounds.﻿Later﻿ it﻿ is﻿determined﻿
that﻿the﻿child﻿has﻿died﻿weeks﻿before,﻿but﻿that﻿it﻿was﻿not﻿still-born.



















7. She﻿was﻿afraid﻿ that﻿ Jeroen﻿would﻿be﻿angry﻿ if﻿he﻿heard﻿ that﻿ she﻿was﻿
pregnant.﻿She﻿told﻿nobody﻿that﻿she﻿was﻿pregnant.﻿She﻿did﻿not﻿go﻿to﻿see﻿a﻿







9. According﻿ to﻿ Jeroen﻿ the﻿ children﻿ would﻿ have﻿ been﻿ welcome.﻿ He﻿
blames﻿himself﻿ for﻿ not﻿ truly﻿ having﻿ known﻿Etta.﻿ Etta﻿ and﻿ Jeroen﻿have﻿
decided﻿to﻿have﻿their﻿four﻿babies﻿cremated﻿as﻿soon﻿as﻿possible.﻿The﻿ashes﻿
will﻿be﻿in﻿one﻿urn.﻿(End of news story).
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In﻿ the﻿ second﻿ sentence﻿of﻿ fragment﻿ 1,﻿ several﻿ cognitive﻿verbs﻿ indicate﻿Carla﻿
news﻿ source’s﻿mental﻿ activity.﻿ “She﻿ sees a﻿green﻿backpack﻿ that﻿ she﻿does﻿not﻿




ing﻿ the﻿ backpack﻿ Carla﻿ gets the impression﻿ that﻿ it﻿ contains﻿wet clothes.”﻿ In﻿
addition,﻿discoveries﻿and﻿perceptions﻿are﻿represented﻿that﻿are﻿particular﻿ for﻿
this﻿character﻿at﻿ the﻿narrated﻿moment.﻿ “She﻿ takes﻿out﻿a﻿garbage﻿bag,﻿which﻿
contains﻿more﻿garbage﻿bags,﻿towels﻿and﻿moments﻿later﻿she﻿is﻿holding﻿a﻿dead﻿
infant,﻿wrapped﻿in﻿a﻿red﻿T-shirt.﻿An unbearable smell fills﻿the﻿cellar.”﻿In﻿particu-
lar,﻿the﻿perception﻿in﻿the﻿last﻿sentence﻿“unbearable﻿smell”﻿colours﻿the﻿narra-
tor’s﻿text﻿as﻿represented﻿from﻿the﻿character’s﻿perspective:﻿it﻿is﻿she﻿who﻿smells.﻿






















































the﻿ source﻿ as﻿ having﻿ strong﻿ negative﻿ feelings﻿ about﻿ the﻿ previous﻿ events﻿ in﻿
terms﻿of﻿loss﻿and﻿remorse;﻿in﻿other﻿words,﻿she﻿is﻿not﻿a﻿cold﻿murderess.﻿
After﻿some﻿time,﻿in﻿paragraph﻿5,﻿she﻿acknowledges﻿the﻿facts:﻿“later﻿that﻿day﻿














Paragraph﻿7﻿and﻿8﻿arrive﻿at﻿ the﻿central﻿matter﻿of﻿ this﻿news﻿narrative:﻿ the﻿
explanation﻿of﻿the﻿erratic﻿behaviour.﻿In﻿a﻿long﻿stream﻿of﻿free﻿indirect﻿quotes﻿by﻿










































and﻿objective,﻿ explain﻿why﻿ “literary”﻿ journalistic﻿ texts﻿ like﻿ the﻿one﻿analyzed﻿
here﻿are﻿not﻿typically﻿exhausted﻿by﻿one﻿reading:﻿they﻿stay﻿news.33﻿




favourable﻿(or﻿ less﻿unfavourable)﻿evaluation﻿of﻿ this﻿behaviour﻿as﻿ implied﻿by﻿











































ten﻿which﻿differed﻿with﻿respect﻿ to﻿ the﻿perspectivising﻿character.﻿That﻿ is,﻿ the﻿
story﻿was﻿either﻿told﻿by﻿the﻿character﻿holding﻿opinion﻿A﻿or﻿by﻿the﻿(opposing)﻿
character﻿who﻿held﻿opinion﻿B.﻿ If﻿holding﻿a﻿ similar﻿opinion﻿drives﻿people﻿ to﻿
empathise﻿with﻿a﻿character,﻿the﻿audience﻿would﻿identify﻿with﻿a﻿certain﻿charac-















































































erary﻿ techniques﻿ to﻿ tell﻿ the﻿ story.﻿More﻿ specifically,﻿we﻿ have﻿ focused﻿ in﻿ our﻿
analysis﻿on﻿the﻿way﻿in﻿which﻿the﻿journalist﻿overlays﻿his﻿interpretation﻿or﻿even﻿
subjective﻿evaluation﻿onto﻿the﻿news﻿facts,﻿and﻿lends﻿his﻿own﻿voice﻿to﻿make﻿the﻿
news﻿ sources’﻿ voices﻿ heard.﻿ Although﻿ the﻿ employment﻿ of﻿ these﻿ techniques﻿
may﻿provide﻿ the﻿ reader﻿with﻿ an﻿ enjoyable﻿ reading﻿ experience,﻿ their﻿ impact﻿
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Chapter﻿8
Quoted Discourse in Dutch News Narratives









ine﻿ in﻿ detail,﻿what﻿ journalistic﻿ narrators﻿ (henceforth:﻿ reporters)﻿ actually﻿ do﻿
when﻿they﻿represent﻿words﻿uttered﻿previously﻿by﻿news﻿sources,﻿and﻿how﻿lin-
guistic﻿choices﻿express﻿the﻿function﻿such﻿presentations﻿may﻿fulfil.﻿In﻿order﻿to﻿






The﻿ first﻿ section﻿briefly﻿addresses﻿how﻿quoted﻿discourse﻿ is﻿discussed﻿and﻿
categorized﻿ in﻿ literature.﻿ In﻿ the﻿second﻿section,﻿ the﻿material﻿and﻿method﻿of﻿
analysis﻿are﻿outlined.﻿The﻿third﻿section﻿systematically﻿investigates﻿what﻿types﻿
of﻿quotation﻿occur﻿ in﻿a﻿corpus﻿of﻿older﻿and﻿recent﻿Dutch﻿news﻿texts.﻿ In﻿the﻿
fourth﻿ section,﻿ the﻿ results﻿ are﻿ summarized﻿ and﻿ discussed﻿ for﻿ their﻿ implica-
tions.
Categories of Quoted Language
In﻿a﻿reported﻿speech/writing/thought﻿situation,﻿there﻿are﻿at﻿least﻿two﻿personae﻿
involved:﻿the﻿narrator﻿and﻿the﻿person﻿whose﻿words﻿or﻿thoughts﻿are﻿represented.1﻿
1﻿ In﻿ journalistic﻿narratives,﻿ this﻿quoted﻿person﻿can﻿also﻿be﻿ the﻿ journalist﻿as﻿news﻿source﻿
(Rennen,﻿2000).
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in﻿ a﻿ text,﻿ can﻿ vary.﻿ Many﻿ descriptions﻿ are﻿ given﻿ of﻿ reported﻿ speech﻿ (and﻿
thought).﻿As﻿a﻿starting﻿point﻿we﻿use﻿Semino﻿and﻿Short’s﻿(2004)﻿model﻿of﻿dis-
course﻿presentation,﻿which﻿consists﻿of﻿three﻿scales:﻿for﻿speech,﻿thought,﻿and﻿
writing﻿ presentation.﻿These﻿ scales﻿ involve﻿ several﻿ options,﻿ or﻿ categories,﻿ for﻿
presenting﻿other﻿people’s﻿utterances﻿or﻿thoughts,﻿as﻿represented﻿in﻿Table﻿8.1.﻿
In﻿the﻿columns﻿from﻿left﻿to﻿right﻿the﻿categories﻿of﻿discourse﻿presentation﻿are﻿
named:﻿ Indirect﻿ Speech/Writing/Thought﻿ (IS/IW/IT);﻿ Free﻿ Indirect﻿ Speech/
Writing/Thought﻿(FIS/FIW/FIT);﻿Direct﻿Speech/Writing/Thought﻿(DS/DW/DT);﻿
and﻿Free﻿Direct﻿Speech/Writing/Thought﻿(FDS/FDW/FDT).﻿Definitions﻿and﻿ex-



















Table﻿8.1 Speech, thought, and writing presentation scales (after﻿Semino﻿and﻿Short,﻿
2004:﻿49).
Indirect Free indirect Direct Free direct
Speech﻿presentation: IS ﻿﻿FIS DS FDS
Thought﻿presentation: IT ﻿﻿FIT DT FDT
Writing﻿presentation: IW ﻿﻿FIW DW FDW
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and﻿structures﻿used﻿to﻿utter﻿the﻿relevant﻿propositional﻿content),﻿as﻿in﻿She said 
that / confirmed she was present / was there.﻿With﻿respect﻿to﻿free﻿indirect﻿speech﻿
and﻿ writing,﻿ Semino﻿ and﻿ Short﻿ (2004)﻿ state﻿ that﻿ these﻿ categories﻿ involve﻿ a﻿
“mix”﻿of﻿the﻿features﻿associated﻿with﻿indirect﻿speech/writing﻿on﻿the﻿one﻿hand﻿




responsible﻿ for﻿ a﻿ particular﻿ word;﻿ their﻿ voices﻿ are﻿ intertwined﻿ (cf.﻿ Sanders,﻿










two﻿ sub-corpora.﻿The﻿ first﻿ sub-corpus﻿ consists﻿ of﻿ old﻿ newspaper﻿ texts﻿ from﻿
1950﻿(32.579﻿words;﻿50﻿texts),﻿the﻿second﻿of﻿recent﻿newspaper﻿texts﻿from﻿2002﻿
(51.587﻿words;﻿99﻿texts).﻿Both﻿sub-corpora﻿were﻿taken﻿from﻿five﻿national﻿Dutch﻿













tics﻿ and﻿ functional﻿ context.﻿ Attention﻿ is﻿ paid﻿ to﻿ any﻿ observed﻿ differences﻿
between﻿the﻿1950﻿and﻿2002﻿cases.﻿Finally,﻿cases﻿that﻿did﻿not﻿fit﻿into﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿
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“In itself there was nothing conspicuous about those men,” says deputy har-
bour master Ph. de Leeuw. “For the last three weeks, every day, some men 
have been working on that ship, but no one has seen anything odd. You could 














After a bad run-up to the event in New York (only three matches won in his 
last in three tournaments) he warned friend and enemy alike: “At the US 
Open no one should write me off.”
(3)﻿ “[…]﻿Ter﻿handhaving﻿van﻿het﻿recht﻿en﻿de﻿wetten﻿der﻿menselijkheid﻿kan﻿
hier﻿ alleen﻿ de﻿ zwaarste﻿ straf﻿ de﻿ juiste﻿ geacht﻿ worden”,﻿ aldus﻿ mr.﻿ Van﻿
Voorst﻿tot﻿Voorst.﻿(NRC Handelsblad,﻿July﻿6﻿1950,﻿domestic﻿news)﻿
“[…] For the enforcement of the law and the laws of humanity only the sever-













The judiciary speaks of an “extraordinary” sentence. Press officer I. van 
Hilten: “Never before has such a high punishment been imposed. In most 
fatal traffic accidents cases the suspect is charged with ‘culpable homicide.’ 
In this case an indictment of triple culpable homicide and an attempted cul-





is﻿ the﻿ word﻿ “justitie”﻿ in﻿ the﻿ previous﻿ sentence,﻿ referring﻿ to﻿ the﻿ judiciary﻿ in﻿
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general:﻿“all﻿the﻿judges﻿in﻿a﻿country﻿who,﻿as﻿a﻿group,﻿form﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿system﻿of﻿
government”﻿ (Longman﻿ dictionary).﻿ Note﻿ that﻿ within﻿ the﻿ stretch﻿ of﻿ direct﻿
speech﻿itself,﻿a﻿small﻿fragment﻿of﻿three﻿words﻿(“dood door schuld”)﻿is﻿marked﻿




The﻿analysis﻿ shows﻿some﻿cases﻿of﻿ free﻿direct﻿ speech;﻿a﻿ stretch﻿of﻿quotation,﻿





Sukarno announced that the action against the South Moluccas is now well 






















wedstrijd﻿ in﻿ het﻿ betaalde﻿ voetbal.﻿ “Dat﻿ realiseer﻿ ik﻿me﻿ steeds﻿meer.﻿ Ik﻿
weet﻿al﻿maanden﻿dat﻿mijn﻿tijd﻿als﻿keeper﻿er﻿opzit,﻿maar﻿dat﻿heb﻿ik﻿in﻿de﻿
competitie﻿ steeds﻿ ver﻿weg﻿ kunnen﻿ stoppen.﻿ Afgelopen﻿week﻿ lukte﻿ dat﻿
echter﻿niet﻿meer.﻿[…].”﻿(Algemeen Dagblad,﻿May﻿11﻿2002,﻿sports)
For Grim the final is especially emotionally charged. The match in the Kuip 
[stadium] is his last match as a professional goalkeeper. “I realise that more 
and more. I have known for months that my time as a goalkeeper is finished, 
but during the competition I have been able to put that out of my mind. Last 









rampok﻿ is﻿ en﻿dat﻿ er﻿ gewapende﻿benden﻿ rondzwerven.﻿Doch ik ben er 
zeker van, dat dit slechts tijdelijke verschijnselen zijn.﻿(Trouw,﻿August﻿
18﻿1950,﻿foreign﻿news)
About the internal politics Sukarno said to acknowledge that there still are 
robberies and that armed gangs are roaming around. However I am sure 











(8)﻿ Minister﻿van﻿Buitenlandse﻿Zaken,﻿Abdullah,﻿zei﻿dat uit inlichtingenrap-
porten blijkt dat Osama bin Laden en mullah Omar nog steeds in leven 
zijn, maar dat dat nog geen excuus is voor het ombrengen van burgers.﻿
Hij﻿zei﻿dat de jacht op Al-Qaeda en de Talibaan moet doorgaan, maar 
dat de procedures voor het lanceren van aanvallen moeten worden 
“herzien” om onschuldige slachtoffers te vermijden.﻿(NRC Handelsblad,﻿
July﻿3﻿2002,﻿foreign﻿news)
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Abdullah, said that intelligence reports show 
that Osama bin Laden and mullah Omar are still alive, but that that is no 
excuse to kill civilians. He said that the hunt for Al Qaeda and the Taliban 
should continue, but that the procedures for the launch of an attack 




ample﻿ consist﻿ of﻿ two﻿ dependent﻿ clauses,﻿ coordinated﻿ by﻿ coordinating﻿ con-
junction﻿“maar”﻿(“but”).﻿The﻿original﻿speaker﻿of﻿the﻿words,﻿in﻿this﻿case﻿Minister﻿





























(9)﻿ Deze dagvaarding is betrekkelijk de acte van beschuldiging tegen ver-
dachte,﻿ aldus﻿ de﻿ verdediger;﻿ zij is ook de dagvaarding tegen iedere 
N.S.B.-er.﻿(Telegraaf,﻿March﻿10﻿1950,﻿domestic﻿news)
This summons relates to the indictment against the defendant, according to 





ample﻿ (7),﻿ with﻿ “I”﻿ referring﻿ to﻿ the﻿ quoted﻿ source,﻿ is﻿ categorized﻿ as﻿ direct﻿
speech﻿and﻿not﻿as﻿semi-direct﻿speech.﻿With﻿regards﻿to﻿involvement﻿of﻿the﻿orig-
inal﻿speaker,﻿semi-direct﻿speech﻿is﻿similar﻿to﻿indirect﻿speech:﻿the﻿semi-direct﻿





Mathenesserdijk.﻿De buurt heeft al jaren te kampen met criminaliteit 
en overlast,﻿ zeggen﻿ de﻿ bewoners.﻿ (…)﻿ (NRC Handelsblad,﻿ July﻿ 4﻿ 2002,﻿
domestic﻿news)
During the day, the addicted mostly linger around Mathenesserdijk. The 
neighbourhood has had to deal with criminality and nuisance for years, 
















geweest﻿ en﻿ desalniettemin﻿ al﻿ bijna﻿ vijf﻿ jaar﻿ detentie﻿ heeft﻿ ondergaan.﻿
Anderen, die belangrijker geacht kunnen worden, hebben echter het 
gevang al verlaten. K. heeft de Arbeiderspers uit de financiële débâcle 
gered en dat hij weinig kieskeurige middelen heeft toegepast, geeft hij 
toe. Het staat echter vast, dat hij oprecht berouw heeft.﻿ (Telegraaf,﻿
March﻿9﻿1950,﻿domestic﻿news)
Mr Bottenheim, Master of Laws, brought forward that the defendant had 
not been a head man of the N.S.B. and had nevertheless undergone five 
years of detention. Others, who can be considered more important, have 
however left the prison already. K. has saved the “Arbeiderspers” from a 
financial disaster and he admits that he has used not very discerning 
means. However, it is certain that he is sincerely remorseful.






the﻿fragment﻿(“heeft gered,”﻿“geeft toe,”﻿“staat vast,”﻿“heeft”).﻿With﻿respect﻿to﻿the﻿
meaning﻿of﻿the﻿sentences,﻿it﻿is﻿likely﻿that﻿the﻿bold﻿sentences﻿are﻿quoted﻿from﻿
Mr﻿Bottenheim,﻿the﻿defendant’s﻿counsel,﻿since﻿it﻿is﻿hard﻿to﻿believe﻿that﻿the﻿re-
porter﻿himself﻿would﻿ state﻿ that﻿ it﻿ is﻿ certain﻿ that﻿ the﻿defendant’s﻿ remorse﻿ is﻿
sincere.﻿However,﻿the﻿bold﻿sentences﻿are﻿not﻿marked﻿as﻿direct﻿speech﻿by﻿in-

















rect﻿ speech﻿was﻿ found﻿only﻿ infrequently﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 1950﻿ subcorpus;﻿ in﻿addition,﻿
semi-direct﻿speech﻿was﻿found﻿both﻿in﻿the﻿1950﻿and﻿in﻿2002﻿subcorpora.
 Writing Presentation








(12)﻿ “Niet﻿ aanraken!,”﻿ staat﻿ er﻿ in﻿ veelvoud﻿ geschreven﻿ op﻿ de﻿ wanden﻿ in﻿
Museum﻿Boijmans﻿Van﻿Beuningen.﻿ (NRC Handelsblad,﻿ July﻿ 5﻿ 2002,﻿ cul-
tural﻿news)
“Do not touch!,” is written multiple times on the walls of Museum Boijmans 
Van Beuningen.
(13)﻿ Als﻿een﻿Nederlandse﻿krant﻿schrijft﻿over﻿de﻿dreiging﻿van﻿Rusland﻿en﻿over﻿
“vrees”﻿ spreekt﻿ in﻿ verband﻿met﻿ de﻿ bewapening,﻿ dan﻿ schrijft﻿ ds.﻿ Strijd:﻿





When a Dutch newspaper writes on the threat of Russia and speaks of “fear” 
with regards to armament, minister Strijd writes: “Christians cannot and 
should not participate in this. […]”
(14)﻿ “Ze﻿geeft﻿aan﻿dat﻿zij﻿niets﻿te﻿maken﻿heeft﻿gehad﻿met﻿de﻿dood﻿van﻿Rowena﻿
[…],”﻿staat﻿in﻿een﻿rapport﻿van﻿de﻿Raad﻿voor﻿Kinderbescherming﻿waarin﻿
De﻿ Telegraaf﻿ gisteren﻿ inzage﻿ had.﻿ (Telegraaf,﻿ March﻿ 6﻿ 2002,﻿ domestic﻿
news)
“She declares that she has not had anything to do with the death of Rowena 
[…],” [it] is written in a report for the Child Welfare Council that the journal-
ist from De Telegraaf was given the opportunity to examine yesterday.
These﻿examples﻿share﻿many﻿formal﻿and﻿functional﻿characteristics﻿with﻿the﻿ex-
amples﻿ of﻿ direct﻿ speech:﻿ the﻿ stretches﻿ in﻿ quotation﻿ are﻿marked﻿ by﻿ inverted﻿
commas,﻿colons,﻿and﻿verbs﻿that﻿ indicate﻿writing,﻿“staat geschreven”﻿(“is﻿writ-
ten”),﻿ “schrijft”﻿ (“writes”)﻿and﻿“staat”﻿ (“is﻿written”).﻿The﻿sources﻿of﻿ the﻿quota-
tions﻿are﻿usually﻿explicitly﻿described,﻿either﻿as﻿the﻿person﻿who﻿has﻿written﻿the﻿
words﻿(13),﻿or﻿the﻿location﻿where﻿the﻿words﻿are﻿written﻿(a﻿report,﻿as﻿in﻿(14)),﻿or﻿










example﻿ (4)﻿ for﻿ speech﻿ presentation).﻿ At﻿ least,﻿ there﻿ are﻿ no﻿ occurrences﻿ in﻿
















ing﻿presentation﻿ through﻿ the﻿ embedding﻿ verb﻿ “schrijft”﻿ (“writes”),﻿while﻿ the﻿
first﻿stretch﻿is﻿embedded﻿through﻿the﻿verb﻿“waarschuwt”﻿(“warns”).﻿This﻿refers﻿
to﻿communication﻿with﻿a﻿particular﻿purpose,﻿but﻿through﻿no﻿particular﻿mode.﻿
The﻿broader﻿ context﻿ of﻿ the﻿ example﻿ clarifies﻿ the﻿ source﻿ as﻿ an﻿ article﻿by﻿ re-
searcher﻿Gershoff,﻿published﻿in﻿a﻿scientific﻿journal.
(15)﻿ […]﻿Het﻿is﻿heel﻿goed﻿mogelijk﻿dat﻿agressieve﻿kinderen﻿vaker﻿lichamelijk﻿
worden﻿bestraft,﻿ juist﻿omdat﻿ze﻿ (om﻿andere﻿ redenen)﻿zo﻿agressief﻿zijn.﻿
Ook﻿waarschuwt﻿de﻿onderzoeker,﻿Elisabeth﻿Thompson﻿Gershoff﻿van﻿de﻿
Columbia﻿Universiteit﻿in﻿New﻿York,﻿dat het hier specifiek om lichame-
lij ke straf gaat en dat deze negatieve verbanden niet hoeven te gelden 
voor andere vormen van straf, zoals isolement (“op de gang!”) of het 
intrekken van privileges.﻿Sterker﻿nog,﻿ze﻿schrijft﻿dat opvoeding zonder 
enige bestraffing waarschijnlijk antisociaal gedrag van de kinderen 
sterk bevordert.﻿(NRC Handelsblad,﻿July﻿6﻿2002,﻿science)﻿
[...] It is very well possible that aggressive children are more often physically 
punished, exactly because they are so aggressive ( for other reasons). The 
researcher, Elisabeth Thompson Gershoff of Columbia University in New 
York, also warns that this specifically concerns physical punishment and 
that these negative connections do not necessarily hold for other forms 
of punishment, such as isolation (“on the corridor!”) or the withholding 
of privileges. What’s more, she writes that parenting without any punish-
ment probably leads to a strong increase of antisocial behaviour by the 
children.
﻿ Semi-Direct﻿And﻿Free﻿Indirect﻿Writing
As﻿with﻿ speech﻿presentation,﻿ reporters﻿may﻿present﻿quotation﻿ from﻿written﻿
sources﻿ as﻿ semi-direct﻿ writing.﻿ In﻿ example﻿ (16)﻿ the﻿ reporter﻿ semi-directly﻿
quotes﻿from﻿a﻿comment﻿in﻿a﻿scientific﻿journal.﻿In﻿this﻿fragment,﻿only﻿at﻿the﻿end﻿




Hier﻿ sneuvelt﻿ de﻿ klassieke﻿ theorie,﻿ schrijft﻿ een﻿ commentator﻿ bij﻿ het﻿
be﻿richt﻿in﻿Science.﻿(Trouw,﻿September﻿6﻿2002,﻿science)﻿
The macaques had apparently abstracted from the numbers, but how? Here 
the classical theory fails, writes a commentator as a comment to the article 
in Science.






















“For now I will not be able to enjoy the sun that shines abundantly in Florida, 
and the hundreds of golf courses in the surroundings of the new head office,” 
he realises. […] “Not a strong defence,” an analyst of SNS Securities thinks. 
“Now everybody thinks that there is much more going on.”
The﻿only﻿formal﻿difference﻿between﻿these﻿examples﻿and﻿the﻿examples﻿of﻿direct﻿
speech﻿are﻿the﻿embedding﻿verbs;﻿in﻿speech﻿presentation﻿these﻿verbs﻿are,﻿usu-





any﻿ real﻿ sense﻿ of﻿ the﻿ term.﻿ The﻿ question﻿ is﻿ whether﻿ thought﻿ presentation,﻿
where﻿real﻿persons﻿are﻿involved﻿rather﻿than﻿fictional﻿characters,﻿is﻿the﻿result﻿of﻿
reporters﻿ inferring﻿ thoughts﻿ from﻿their﻿utterances﻿or﻿behaviour,﻿or﻿ rather﻿of﻿
reporter’s﻿ stylistic﻿ variation﻿ in﻿ representing﻿ their﻿ speech.﻿ In﻿ example﻿ (17)﻿ it﻿
seems﻿that﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿thought﻿presentation﻿provides﻿the﻿reporter﻿with﻿a﻿way﻿of﻿













liberations,﻿opinions﻿or﻿ thoughts.﻿The﻿verb﻿ “vindt”﻿ (“thinks”)﻿ in﻿ the﻿ first﻿ line﻿
indicates﻿that﻿this﻿example﻿involves﻿thought﻿presentation,﻿and﻿from﻿that﻿sig-
nal,﻿ subsequent﻿ free﻿ direct﻿ quote﻿would﻿ logically﻿ be﻿ interpreted﻿ as﻿ thought﻿
presentation﻿as﻿well.﻿From﻿the﻿context﻿it﻿is﻿clear,﻿however,﻿that﻿speech﻿presen-
tation﻿is﻿in﻿order:﻿the﻿source﻿was﻿interviewed﻿by﻿the﻿reporter.
(18)﻿ Operaties﻿ kunnen﻿ bij﻿ milde﻿ gevallen﻿ echter﻿ erg﻿ ingrijpend﻿ zijn,﻿ vindt﻿
Berghmans.﻿De﻿patiënt﻿moet﻿onder﻿narcose﻿en﻿kan﻿na﻿de﻿operatie﻿nog﻿
lang﻿pijnklachten﻿hebben.﻿Daarom﻿doet﻿hij﻿met﻿collega’s﻿een﻿onderzoek﻿
naar﻿een﻿nieuwe﻿behandelwijze.﻿“Het gaat om een kleine ingreep, waar-
bij met behulp van een injectienaald siliconen op drie plekken in de 
wand van de plasbuis worden gespoten.”﻿ (Algemeen Dagblad,﻿May﻿ 10﻿
2002,﻿science)﻿
Operations can, however, be very far-reaching in mild cases, thinks 
Berghmans. The patient has to be put under an anaesthetic, and might be in 
pain for a long time after the operation. For that reason he and his col-
leagues are studying a new treatment method. “It involves a minor opera-
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tion, in which a hypodermic needle injects silicones in three places in the 
















(20)﻿ Operaties﻿ kunnen﻿ bij﻿ milde﻿ gevallen﻿ echter﻿ erg﻿ ingrijpend﻿ zijn,﻿ vindt﻿
Berghmans.﻿(Algemeen Dagblad,﻿May﻿10﻿2002,﻿science)﻿
Operations can, however, be very far-reaching in mild cases, thinks Bergh-
mans.
As﻿ was﻿ argued﻿ for﻿ semi-direct﻿ speech﻿ and﻿ semi-direct﻿ writing,﻿ semi-direct﻿







that﻿ cannot﻿be﻿ straightforwardly﻿ categorized﻿as﻿direct﻿ speech,﻿because﻿ they﻿
occur﻿inside﻿other,﻿non-direct﻿quotations.﻿These﻿partial﻿quotations﻿represent﻿


















(21)﻿ Rikkers﻿vindt﻿dat﻿ “belachelijk.”﻿ “Ik﻿wil﻿dat﻿Rochelle﻿bij﻿mijn﻿moeder﻿of﻿






willen﻿ hebben,﻿ zodat﻿ hij﻿ rustig﻿ thuis﻿ kan﻿ zitten﻿ met﻿ een﻿ uitkering.”﻿
(Telegraaf,﻿March﻿6﻿2002,﻿domestic﻿news)﻿
Rikkers thinks that is “ridiculous.” “I want Rochelle to be placed with my 
mother or my sister. If not, I want the child to go to a foster home (…). Every-
one knows what I want.” […] To enforce her claims, she accuses her ex-hus-
band Martin successively of contact with a young girl, XTC and cocaine 
abuse, robberies, and exhibitionism in front of minors, and “possibly some-
thing to do with child pornography.” Additionally, she accuses her ex-hus-




lijk”)﻿or﻿phrases﻿(“mogelijk iets met kinderporno”)﻿but﻿in﻿some﻿cases﻿even﻿claus-

























He had not noticed anything peculiar about the minister’s coat, from which 


















narratives.﻿Direct﻿ quotations﻿ not﻿ only﻿ vividly﻿ characterize﻿ the﻿ quoted﻿ news﻿
sources,﻿they﻿simultaneously﻿function﻿as﻿“grounding”﻿devices:﻿they﻿affirm﻿the﻿
presence﻿of﻿the﻿reporter﻿at﻿the﻿news﻿situation﻿and﻿his﻿or﻿her﻿trustworthiness﻿in﻿


























ger﻿ background﻿ articles.﻿ Possibly,﻿ free﻿ indirect﻿ thought﻿ presentation﻿ is﻿ used﻿
only﻿in﻿extensive﻿news﻿narratives﻿that﻿are﻿meant﻿to﻿elaborate﻿on﻿people﻿in﻿the﻿
news﻿by﻿fictionalizing﻿their﻿histories.﻿The﻿function﻿of﻿free﻿indirect﻿thought﻿pre-














century.﻿Thus,﻿ systematic﻿ corpus﻿ analysis﻿ can﻿ empirically﻿ confirm﻿claims﻿of﻿





and﻿ attitudes﻿ from﻿ characters﻿ whose﻿ speech﻿ and﻿ thoughts﻿ are﻿ represented﻿
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Mary Magdalene’s Conversion in Renaissance 











woman,﻿ in﻿ the﻿Western﻿ tradition﻿commonly﻿ identified﻿with﻿ the﻿Magdalene,﻿
entered﻿the﻿house,﻿started﻿weeping﻿remorsefully﻿over﻿Christ’s﻿feet,﻿and﻿subse-
quently﻿dried﻿them﻿with﻿her﻿own﻿hair,﻿kissed﻿them﻿and﻿anointed﻿them.﻿If﻿this﻿
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examples﻿which﻿ explicitly﻿mention﻿Mary﻿Magdalene﻿ tell﻿ of﻿ her﻿presence﻿ at﻿
Christ’s﻿crucifixion﻿(Matthew﻿27:﻿56,﻿Mark﻿15:﻿40,﻿John﻿19:﻿25).﻿The﻿Evangelist﻿
John﻿describes﻿Mary’s﻿presence﻿at﻿Christ’s﻿burial,﻿and﻿her﻿attempts﻿to﻿anoint﻿
the﻿ latter’s﻿body﻿on﻿Easter﻿Morning,﻿only﻿ to﻿ find﻿ the﻿ tomb﻿empty﻿(20:﻿ 1–18).﻿



























literary﻿fiction,﻿such﻿as﻿in﻿Dan﻿Brown’s﻿notorious﻿Da Vinci Code (first﻿published﻿
in﻿2003).﻿But﻿these﻿apocryphal﻿texts﻿were﻿unknown﻿or﻿at﻿least﻿not﻿taken﻿seri-
ously﻿by﻿ecclesiastical﻿authorities﻿ in﻿ the﻿Late﻿Middle﻿Ages﻿and﻿Renaissance;﻿




and﻿ the﻿ Early﻿Modern﻿ period.﻿ The﻿most﻿ detailed﻿ and﻿ best﻿ known﻿ of﻿ these﻿
sources﻿is﻿undoubtedly﻿the﻿compendium﻿of﻿saints’﻿lives﻿entitled﻿Legenda aurea﻿
(‘Golden﻿ Legend’),﻿ written﻿ by﻿ the﻿ Dominican﻿ friar﻿ Jacobus﻿ de﻿ Voragine﻿ in﻿
around﻿1260.4 It﻿describes﻿Mary﻿as﻿a﻿member﻿of﻿a﻿very﻿affluent﻿family,﻿which﻿
owned﻿pieces﻿of﻿ land﻿and﻿even﻿entire﻿ towns.﻿One﻿of﻿ these﻿was﻿Magdala﻿on﻿
Lake﻿Tiberias,﻿hence﻿Mary’s﻿surname﻿‘of﻿Magdala’,﻿or﻿‘Magdalena’.﻿Yet,﻿the﻿thir-
teenth-century﻿author﻿has﻿surprisingly﻿little﻿to﻿say﻿about﻿Mary’s﻿life﻿before﻿she﻿









tury,﻿ veneration﻿ for﻿ the﻿Magdalene﻿ received﻿ a﻿ new﻿ impetus﻿ in﻿ the﻿ south﻿ of﻿
France,﻿in﻿Saint-Maximin-la-Sainte-Beaume.























ways﻿ remained﻿ doctrinal:﻿ the﻿ Eastern﻿ Church﻿ has﻿ never﻿ considered﻿ Mary﻿
Magdalene﻿other﻿than﻿as﻿an﻿example﻿of﻿virtue,﻿even﻿before﻿her﻿conversion.6﻿




have﻿ been﻿ dedicated﻿ to﻿ the﻿ saint,﻿ undoubtedly﻿ has﻿ to﻿ do﻿with﻿ this﻿ English﻿
variant﻿of﻿the﻿veneration﻿for﻿the﻿Magdalene.
It﻿can﻿hardly﻿come﻿as﻿a﻿surprise﻿that﻿works﻿of﻿visual﻿art﻿in﻿Western﻿Europe﻿
reflect﻿ the﻿ image﻿ of﻿Mary﻿Magdalene﻿ as﻿ it﻿ arises﻿ from﻿ the﻿written﻿ sources.7﻿





























Narrative﻿scenes﻿ taken﻿ from﻿the﻿Magdalene’s﻿ legend﻿have,﻿ since﻿ the﻿early﻿









ding﻿ tears﻿ or﻿ close﻿ to﻿ doing﻿ so.﻿ She﻿ lets﻿ down﻿ her﻿ hair﻿ and﻿ symbolically﻿






Italy﻿ and,﻿ judging﻿ from﻿ the﻿ few﻿ examples﻿ that﻿ have﻿ come﻿down﻿ to﻿ us,﻿ only﻿
within﻿the﻿relatively﻿limited﻿time-span﻿of﻿three﻿quarters﻿of﻿a﻿century﻿from﻿ap-
proximately﻿1490﻿to﻿1565.﻿









9﻿ A﻿notable﻿exception﻿is﻿an﻿account﻿of﻿the﻿story﻿ in﻿Pietro﻿Aretino’s﻿tract﻿La humanità di 
Christo,﻿first﻿published﻿in﻿1535.﻿This﻿text﻿may﻿have﻿been﻿the﻿source﻿for﻿the﻿depiction﻿of﻿the﻿
theme﻿in﻿a﻿painting﻿of﻿ca.﻿1548﻿(now﻿in﻿London,﻿National﻿Gallery),﻿by﻿the﻿Venetian﻿painter﻿


























instance,﻿a﻿text﻿entitled﻿Rappresentatione di un miracolo di Santa Maria Mad-
dalena was﻿first﻿published﻿in﻿Florence﻿in﻿1516﻿and﻿saw﻿several﻿editions﻿during﻿
the﻿latter﻿half﻿of﻿the﻿sixteenth﻿century.13﻿A﻿second﻿Italian﻿play,﻿explicitly﻿enti-




should﻿consider﻿a﻿few﻿lines﻿from﻿the﻿Rappresentazione di un miracolo of﻿1516.﻿











































































15﻿ All﻿ quotations﻿ from﻿D’Ancona﻿ (1872)﻿ 1,﻿ 391–425,﻿ the﻿ story﻿ of﻿Mary’s﻿ conversion﻿ on﻿pp.﻿
395–399.
16﻿ Tombu﻿(1927),﻿Friedländer﻿(1975)﻿13–14,﻿91,﻿pl.﻿7,﻿Cohen﻿(2001)﻿37–38,﻿and,﻿for﻿a﻿discussion﻿




Figure﻿9.2 Master of the Magdalene Legend, The﻿worldly﻿Mary﻿Magdalene, 
panel, c. 1518, Gemäldegalerie Staatliche Museen Zu Berlin, Stiftung 











































































































































































































painted﻿a﻿fresco﻿of﻿the﻿Assumption of the Virgin over﻿the﻿altar,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿four﻿
19﻿ Zuccaro﻿took﻿over﻿from﻿Battista﻿Franco﻿after﻿the﻿latter﻿had﻿died﻿in﻿1561.﻿He﻿painted﻿two﻿
laterali﻿in﻿the﻿chapel,﻿one﻿the﻿Conversion of the Magdalene,﻿the﻿other﻿a﻿Raising of Lazarus.﻿
See﻿Rearick﻿(1959)﻿129–135.
20﻿ For﻿the﻿decoration﻿in﻿San﻿Cristoforo,﻿see:﻿Bo﻿(2001),﻿Villata﻿(2003)﻿61–84.
Figure﻿9.5 Federico Zuccari, The﻿conversion﻿of﻿Mary﻿Magdalene, drawing, c.1560, Florence, 





















far﻿ right,﻿apparently﻿ listening﻿attentively﻿but﻿as﻿yet﻿not﻿ showing﻿any﻿sign﻿of﻿
penance﻿or﻿remorse,﻿should﻿be﻿identified﻿as﻿the﻿Magdalene.
Gaudenzio﻿Ferrari’s﻿fresco,﻿despite﻿the﻿damage﻿it﻿has﻿suffered,﻿is﻿especially﻿
interesting,﻿ because﻿ in﻿ art﻿ historical﻿ literature﻿ it﻿ has﻿ hitherto﻿ neither﻿ been﻿
studied﻿in﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿the﻿iconography﻿of﻿the﻿Magdalene’s﻿conversion,﻿nor﻿
Figure﻿9.7 Gaudenzio Ferarri, Scenes﻿from﻿the﻿life﻿of﻿Mary﻿
Magdalene (detail: Mary Magdalene’s conversion), 








ty﻿ years﻿ later﻿would﻿ perhaps﻿ present﻿ itself﻿ as﻿ a﻿ suitable﻿ candidate.﻿ At﻿ least﻿
some﻿details﻿in﻿Gaudenzio’s﻿fresco﻿appear﻿to﻿reflect﻿the﻿wording﻿of﻿the﻿event﻿in﻿
this﻿particular﻿play.﻿For﻿instance,﻿the﻿relevant﻿stage﻿direction﻿reads:﻿Iesù entra 




of﻿how﻿Mary’s﻿donzelle parano una sedia dinanzi al pergamo, e lei tutto pomposo 
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gious﻿ imagery﻿ in﻿ the﻿ transfer﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ knowledge﻿ were﻿ widespread﻿ in﻿
Western﻿Europe.﻿An﻿abundance﻿of﻿visual﻿media﻿ is﻿evident﻿ in﻿medieval,﻿pre-








meditative﻿ exercises,﻿ the﻿ use﻿ of﻿ religious﻿ imagery﻿ in﻿ literature﻿ presented﻿ a﻿
problem﻿to﻿Protestant﻿authors﻿and﻿publishers.2﻿Central﻿to﻿the﻿Reformed﻿and﻿
Catholic﻿debate﻿was﻿the﻿ interpretation﻿of﻿ the﻿second﻿of﻿ the﻿Ten﻿Command-
ments,﻿ in﻿Exodus﻿20:﻿4–5﻿(in﻿the﻿King﻿James﻿version):﻿ “Thou﻿shalt﻿not﻿make﻿





























Death of the Virgin has﻿often﻿been﻿presented﻿as﻿an﻿exemplary﻿case﻿of﻿this﻿fusion﻿
process.﻿The﻿topic﻿of﻿this﻿etching﻿was﻿taken﻿from﻿Jacobus﻿de﻿Voragine’s﻿medi-


































ries﻿ of﻿ Dutch﻿ Reformed﻿ readers,﻿ and﻿ vice﻿ versa.12﻿ Also,﻿ religious﻿ literature﻿
produced﻿by﻿various﻿denominations﻿was﻿kept﻿in﻿the﻿homes﻿of﻿the﻿faithful﻿and﻿
































The Case of the Dutch State Bible
Focusing﻿on﻿the﻿subordinate﻿role﻿assigned﻿to﻿Bible﻿illustrations﻿in﻿Dutch﻿reli-
gious﻿ literature,﻿ this﻿article﻿explores﻿ the﻿difference﻿between﻿practices﻿ in﻿ the﻿
Republic﻿and﻿its﻿neighbouring﻿countries﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿advance﻿the﻿tentative﻿hy-










were﻿discussed﻿in﻿detail﻿in﻿my﻿monograph﻿Negotiating Differences: Word, Im-




























Figure﻿10.1–2 Ornamented initial Genesis 1, Biblia,﻿dat﻿is,﻿De﻿gantsche﻿H.﻿Schrifture. 
Leiden: Paulus Aertsz. van Ravensteyn, for the widow of Hillebrant Jacobsz. 
van Wouw, 1637, fol. 1. Courtesy﻿Library﻿of﻿the﻿Utrecht﻿University.
199The﻿Diffusion﻿Of﻿Illustrated﻿Religious﻿Texts
educate﻿the﻿reader,﻿they﻿had﻿no﻿specific﻿confessional﻿connotation.﻿Bible﻿illus-




























achieved﻿ provided﻿ that﻿ certain﻿ considerations﻿ were﻿ taken﻿ into﻿ account.22﻿
Leiden﻿professor﻿of﻿rhetoric﻿and﻿history﻿Gerardus﻿Vossius﻿narrowed﻿down﻿the﻿
problems﻿surrounding﻿the﻿issue﻿with﻿these﻿guidelines:﻿“One﻿should﻿reproduce﻿
19﻿ The﻿ characteristics﻿ of﻿ this﻿ iconography﻿ were﻿ recently﻿ analyzed﻿ and﻿ emphasized﻿ in﻿
Dekoninck﻿(2005);﻿and﻿Melion﻿(2009b).









dewelke verklaard de bybelse figuuren oover de vier evangelisten, Handelingen 


























engraver﻿and﻿the﻿viewer﻿because﻿they﻿“tot de saake, waar toe mense wil gebruiken, gepast 
[moeten] warden”﻿[they﻿need﻿to﻿be﻿fitted﻿to﻿the﻿subject﻿for﻿which﻿one﻿wishes﻿to﻿use﻿them].﻿
“Berigt, Aangaande dit Werk,”﻿in﻿Möller﻿(1682)﻿22–24.﻿
25﻿ “geen vreemde nog vergesogte Beelden, geen Hyeroglyphica ofte Sinnebeelden, geen soodaa-
nige, de welke, gelijk sy eerst moeten uitgevonden, en daar na geleerd werden, eer sy op de 
saak kunnen gepast werden, soo ook grooten arbeid, moeiten, en neerstigheid vereissen.”﻿
Möller﻿(1682)﻿30–31.
201The﻿Diffusion﻿Of﻿Illustrated﻿Religious﻿Texts
The Development of Separate Religious Printing Cultures between 
1550 and 1590
Separate﻿religious﻿printing﻿cultures﻿developed﻿in﻿the﻿Dutch﻿Republic﻿and﻿its﻿








Figure﻿10.3–4 Dat﻿Oude﻿ende﻿dat﻿Nieuwe﻿Testament﻿[The Old and New Testament]. 















Figures﻿10.5–6 Ornamental initial with non-figurative elements in Den﻿Bibel,﻿inhoudende﻿








At﻿ the﻿ same﻿ time﻿ that﻿ the﻿Dutch﻿ refrained﻿ from﻿using﻿Bible﻿ illustrations,﻿
important﻿innovations﻿in﻿the﻿application﻿of﻿this﻿type﻿of﻿pictorial﻿material﻿were﻿
taking﻿ place﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Southern﻿Netherlands.﻿ In﻿Antwerp﻿ after﻿ 1550,﻿more﻿ and﻿
more﻿picture﻿Bibles﻿were﻿produced﻿–﻿collections﻿of﻿biblical﻿prints﻿with﻿versifi-
cations﻿or﻿paraphrases﻿of﻿biblical﻿texts.30﻿Gerard﻿de﻿Jode’s﻿Thesaurus veteris et 
novi testamenti (first﻿printed﻿in﻿1579),﻿with﻿engravings﻿after﻿designs﻿by﻿Maarten﻿










These﻿ Southern﻿ Netherlandish﻿ innovations﻿ appear﻿ to﻿ have﻿ triggered﻿ Dutch﻿
publishers’﻿ sense﻿of﻿entrepreneurship;﻿ they﻿may﻿also﻿have﻿been﻿encouraged﻿







a﻿separate﻿volume,﻿titled﻿Adnotationes et Meditationes in Evangelia﻿[Annotations and Med-










concept﻿ of﻿ the﻿ picture﻿ Bible﻿ was﻿ no﻿ longer﻿ unwelcome.﻿ In﻿ 1604,﻿ Karel﻿ van﻿
Mander﻿expressed﻿praise﻿for﻿Holbein’s﻿Historiarum Vetris Testamenti Icones –﻿
describing﻿it﻿as﻿a﻿“Bybel Figuer-boecxken in houte print”﻿[a﻿little﻿book﻿of﻿biblical﻿







In﻿ 1592﻿and﻿1593﻿he﻿published﻿two﻿volumes﻿ in﻿Leiden:﻿ the﻿Emblemata Sacra 









the﻿ Remonstrant﻿ publisher﻿Michiel﻿ Colijn﻿ produced﻿ four﻿ picture﻿ Bibles﻿ be-
tween﻿ 1613﻿ and﻿ 1617,﻿ two﻿of﻿which﻿were﻿based﻿on﻿ van﻿der﻿Borcht’s﻿ plates,39﻿
while﻿another﻿was﻿based﻿on﻿a﻿series﻿of﻿etchings﻿after﻿the﻿frescoes﻿by﻿Raphael﻿in﻿
the﻿Vatican﻿Loggia﻿(the﻿so-called﻿Raphael’s﻿Bible),﻿first﻿published﻿in﻿1607﻿in﻿the﻿











39﻿ The﻿volumes﻿were﻿ titled﻿Emblemata Sacra and﻿Figures de Toutes les Plus Remarquables 











Dutch﻿ publishers﻿ no﻿ longer﻿ completely﻿ ignored﻿ developments﻿ taking﻿ place﻿
outside﻿ the﻿Republic﻿between﻿ 1592﻿and﻿ 1617,﻿but﻿ the﻿advance﻿of﻿ the﻿picture﻿
Bible﻿faltered﻿after﻿1617.﻿Between﻿1617﻿and﻿1637,﻿only﻿one﻿smaller﻿publication,﻿
the﻿illustrated﻿children’s﻿book﻿De historie van den koninclijcken prophete David 










the﻿ correct﻿ interpretation﻿of﻿ the﻿Word﻿ought﻿ to﻿ form﻿ the﻿ foundation﻿of﻿ the﻿
Dutch﻿Reformed﻿Church﻿and﻿the﻿Republic.﻿Accuracy,﻿credibility﻿and﻿authority﻿




























Figure﻿10.7 Zacharias Heyns, Wercken﻿by﻿W.S.﻿heere﻿
van﻿Bartas. Zwolle: Zacharias Heyns, 1621, 








The Limits: Beyond 1637
Under﻿these﻿restrictive﻿circumstances,﻿publishing﻿an﻿illustrated﻿edition﻿of﻿the﻿
States﻿Bible﻿ in﻿ 1637﻿was﻿ a﻿bold﻿ enterprise.﻿As﻿ testified﻿by﻿proofs﻿ of﻿ the﻿ first﻿
Figure﻿10.8 Annotated proofs of the Biblia,﻿dat﻿is,﻿
De﻿gantsche﻿H.﻿Schrifture. Leiden: 
Paulus Aertsz. van Ravensteyn, 
1635–1637. Archieven﻿van﻿de﻿commis-























1572–1795,﻿ toegangsnummer﻿ 3.01.04.01.﻿ They﻿were﻿ printed﻿ from﻿April﻿ 1635﻿ onward,﻿ see﻿
Nauta﻿(1937)﻿27.
49﻿ “Allen den genen die desen sullen sien ofte hooren lessen, […] DOEN TE WETEN: dat wy van 
den aen-beginne der reformatie af in dese Landen ter herten genomen, ende met alle vlijt 
ende sorghvuldigheydt ghetracht hebben te besorghen alles wat tot goeden welstant ende 
voortplantige vande Oprechte, Ware, Christelicke Gereformeerde Religie, en den suyveren 
Gods-dienst heeft mogen strecken ende noodigh was: ende onder anderen mede dat Godts 
Heiligh Woort […] mochte worden uytgeleyt, geleert, ende gepredickt,”﻿ Biblia, dat is, De 
gantsche H. Schrifture.﻿Leiden:﻿Paulus﻿Aertsz.﻿van﻿Ravensteyn,﻿for﻿the﻿widow﻿of﻿Hillebrant﻿
Jacobsz,﻿van﻿Wouw,﻿1637,﻿fol.﻿*2r.
Figure﻿10.9 Ornamented initial in the preface of Biblia,﻿
dat﻿is,﻿De﻿gantsche﻿H.﻿Schrifture. Leiden: 
Paulus Aertsz. van Ravensteyn, for the widow 






scene﻿was﻿meant﻿ to﻿ give﻿ readers﻿ a﻿ representation﻿of﻿ the﻿way﻿ in﻿which﻿ they﻿
should﻿picture﻿themselves﻿while﻿listening﻿to﻿God’s﻿Word.﻿A﻿very﻿similar﻿illus-
tration﻿was﻿incorporated﻿into﻿a﻿Dutch﻿Bible﻿printed﻿by﻿Plantijn﻿in﻿1577﻿(Figure﻿
10.10):﻿Here,﻿ the﻿ strategic﻿placement﻿of﻿ this﻿ image﻿ in﻿ the﻿opening﻿ “A”﻿of﻿ the﻿
Dutch﻿States﻿Bible﻿gives﻿an﻿added﻿emphasis﻿to﻿the﻿depicted﻿scene.﻿


































hostility.﻿ In﻿ 1649,﻿ during﻿ a﻿ Synod﻿ in﻿ Leiden,﻿ the﻿ Synod’s﻿ secretary﻿ recorded﻿
seven﻿problems﻿that﻿had﻿arisen﻿after﻿the﻿publication﻿of﻿the﻿Dutch﻿States﻿Bible;﻿
the﻿presence﻿of﻿this﻿triangle﻿is﻿listed﻿as﻿the﻿fourth﻿problem.52﻿As﻿a﻿result,﻿the﻿
52﻿ “Of niet van de tytelplaet behoort weghgenomen te werden die beeltenis of dat hieroglyphi-
cum S.S. Trinitatis, dat aldaer met een triangel uutgedruckt staet?”﻿[Should﻿the﻿triangle﻿on﻿
the﻿title﻿page,﻿symbol﻿of﻿the﻿Holy﻿Trinity,﻿not﻿be﻿removed﻿from﻿the﻿title﻿page?],﻿Knuttel﻿
(1908–1916)﻿141.
Figure﻿10.11–12 Non-figurative initial Genesis 1, Biblia,﻿dat﻿is,﻿De﻿gantsche﻿H.﻿Schrif﻿ture. 
Leiden: Paulus Aertsz. van Ravensteyn, for the widow of Hillebrant Jacobsz. 
















An﻿almost﻿ identical﻿ initial﻿was﻿used﻿ in﻿an﻿anonymous﻿ sermon﻿book﻿pro-
duced﻿by﻿Van﻿der﻿Hellen﻿in﻿1631﻿(Figure﻿10.14).




earlier﻿ publications﻿without﻿ any﻿ negative﻿ repercussions,﻿ for﻿ instance﻿ in﻿ the﻿










ence﻿Illustrated Religious Texts in the North of Europe, 1550–1800.﻿
Figure﻿10.13 Biblia,﻿dat﻿is,﻿De﻿gantsche﻿H.﻿Schrifture. Leiden: 
Paulus Aertsz. van Ravensteyn, for the widow of 














delijcken﻿woordts. Middelburg: Hans 
van der Hellen, 1631, 382. Courtesy﻿of﻿
Zeeuwse﻿Bibliotheek.
Figure﻿10.15 Dirck V. Coornhert, Recht﻿ghebruyck﻿
ende﻿misbruyck﻿van﻿tydlicke﻿have. 
Amsterdam: Dirck Pietersz. Pers, 1620, 
printed by Paulus Aertsz. van Raven-
steyn, fol. M4v. Courtesy﻿of﻿Utrecht﻿
University﻿Library.
Figure﻿10.16 Biblia﻿dat﻿is,﻿De﻿gantsche﻿H.﻿Schrifture. 
Leiden: Paulus Aertsz. van Ravensteyn, 
for the widow of Hillebrant Jacobsz. van 









A﻿ second﻿ wave﻿ of﻿ success﻿ for﻿ the﻿ picture﻿ Bible﻿ after﻿ 1637﻿ suggests﻿ that﻿





grant﻿ the﻿privileges﻿of﻿printing﻿ the﻿States﻿Bible﻿ to﻿only﻿one﻿publisher.58﻿The﻿
first﻿proofs﻿of﻿the﻿States﻿Bible﻿were﻿completed﻿in﻿December﻿1636,﻿and﻿Visscher﻿
may﻿have﻿known﻿about﻿the﻿illustrations﻿that﻿had﻿been﻿added﻿to﻿the﻿States﻿Bi-
ble﻿ in﻿ advance.59﻿ In﻿ 1637,﻿ he﻿ resorted﻿ to﻿publishing﻿ an﻿ adult﻿ version﻿of﻿ van﻿
Waesberge’s﻿De historie van den koninclijcken prophete David﻿and﻿also﻿reprinted﻿







tion.61﻿ In﻿ 1638,﻿ he﻿ launched﻿ a﻿ reprint﻿ of﻿ the﻿Historia del testamento vecchio,﻿
based﻿on﻿the﻿etching﻿used﻿in﻿Colijn’s﻿1607﻿edition.﻿The﻿original﻿etchings﻿had﻿
depicted﻿ anthropomorphic﻿ representations﻿ of﻿God﻿which﻿were﻿ excluded﻿ in﻿

















Two﻿other﻿publications﻿based﻿on﻿van﻿de﻿Borcht’s﻿plates,﻿the﻿Biblia, hoc est vetus 
















passion﻿of﻿Christ,﻿ first﻿published﻿in﻿1651﻿ in﻿an﻿anthology﻿entitled﻿Verscheyde 




























pre-Reformational﻿ traditions﻿ and﻿ hybrid﻿ traditions﻿ from﻿ countries﻿ where﻿






















the﻿ issue.﻿The﻿ absence﻿ of﻿ public﻿ commotion﻿ and﻿ the﻿ relative﻿ silence﻿ surrounding﻿ the﻿
issue﻿are﻿a﻿remarkable﻿feature﻿of﻿the﻿Dutch﻿situation,﻿in﻿light﻿of﻿studies﻿such﻿as﻿McWil-



















The﻿ application﻿ of﻿ Bible﻿ illustrations﻿ became﻿ less﻿ controversial﻿ as﻿ time﻿








tants,﻿became﻿a﻿hotly﻿contested﻿ issue.72﻿At﻿ the﻿height﻿of﻿ the﻿controversy﻿an﻿
elder﻿of﻿the﻿orthodox﻿(gereformeerde)﻿faction,﻿Frederik﻿Kon,﻿wrote﻿that﻿he﻿had﻿
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Chapter﻿11
Illustrating the Anthropological Text: Drawings and 
Photographs in Franz Boas’ The Social Organization 







the﻿ Indian﻿tribes﻿of﻿ the﻿Northwest﻿Coast﻿of﻿Canada,﻿among﻿which﻿were﻿ the﻿
Kwakiutl﻿ Indians﻿who﻿ lived﻿on﻿Vancouver﻿ Island.﻿Boas﻿ eventually﻿ settled﻿ in﻿
New﻿York﻿and﻿became﻿assistant﻿curator﻿of﻿ethnology﻿at﻿the﻿American﻿Museum﻿
of﻿Natural﻿History﻿(1895–1905).﻿In﻿1897,﻿he﻿published﻿his﻿first﻿monograph﻿on﻿
the﻿ceremonials﻿of﻿the﻿Kwakiutl﻿Indians,﻿entitled﻿The Social Organization and 
the Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl Indians.1﻿This﻿monograph﻿was﻿published﻿as﻿a﻿

















1﻿ Hereafter﻿The Social Organization,﻿to﻿be﻿abbreviated﻿SO.
©﻿ Camille﻿joseph,﻿2015 | doi﻿10.1163/9789004270848_013


















phy﻿ and﻿ images﻿ to﻿ gather﻿ data.﻿ These﻿ images﻿ were﻿ a﻿ precious﻿ source﻿ of﻿
ethnographic﻿information﻿once﻿the﻿ethnographer﻿had﻿left﻿the﻿field.﻿They﻿were﻿
also﻿a﻿means﻿of﻿collecting﻿stories﻿and﻿texts﻿from﻿the﻿Indians﻿themselves,﻿illus-














As﻿noted﻿previously,﻿the﻿illustrations﻿found﻿in﻿The Social Organization are﻿nu-
merous﻿ and﻿varied.﻿ If﻿we﻿ consider﻿only﻿ the﻿drawings﻿ and﻿photographs,﻿ and﻿










straint,﻿ photographs﻿ (reproduced﻿ in﻿ half-tone﻿ or﻿ in﻿ paintings)﻿ are﻿ all﻿ found﻿
among﻿the﻿plates﻿(40﻿photographs)﻿and﻿appear﻿on﻿full﻿pages.﻿The﻿iconography﻿











component﻿of﻿U.S.﻿government﻿ reports﻿ since﻿ 1875﻿ (Sandweiss,﻿2002).﻿For﻿ in-
stance,﻿the﻿four﻿Great﻿Surveys,﻿sent﻿to﻿the﻿untamed﻿regions﻿of﻿the﻿American﻿
West﻿ in﻿ the﻿ late﻿ 1860s,﻿were﻿conducted﻿by﻿ teams﻿of﻿explorers﻿who﻿collected﻿
artefacts,﻿and﻿biological﻿and﻿geological﻿specimens,﻿and﻿who﻿either﻿made﻿im-
ages﻿ for﻿ themselves﻿ or﻿ commissioned﻿ professional﻿ painters,﻿ draftsmen,﻿ and﻿
photographers﻿to﻿do﻿so﻿on﻿their﻿behalf.﻿Explorers﻿were﻿in﻿great﻿need﻿of﻿“visual”﻿
images;﻿ they﻿felt﻿ that﻿words﻿were﻿often﻿unable﻿to﻿depict﻿ the﻿wonders﻿of﻿ the﻿












Canyons of the Colorado﻿(1895).﻿See﻿C.﻿Lehni﻿(2006)﻿80.﻿



















the﻿place﻿of﻿drawings.﻿Neither﻿ the﻿ invention﻿of﻿photography﻿and﻿ its﻿ relative﻿
availability﻿at﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿the﻿nineteenth﻿century,﻿nor﻿the﻿wide-spread﻿use﻿of﻿
photography﻿ by﻿most﻿ anthropologists﻿ at﻿ the﻿ turn﻿ of﻿ the﻿ twentieth﻿ century,﻿
produced﻿a﻿shift﻿in﻿Boas’﻿methods.4﻿His﻿prime﻿concern﻿remained﻿the﻿careful﻿







“a﻿ beautiful﻿ balance﻿between﻿drawing﻿ and﻿photography.”﻿ (Oppitz,﻿ 2001:﻿ 121).﻿
The﻿publications﻿contained﻿photographs﻿by﻿the﻿authors,﻿drawings,﻿and﻿indig-
4﻿ I﻿will﻿only﻿mention﻿in﻿passing﻿the﻿generously﻿illustrated﻿book﻿of﻿Sir﻿Baldwin﻿Spencer﻿and﻿P.J.﻿







enous﻿ sketches.﻿ Therefore,﻿ once﻿ we﻿ acknowledge﻿ the﻿ technical﻿ difficulties﻿
which﻿ limited﻿ the﻿direct﻿ reproduction﻿of﻿photographs,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ remarkable﻿ that﻿
Boas﻿continued﻿to﻿make﻿great﻿use﻿of﻿a﻿more﻿conservative,﻿illustrative﻿medium﻿
such﻿as﻿drawing﻿long﻿after﻿photography﻿had﻿been﻿adopted﻿by﻿anthropologists.﻿




The﻿ classification﻿of﻿ illustrations﻿ found﻿ in﻿The Social Organization shows﻿











 Figure 127 of The﻿Social﻿Organiza-
tion represents three different views 
of the double-head mask of the 
Na’naqualitl, a dancer of the winter 
ceremonial. The figure shows two 
reverse– synthetic and realistic– 
views and a third, complementary 
view. The drawings of the mask’s 
outline, while lacking in volume 
and materiality, is more precise as 
to the way the two masks are 
attached to one another. The 
smaller heads hanging from the 
mask are isolated at the bottom 















of﻿ the﻿ thunderbird.﻿ This﻿ house﻿ front﻿ was﻿ excellently﻿ painted,﻿ but﻿ has﻿
been﻿whitewashed,﻿owing﻿to﻿the﻿misplaced﻿zeal﻿of﻿a﻿missionary.﻿The﻿beak﻿
was﻿carved﻿and﻿fastened﻿to﻿the﻿house﻿front.﻿(SO:﻿375–76)
Figure﻿11.2 Figure 18 of The﻿Social﻿Organization﻿represents the House front 
of the clan Gigilqam in the village of Nimkish.﻿It is captioned 
“From a photograph.” The painted motif of the house front 
appears distinctively. The presence of the two canoes on the 
beach and the two small human figures on the right hand side of 




to﻿see﻿what﻿ it﻿ looked﻿ like﻿before﻿ it﻿was﻿whitewashed:﻿ the﻿photograph﻿of﻿ the﻿
house﻿front,﻿which﻿could﻿not﻿capture﻿the﻿almost﻿invisible﻿painting,﻿is﻿turned﻿
into﻿a﻿drawing,﻿the﻿remaining﻿traces﻿of﻿the﻿motif﻿are﻿exaggerated﻿and﻿the﻿orig-





























provides﻿ a﻿ clarification﻿ of﻿ the﻿ decorative﻿ design﻿ that﻿ the﻿ camera﻿ could﻿ not﻿
achieve.﻿In﻿this﻿case,﻿the﻿drawing﻿can﻿be﻿seen﻿as﻿an﻿interpretation﻿of﻿what﻿the﻿
anthropologist﻿sees,﻿but﻿it﻿can﻿only﻿be﻿“readable”﻿if﻿the﻿anthropologist﻿has﻿a﻿























little﻿ to﻿do﻿with﻿ the﻿numerous﻿ images﻿of﻿Native﻿Americans﻿ available﻿ at﻿ the﻿
same﻿ time﻿ throughout﻿ the﻿western﻿ territories.7﻿On﻿ the﻿ contrary,﻿ the﻿ photo-
graphs﻿of﻿single﻿people﻿found﻿in﻿Boas’﻿report﻿focus﻿on﻿the﻿activity﻿of﻿the﻿person﻿
depicted.﻿For﻿instance,﻿Figure﻿10.3﻿shows﻿a﻿member﻿of﻿the﻿Hamatsa﻿secret﻿so-
ciety﻿ dancing.﻿ In﻿ this﻿ case,﻿ as﻿ in﻿ other﻿ illustrations﻿ (e.g.﻿ a﻿ “Chief﻿ delivering﻿
speech﻿ at﻿ festival”),﻿ the﻿ title﻿ of﻿ the﻿ illustration﻿ is﻿ generic:﻿ “Dance﻿ of﻿ the﻿
Hamatsa.”﻿ Although﻿ this﻿ illustration﻿ focuses﻿ on﻿ the﻿ activity﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ the﻿





































The dancer poses on a stretch of grass, 
which only reinforces the artificial 
character of the image. In fact, this 
grass was that of the Chicago World 
Columbian Fair grounds of 1893, and 
the dancer was surrounded by other 
Kwakiutl. The “context” surrounding 
the dancer has been erased, and the 





















tures.﻿More﻿importantly,﻿this﻿ letter﻿shows﻿that﻿Boas’﻿ interest﻿ in﻿the﻿Kwakiutl﻿
Indians﻿became﻿wide﻿and﻿varied,﻿and﻿embraced﻿all﻿aspects﻿of﻿their﻿life.﻿Just﻿as﻿
he﻿believed﻿that﻿the﻿best﻿way﻿to﻿obtain﻿a﻿truthful﻿and﻿precise﻿text﻿was﻿to﻿re-
ceive﻿ it﻿directly﻿ from﻿a﻿native﻿speaker﻿–﻿ in﻿his﻿case﻿he﻿had﻿spent﻿some﻿time﻿








The﻿use﻿of﻿ illustrations﻿ in﻿The Social Organization therefore﻿debunks﻿ the﻿
usual﻿function of﻿both﻿media:﻿drawings﻿are﻿often﻿said﻿to﻿be﻿about﻿generaliza-
tion,﻿whereas﻿photographs﻿are﻿said﻿to﻿be﻿more﻿specific,﻿to﻿do﻿with﻿the﻿unique-

























Such﻿texts﻿ lay﻿at﻿ the﻿ foundation﻿of﻿his﻿approach﻿to﻿culture,﻿an﻿approach﻿di-
rectly﻿linked﻿to﻿the﻿German﻿romantic﻿association﻿between﻿language﻿and﻿cul-

























Many﻿of﻿the﻿illustrations﻿of﻿masks﻿in﻿The Social Organization were﻿sourced﻿
from﻿the﻿collections﻿of﻿the﻿Ethnographic﻿Museum﻿of﻿Berlin,﻿where﻿Boas﻿had﻿
been﻿working﻿under﻿Adolf﻿Bastian﻿in﻿1886,﻿at﻿a﻿time﻿when﻿he﻿made﻿his﻿shift﻿






recording﻿ these﻿ legends,﻿which﻿he﻿ succeeded﻿ in﻿doing﻿by﻿ showing﻿waterco-
lours﻿that﻿he﻿himself﻿had﻿made﻿of﻿the﻿Berlin﻿collection﻿to﻿the﻿indigenous﻿pop-














carvings﻿ and﻿ posts﻿ referred﻿ to﻿ in﻿ this﻿ letter﻿ required﻿ further﻿ commentary.﻿
Images﻿alone﻿were﻿not﻿ sufficient﻿because﻿ the﻿anthropologist﻿needed﻿a﻿ story﻿
to﻿ accompany﻿ them﻿ –﻿ a﻿ story﻿ which﻿ Hunt﻿ was﻿ to﻿ obtain﻿ by﻿ showing﻿ the﻿
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photographs﻿to﻿the﻿indigenous﻿population.﻿But﻿Boas’﻿exact﻿requirements﻿are﻿

































end﻿are﻿only﻿ juxtaposed﻿–﻿Boas﻿does﻿not﻿ say﻿how﻿ the﻿ former﻿ “explains”﻿ the﻿
latter.﻿Therefore,﻿the﻿legend﻿becomes﻿a﻿textual﻿element﻿with﻿a﻿specific﻿position﻿
within﻿the﻿general﻿narrative﻿of﻿the﻿monograph;﻿it﻿only﻿makes﻿sense﻿in﻿relation﻿










care﻿ (see﻿Figure﻿ 11.4﻿ and﻿Figure﻿ 11.5).﻿We﻿could﻿ argue﻿ that﻿ the﻿ ethnographic﻿
data﻿ the﻿ reader﻿ is﻿confronted﻿with﻿ in﻿ this﻿book﻿reflects﻿ the﻿ intricacy﻿of﻿ lan-






tal﻿ idea﻿that﻿ language﻿was﻿at﻿ the﻿core﻿of﻿cultures﻿ensured﻿that﻿ text﻿and﻿ lan-
guage﻿remained﻿the﻿primary﻿focus﻿for﻿Boas.﻿This﻿was﻿somewhat﻿in﻿contradiction﻿
with﻿others,﻿such﻿as﻿Edward﻿S.﻿Curtis,﻿who﻿were﻿working﻿in﻿the﻿same﻿region﻿of﻿
Figure﻿11.4 a) On the left is the explanation of Plate 1 of The﻿Social﻿Organization, with the 
corresponding image of the headdress representing the white owl on the right. 
These facing pages are inserted between p. 324 and 325 of the report; b) This page 
(325 of the report) displays a combination of text and music, i.e., the song 






ican Indian,﻿ published﻿between﻿ 1898﻿and﻿ 1930.﻿Curtis﻿was﻿engaged﻿ in﻿a﻿ vast﻿










criticism﻿ of﻿ him﻿ and﻿ was﻿ also﻿ heavily﻿ critical﻿ of﻿ his﻿ approach,﻿ namely﻿ his﻿
Figure﻿11.5 An example of the combination of ethnographic data. Here are two pages (516 
and 517) where no less than four drawings, representing two masks, a rattle, a 







to﻿a﻿dramatic﻿ imagination,﻿ this﻿produced﻿an﻿aesthetic﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ scientific﻿
approach﻿to﻿ Indian﻿cultures.﻿ In﻿contrast﻿Boas﻿was﻿more﻿concerned﻿with﻿the﻿
scientific﻿validity﻿of﻿the﻿material﻿represented﻿in﻿the﻿illustrations﻿than﻿with﻿cre-











Figure﻿11.6 Plate 16﻿of The﻿Social﻿Organization represents houseposts﻿in the shape of 
animals holding coppers. The background of the village has been blurred, thus 
focusing the attention of the reader on the posts themselves rather than on their 













past﻿ (Arrivé,﻿ 2007).﻿ Boas,﻿ as﻿ an﻿ immigrant﻿ with﻿ no﻿ particular﻿ emotional﻿ or﻿
cultural﻿ links﻿ to﻿ American﻿ history,﻿ was﻿ probably﻿ less﻿ likely﻿ to﻿ view﻿ Native﻿
American﻿cultures﻿as﻿Curtis﻿did,﻿although﻿he﻿did﻿manifest﻿his﻿concern﻿for﻿the﻿
Figure﻿11.7 Edward S. Curtis’ Kwakiutl﻿house-frame﻿was published in vol. V of The﻿North﻿
American﻿Indian, 1915. Although the title suggests that the image focuses on the 
architecture of the typical Kwakiutl house, the “romantic” subjectivity of the 
photographer is evident in the dramatic framing of the photograph in which the 
posts of the house have been used to draw the viewer’s attention to the back-






on﻿ the﻿ foreground﻿ and,﻿ perhaps,﻿ to﻿ eliminate﻿ any﻿ trace﻿ of﻿ the﻿most﻿ recent﻿
transformation﻿in﻿the﻿native﻿way﻿of﻿life.﻿In﻿any﻿case,﻿the﻿focus﻿is﻿put﻿on﻿the﻿ar-
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The Interaction of Image and Text In Modern 
Comics
Tom Lambeens and Kris PintLambeens and Pint
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rik﻿Burr﻿Opper’s﻿Happy Hooligan (1900)﻿and﻿Alphonse and Gaston (1901),﻿ the﻿
European﻿comic﻿strip﻿started﻿to﻿integrate﻿speech﻿balloons﻿into﻿the﻿image﻿itself,﻿






















berg’s﻿A History of Violence﻿(2005),﻿Frank﻿Miller’s﻿and﻿Robert﻿Rodriguez’﻿Sin City 
(2005),﻿Zack﻿Snyder’s﻿300﻿(2006,﻿also﻿based﻿on﻿a﻿graphic﻿novel﻿series﻿by﻿Frank﻿




and﻿Film:﻿A﻿Narrative﻿Perspective”﻿ (2000),﻿ this﻿mutual﻿ influence﻿ should﻿not﻿
cause﻿us﻿to﻿forget﻿the﻿important﻿aesthetic﻿differences﻿between﻿both﻿media.3﻿
One﻿of﻿ the﻿distinctive﻿ features﻿of﻿mainstream﻿comics﻿ seems﻿ to﻿be﻿precisely﻿
that﻿co-presence﻿of﻿written﻿text﻿and﻿image,﻿or﻿as﻿Robert﻿C.﻿Harvey﻿puts﻿it﻿in﻿his﻿
“Comedy﻿at﻿the﻿Juncture﻿of﻿Word﻿and﻿Image”﻿(2007):﻿“the﻿essential﻿characteris-

















We﻿will﻿ start﻿with﻿a﻿discussion﻿of﻿ the﻿ first﻿axis,﻿word-image.﻿ In﻿his﻿ standard﻿







sionality,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ text﻿ zone,﻿ which﻿ remains﻿ faithful﻿ to﻿ the﻿ “bi-dimensional﻿
materiality﻿of﻿the﻿writing﻿surface.”6
Such﻿an﻿approach,﻿which﻿clearly﻿ separates﻿word﻿ from﻿image,﻿can﻿be﻿very﻿






















forms﻿ (indicating﻿ e.g.﻿ shouting,﻿ explosions﻿ and﻿ other﻿ noises)﻿ play﻿ an﻿ active﻿
part﻿in﻿the﻿overall﻿figurative﻿composition﻿of﻿the﻿panel.7﻿
In﻿some﻿contemporary﻿avant-garde﻿comic﻿books,﻿created﻿by﻿artists﻿like﻿e.g.﻿
Dominique﻿Goblet﻿ and﻿ Bert﻿Van﻿ der﻿Meij,﻿ the﻿merging﻿ of﻿ the﻿ two﻿ zones﻿ is﻿
pushed﻿to﻿its﻿limits,﻿by﻿integrating﻿into﻿the﻿visual﻿composition﻿not﻿only﻿ono-
matopoetic﻿forms,﻿but﻿“normal”﻿words﻿as﻿well.﻿Figure﻿12.2﻿illustrates﻿this﻿radi-
cal﻿ blending﻿ in﻿Goblet’s﻿Faire Semblant C’est Mentir (2007)﻿ [Faking﻿ is﻿ Lying﻿


















































Figure﻿12.2 Goblet, D., Faire﻿Semblant﻿C’est﻿Mentir (Paris: L’Association, 2007), p. 21. 
©﻿Dominque﻿Goblet﻿&﻿L’Association,﻿2007
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ity﻿–﻿e.g.﻿ interpreted﻿along﻿ the﻿ lines﻿of﻿a﻿mimetic﻿code,﻿ the﻿black﻿strokes﻿ in﻿
Wheatfield with Crows (1890),﻿one﻿of﻿Vincent﻿Van﻿Gogh’s﻿final﻿paintings,﻿refer﻿to﻿














or﻿ situations,﻿ our﻿ sensual﻿perception﻿becomes﻿ infected﻿by﻿ a﻿hidden﻿ coding,﻿
causing﻿us﻿to﻿ignore﻿all﻿the﻿different﻿experiences﻿they﻿evoke.﻿For﻿Shklovsky,﻿art﻿

















familiar,﻿ the﻿ “coded”﻿ reality,﻿ the﻿non-evident,﻿ the﻿unknown,﻿ the﻿unreality﻿ of﻿






























ing﻿of﻿a﻿boat﻿in﻿e.g.﻿Le Temple du Soleil (1949)﻿(Figure﻿12.4),﻿we﻿see﻿the﻿same﻿kind﻿
of﻿reductionism﻿that﻿preserves﻿only﻿the﻿volume﻿and﻿the﻿contour﻿lines﻿of﻿the﻿
ship.﻿













The Smartest Kid on Earth (2000).﻿Ware﻿tries﻿to﻿construct﻿a﻿clear﻿overall﻿struc-
ture﻿for﻿his﻿story﻿by﻿using﻿the﻿same﻿set﻿of﻿colours﻿that﻿are﻿symbolically﻿inter-
related,﻿ and﻿ by﻿ copying﻿ identical﻿ curves﻿ and﻿ sometimes﻿ even﻿whole﻿ panels﻿
throughout﻿the﻿strip,﻿as﻿we﻿can﻿see﻿in﻿Ware’s﻿Jimmy﻿Corrigan,﻿p.﻿117.﻿Just﻿like﻿
Hergé,﻿he﻿strives﻿for﻿visual﻿purity,﻿and﻿digitally﻿generated﻿colouring﻿offers﻿him﻿
the﻿ ideal﻿ alternative﻿ to﻿ the﻿unavoidable﻿ imperfections﻿of﻿manual﻿ colouring,﻿
which﻿would﻿reveal﻿the﻿materiality﻿of﻿the﻿image.﻿Ware﻿aims﻿to﻿render﻿a﻿flower﻿
in﻿a﻿manner﻿so﻿conventional﻿and﻿“neutral”﻿that﻿the﻿readers﻿can﻿project﻿their﻿
Figure﻿12.3 Arntz, G., Pictogram﻿of﻿a﻿boat (1930). 
Accessible at http://www.gerdarntz.
org/isotype




















the﻿ panels﻿ themselves,﻿ but﻿ instead﻿ resides﻿ in﻿ the﻿ reader’s﻿ bodily﻿ resistance﻿
against﻿this﻿codification,﻿against﻿this﻿closed,﻿neurotic﻿universe﻿that﻿does﻿not﻿
provide﻿a﻿means﻿of﻿escape.﻿
When﻿ we﻿ move﻿ away﻿ from﻿ the﻿ shadowless﻿ and﻿ dematerialised,﻿ “clean”﻿
























cause﻿ the﻿ code﻿ is﻿ always﻿ overtaken﻿ by﻿ the﻿ chaotic﻿ fluidity﻿ that﻿ marks﻿ the﻿
universe﻿of﻿Gaston﻿&﻿co.﻿We﻿can﻿easily﻿illustrate﻿this﻿difference﻿when﻿we﻿com-
pare﻿e.g.﻿a﻿boat﻿from﻿Hergé﻿with﻿a﻿more﻿“swinging”﻿example﻿by﻿Franquin.﻿Fran-














































Another﻿good﻿example﻿can﻿be﻿found﻿in﻿Goblets﻿Faire Semblant C’est Mentir.﻿
Figure﻿ 12.2﻿ is﻿a﻿panel﻿ in﻿which﻿main﻿character﻿Dominique﻿has﻿an﻿argument﻿
with﻿her﻿alcoholic﻿father,﻿who﻿is﻿irritated﻿by﻿her﻿“academic﻿language,”﻿specifi-





































nal﻿ chapter,﻿by﻿contrast,﻿ is﻿dominated﻿by﻿ the﻿colour﻿blue.﻿The﻿ squares﻿have﻿
now﻿become﻿bigger﻿and﻿have﻿“sunk”﻿to﻿the﻿bottom﻿of﻿the﻿page,﻿suggesting﻿pas-
sivity﻿and﻿death﻿(Figure﻿12.8).﻿It﻿also﻿seems﻿to﻿be﻿no﻿coincidence,﻿then,﻿that﻿the﻿





















Figure﻿12.8 Lambeens, Front﻿Back (Hasselt: UHasselt/Het Onrijpheid, 2009), p. 54.
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ments﻿of﻿the﻿work﻿itself,﻿interesting﻿side﻿effects﻿are﻿created.﻿Especially﻿in﻿the﻿













be﻿ found﻿ in﻿ the﻿work,﻿ that﻿eventually﻿prevents﻿any﻿clear-cut﻿ solution﻿ to﻿ the﻿
“puzzle.”﻿





not﻿be﻿ seen﻿ as﻿ an﻿ insoluble﻿ conflict﻿ between﻿ reading﻿ and﻿perceiving.﻿Many﻿





ture﻿or﻿painting.﻿We﻿hope﻿ to﻿have﻿demonstrated﻿ that﻿ in﻿order﻿ to﻿ fully﻿grasp﻿
these﻿possibilities,﻿comic﻿strip﻿theory﻿needs﻿to﻿extend﻿its﻿predominantly﻿semi-
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Holy Writ and Lay Readers in Late Medieval Europe: 
Translation and Participation1
Sabrina Corbellini and Margriet HoogvlietCorbellini and Hoogvliet
Cultural Dynamics in Late Medieval Europe
Late﻿medieval﻿and﻿early﻿modern﻿Europe﻿is﻿characterized﻿by﻿a﻿significant﻿cul-
tural﻿ transformation.﻿As﻿a﻿ result﻿of﻿ this﻿change,﻿ the﻿dichotomy﻿between﻿the﻿
categories﻿ “religious”﻿and﻿ “lay”﻿and﻿ “Latin”﻿and﻿ “vernacular”﻿dissolved﻿ into﻿a﻿
more﻿diffuse﻿situation﻿and﻿resulted﻿in﻿lay﻿emancipation﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿active﻿





ties.﻿Latin,﻿ the﻿preferred﻿ language﻿by﻿the﻿members﻿of﻿ this﻿respublica clerico-
rum,﻿was﻿ thus﻿ the﻿ official﻿ (and﻿dominant)﻿ language﻿ of﻿ culture,﻿ science﻿ and﻿
religion.3﻿The﻿new﻿“reading﻿communities”﻿were﻿formed﻿by﻿a﻿non-Latinate,﻿but﻿
generally﻿literate,﻿urban﻿laity﻿strongly﻿involved﻿in﻿political,﻿financial﻿and﻿com-











3﻿ For﻿ the﻿ changing﻿ relations﻿ between﻿ Latin﻿ and﻿ the﻿ vernacular﻿ languages,﻿ see:﻿ Van﻿
Uytfanghe﻿(2003).
4﻿ Burke﻿(2004);﻿Warnar﻿(2008).
5﻿ For﻿ late﻿ medieval﻿ vernaculars﻿ and﻿ vernacularities,﻿ see:﻿ Copeland﻿ (1991);﻿ Blumenfeld-
Kosinsky﻿et﻿al.﻿(2002);﻿Somerset-Watson﻿(2003).﻿A﻿European﻿collaborative﻿project﻿(COST﻿
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vernacular,﻿De vulgari eloquentia, in﻿the﻿early﻿years﻿of﻿the﻿fourteenth﻿century.﻿
The﻿French﻿kings﻿Jean﻿II﻿Le﻿Bon﻿and﻿Charles﻿V﻿initiated﻿projects﻿for﻿the﻿promo-































8﻿ The﻿study﻿of﻿the﻿Devotio Moderna﻿ in﻿the﻿Netherlands﻿and﻿of﻿the﻿Wycliffite﻿and﻿Lollard﻿
movement﻿in﻿England,﻿to﻿cite﻿but﻿two﻿examples,﻿has﻿been﻿flourishing﻿since﻿the﻿1980s﻿and﻿
has﻿produced﻿a﻿particularly﻿high﻿ level﻿of﻿scientific﻿results.﻿See﻿for﻿example,﻿Van﻿Engen﻿

























emphasize,﻿ on﻿ the﻿ one﻿ hand,﻿ the﻿ high﻿ expectations﻿ of﻿ laypeople’s﻿ religious﻿
knowledge﻿and﻿of﻿ the﻿religious﻿services﻿available﻿ to﻿ them﻿and,﻿on﻿ the﻿other﻿
hand,﻿they﻿stress﻿that﻿laypeople,﻿or﻿at﻿least﻿some﻿of﻿them,﻿were﻿able﻿and﻿willing﻿
to﻿meet﻿these﻿expectations.15
As﻿ John﻿van﻿Engen﻿ recently﻿pointed﻿out,﻿ the﻿ late﻿medieval﻿Church﻿was﻿a﻿
much﻿more﻿dynamic﻿world﻿than﻿the﻿one﻿sketched﻿in﻿traditional﻿literature.﻿It﻿


















treme﻿attitudes﻿were﻿possible:﻿ the﻿ indifferent,﻿ the﻿critics﻿and﻿the﻿“reforming﻿
zealots,”﻿but﻿most﻿of﻿all﻿ late﻿medieval﻿religious﻿ life﻿was﻿characterized﻿by﻿the﻿
vitality﻿of﻿a﻿growing﻿group﻿of﻿believers﻿who﻿“were﻿cracking﻿open﻿niches﻿across﻿



































In﻿his﻿prologue﻿to﻿an﻿early﻿ fourteenth﻿century﻿abridged﻿Bible﻿ in﻿French,﻿ the﻿
anonymous﻿translator﻿underscores﻿that﻿both﻿the﻿translation﻿and﻿the﻿translator﻿




















20﻿ “Cil qui vvelt antremetre de traitier diuine escriture et metre de latin an romans se doit mout 
bien garder que il ni mete riens que ne soit de la vraie istore car se il laissoit la veriteit et il i 
metoit la mansonge il feroit moult a reprandre de celz qui lantanderoient et pour ceu ne san 
doit nuls antremetre cil nest bien seurs quil antande bien lescriture.”﻿Paris,﻿BnF,﻿MS﻿fr.﻿24728﻿
(late﻿13th-early﻿14th﻿c.),﻿fol.﻿1r.﻿For﻿more﻿French﻿examples,﻿see﻿Nobel﻿(2011).



















Because﻿ the﻿Romance﻿ language﻿ is﻿ imperfect,﻿ and﻿more﻿ sufficient﻿ than﻿
any﻿other﻿complete﻿and﻿perfect﻿language,﻿only﻿good﻿clerics﻿can﻿translate﻿
completely﻿from﻿Latin﻿into﻿Romance.24
In﻿the﻿treatise﻿about﻿ translation﻿techniques﻿ from﻿Latin﻿ into﻿French﻿that﻿ fol-
lows,﻿it﻿becomes﻿clear﻿that﻿the﻿translator﻿is﻿not﻿so﻿anxious﻿about﻿the﻿supposed﻿
shortcomings﻿of﻿medieval﻿French;﻿rather﻿he﻿is﻿concerned﻿about﻿the﻿imperfec-
tions﻿of﻿ flawed﻿translations,﻿and﻿uses﻿ this﻿argument﻿ to﻿ insist﻿ that﻿ it﻿ is﻿abso-
lutely﻿necessary﻿for﻿the﻿translator﻿to﻿be﻿an﻿expert﻿in﻿Latin.﻿Towards﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿






22﻿ “Aucuns se pourront donner merveille pourquoy de matiere haulte comme est parler de la vie 
contemplative, je veuil escripre en francois plus qu’en latin.”﻿Glorieux﻿(1966),﻿16.
23﻿ “Et nous l’avons veu et veons par tant d’experiences es sains hermites et en aulcunes femmes 
qui plus ont pourfité en l’amour de Dieu par ceste vie contemplative que ne font ou ont fait 
plusieurs grans clers.”﻿Glorieux﻿(1966)﻿18.
24﻿ “Quar pour tant que langue romance est inperfaite et plus asseiz que nulle autre laingue 
entieire et perfate, il nest nulz tant soit boin clers que lou laitin puissent translateir entiere-
ment en roumant.”﻿Paris,﻿BnF,﻿MS﻿fr.﻿9572,﻿fol.﻿1r.﻿Also﻿quoted﻿in﻿Bonnardot﻿(1884)﻿1–2.
25﻿ “Sic donc soit en roman soit en laitin tres deuote prieires et orison et que mout plait a Dieu est 











nary﻿ transmitter-receiver﻿model﻿ and﻿ the﻿ primacy﻿ of﻿ Latin﻿ have﻿ been﻿ ques-




















sources﻿ indicate﻿ that﻿ clerics﻿ were﻿ not﻿ the﻿ sole﻿ agents﻿ of﻿ the﻿ processes﻿ of﻿
26﻿ There﻿are﻿too﻿many﻿examples﻿to﻿quote﻿here﻿in﻿detail.﻿One﻿example﻿from﻿France:﻿Paris,﻿
Bibl.﻿de﻿l’Arsenal,﻿MS﻿2038﻿(dated﻿1466)﻿contains﻿Passion﻿of﻿Christ,﻿according﻿to﻿the﻿narra-
tive﻿of﻿the﻿Gospels.﻿It﻿was﻿copied﻿for﻿“seur Rogiere de Seuauile religieuse de Saint Marceu a 












process﻿ of﻿ negotiation﻿ between﻿ different﻿ agents﻿ involved﻿ in﻿ the﻿ translation﻿
process.33﻿Evidence﻿in﻿the﻿vernacular﻿Bibles﻿suggests,﻿too,﻿that﻿the﻿translation﻿
of﻿the﻿biblical﻿text﻿is﻿the﻿result﻿of﻿a﻿process﻿of﻿negotiation﻿between﻿members﻿

























34﻿ “Volendo, a petizione e per divozione di certe divote persone, recare a volgare comune e 
chiaro lo divoto libro degli Atti degli Apostoli.”﻿Quoted﻿in﻿Barbieri﻿(1998)﻿300.
35﻿ “A la requeste dun mien especial ami” and﻿“a la tres grant instance de voz prieres pour faire 




pect.”﻿ Despite﻿ his﻿ reservations﻿ and﻿ warnings﻿ this﻿ anonymous﻿ translator﻿ is﻿





transposition﻿of﻿a﻿ text﻿ from﻿one﻿ language﻿ into﻿ the﻿other,﻿but﻿ that﻿ it﻿also﻿ in-











are﻿ first﻿ decontextualized﻿ and﻿ then﻿ recontextualized,﻿ domesticated﻿ or﻿
“localized.”﻿In﻿a﻿word,﻿they﻿are﻿“translated.”39





36﻿ “Guardi a conservare el parlare a lettera secondo che trova scripto et non lo vada mutando 
però che piccola sillaba et piccolo articulo come sono la lo […] parole et sillabe hanno molto 















This﻿ “cutting﻿up﻿of﻿ the﻿Bible﻿ into﻿ specific,﻿ usable﻿parts,﻿ bound﻿ separately”41﻿
could﻿lead﻿to﻿another﻿important﻿feature﻿of﻿the﻿translation﻿and﻿the﻿dissemina-
tion﻿of﻿biblical﻿material﻿in﻿the﻿vernacular.﻿Complete﻿bibles,﻿i.e.﻿containing﻿bib-




















40﻿ “Per la moltiplice significatione e intenzione delle parole della Santa Scrittura muto in certi 
ma pochi luoghi l’ordine delle parole […] alcuna pongo da me per meglio isporre alcuna 
parola del detto libro. E perché il detto libro parla di diverse materie e pone molte quistione, 
acciocché meglio s’intenda e possa ciascuno trovare quello che vuole, holla distinta 
negl’infrascritti capitoli.”﻿Quoted﻿in﻿Barbieri﻿(1998)﻿300.
41﻿ Stallybrass﻿(2002)﻿47.




often﻿have﻿as﻿a﻿title﻿“la Bible en francoys,”﻿and,﻿thirdly﻿(as﻿the﻿introduction﻿to﻿an﻿
abbreviated﻿Bible﻿ indicates)﻿ it﻿was﻿easier﻿ for﻿ “simple﻿ folk﻿who﻿have﻿not﻿had﻿
and﻿who﻿ do﻿ not﻿ have﻿ the﻿ time﻿ to﻿ study”43﻿ to﻿ understand.﻿ Consequently,﻿ it﻿
would﻿be﻿more﻿logical﻿to﻿interpret﻿these﻿fragments﻿and﻿abbreviated﻿versions﻿as﻿





centuries,﻿ we﻿ can﻿ note﻿ that﻿ the﻿ identity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ lay﻿ audiences﻿ had﻿ already﻿
changed,﻿and﻿that﻿this﻿change﻿of﻿identity﻿was﻿expressed﻿by﻿their﻿pressing﻿de-
mand﻿for﻿vernacular﻿bible﻿texts.﻿The﻿consequence﻿of﻿the﻿transmission﻿of﻿the﻿







scripts.45﻿ Lay﻿ scribes,﻿ users﻿ and﻿ readers﻿ of﻿ vernacular﻿ bible﻿ translations﻿ be-






















of﻿ late﻿medieval﻿ texts,﻿ consists﻿ in﻿ the﻿ psychological﻿ identification﻿ with﻿ the﻿



























48﻿ “Questo libro è di Giovanni del Nero di Stefano d’Alessandro Cambi degli Oportuni di Terma 
scritto per mano del Nero suo padre una parte e l’altra per mano di Marco suo fratello e 
l’altra del detto Giovanni et però chi l’acatta renda servigio a chi in esso s’è afatichato a scri-
verlo. In principio di questo libro è di mano di Marcho del Nero Chambi i nel mezzo e salmi 
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The﻿manuscripts﻿could﻿thus﻿transform﻿into﻿family﻿books,49﻿which﻿were﻿passed﻿



























penitenziali di mano di Nero nostro padre i nel fine una confessione del Reverendo maestro 
S. Antonino arciuescovo fiorentino schritta per Giovanni Chanbi per anno 1475 di Ciertaldo 
essendovi vichario detto Nero di Chambi suo padre M cccc lxx v,”﻿Florence,﻿Biblioteca﻿Nazio-
nale﻿Centrale﻿Conventi﻿Soppressi﻿B.7.1146,﻿flyleaf.





































from﻿ the﻿passion,﻿ as﻿ I﻿ had﻿ run﻿out﻿ of﻿wax﻿ tables﻿ [used﻿ to﻿make﻿quick﻿
notes﻿during﻿the﻿predication,﻿SC]﻿but﻿I﻿am﻿copying﻿it﻿now﻿from﻿my﻿own﻿
text﻿[...]﻿I﻿will﻿write﻿down﻿the﻿passio﻿in﻿Latin﻿and﻿in﻿vernacular.﻿Gregorio﻿
54﻿ “E inçegnateve d’ avere le scripture suo con voi, chi può, e fateve forte concepto di credere che 
in esse scripture si contenga quello che basti di rasione a condurve per la via di venire a sal-
vamento.”﻿Quoted﻿by﻿Gagliardi﻿(2010)﻿428.
55﻿ Gagliardi﻿(2010)﻿428–29.
56﻿ The﻿ reportationes﻿ by﻿Betto﻿d’Andrea﻿Gherardini﻿ are﻿preserved﻿ in﻿manuscript﻿Florence,﻿




















the﻿monastic﻿model﻿ remained﻿ the﻿ ideal﻿ to﻿ be﻿ followed.59﻿ On﻿ the﻿ contrary,﻿





moted.﻿For﻿instance,﻿in﻿the﻿fourteenth﻿century﻿text﻿La somme le Roi,﻿it﻿is﻿clearly﻿
stated﻿that﻿the﻿vita activa﻿is﻿a﻿necessary﻿condition﻿for﻿arriving﻿at﻿the﻿vita con-
templativa:﻿ “Nobody﻿ can﻿ come﻿ to﻿ the﻿ contemplative﻿ life﻿ if﻿ he﻿ has﻿ not﻿ been﻿
thoroughly﻿tested﻿first﻿in﻿the﻿active﻿life.”60﻿Moreover,﻿the﻿text﻿underlines﻿that﻿
57﻿ “E quivi chomincia il passio di Giovanni vangelista è chantato istamane alla messa. Il quale 
passio io scritore non apresi per manchamento di tavolille ove scrivevo e feci di scriverlo poi 
sechondo il testo […] narerò il passio di San Giovanni e per latino e per volgare, chome Idio 
mi presterà la grazia, ch’ecchomi ho detto frate Ghrigoro narrò solamento il detto passio e 





60﻿ “La premiere est voie entrée a la seconde, car nus ne puet venir a la vie contemplative se il 
n’est premierement bien esprovez en la vie active, si comme dit sainz Greguoires,”﻿see﻿Brayer-
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the﻿importance﻿of﻿the﻿vita activa﻿is﻿“to﻿feed﻿God﻿with﻿the﻿flesh﻿of﻿good﻿deeds,”61﻿
























61﻿ “Pestre Dieu de la viande de bones euvres,”﻿see﻿Brayer-Leurquin-Labie﻿(2008)﻿329.
62﻿ “Et nest pas cristian parfait la personne qui ne pense au mains une fois le iour aux biens que 
nostre seigneur a fais pour luy. A la messe y puet on penser aussi bien come a autre chose que 
tal ne peut mie prouffiter. Car li sacremens est fais en la remembrance de la benoite souf-
france et passion nostre seigneur. Si le doit on bien auoir en memoire.”﻿Reims,﻿BM,﻿MS﻿614﻿
(dated﻿1403),﻿fol.﻿129r.
63﻿ “Et une heure du jour prens aucunne espace que tu ayes loisir d’y penser sans toy occuper en 
aucunes choses mondaines ; et apres es autres heures tu pourras lire et entendre les aucto-
ritez et einseignemens de ce livre Et le retien dilligentement en ta memoire. Car elles sont tres 
necessaires a celuy qui veult venir a vie esperituelle.”﻿ Paris,﻿ Arsenal,﻿ MS﻿ 2036,﻿ fol.﻿ 388r;﻿
quoted﻿in﻿Boulton﻿(2000)﻿58.
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As﻿Maureen﻿Boulton﻿has﻿ observed,﻿ the﻿ instructions﻿ in﻿ the﻿ prologues﻿ to﻿ the﻿
Lives﻿and﻿Passions﻿of﻿Christ﻿in﻿French﻿are﻿simple﻿and﻿constructed﻿in﻿a﻿manner﻿













had﻿ witnessed﻿ the﻿ spiritual﻿ successes﻿ of﻿ several﻿ laymen﻿ and﻿ -women.﻿ Lay﻿
individuals﻿and﻿groups﻿combining﻿religious﻿ambitious﻿with﻿a﻿life﻿in﻿the﻿world,﻿
were﻿ accepted﻿ and﻿ even﻿ held﻿ in﻿ high﻿ esteem﻿ by﻿ their﻿ spiritual﻿ advisors.﻿ In﻿
64﻿ “Et semblablement en toutes paroles et fais En quelque estat et lieu et comment que tu soies 
Enclin et en estant seant et gesant en mengant ou parlant ou seul ou aueuc aultres Ayes a 
toute﻿heure ton regard et ton entendement en ton dieu nostre redempteur Ihesucrist.”﻿Paris,﻿
BnF,﻿MS﻿fr.﻿181,﻿fol.﻿viij﻿r.
65﻿ Boulton﻿(2000)﻿54–56.
66﻿ “Car par la frequente meditacion de la vie diceluy lame si est admenee en vne familiarite 
confidence et amour diceluy en tant quelle mesprise et contempue toute autre chose. Oultre 
plus par telle meditacion […] pluseurs simples gens ont congneu moult des misteres et secres 










with﻿prayer﻿and﻿meditation,﻿ the﻿care﻿ for﻿ their﻿ families﻿with﻿ the﻿care﻿ for﻿ the﻿
souls﻿and﻿civic﻿responsibilities﻿with﻿religious﻿sociability.﻿Late﻿medieval﻿believ-
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Reception and the Textuality of History:  
Ramus and Kepler on Proclus’ History and 
Philosophy of Geometry1
Guy Claessens
Petrus Ramus: History as Forgetting
In﻿the﻿Prooemium mathematicum of﻿1567,﻿Petrus﻿Ramus’﻿opinion﻿about﻿Proclus﻿
is,﻿for﻿the﻿most﻿part,﻿positive:﻿the﻿Neoplatonist﻿may﻿not﻿have﻿been﻿a﻿great﻿logi-
cian﻿(licet logica leviter instructus),﻿he﻿was﻿undoubtedly﻿an﻿excellent﻿mathema-










you﻿ have﻿mastered﻿ those﻿ very﻿ few﻿ things﻿ [...].﻿ But﻿ that﻿ sacred﻿ goal﻿ of﻿
geometry﻿was﻿ fiercely﻿ criticized﻿ and﻿ refuted﻿ by﻿ Aristotle﻿ in﻿ chapter﻿ 8,﻿
book﻿3﻿of﻿On the Heavens,﻿and﻿Proclus﻿himself﻿had﻿philosophized﻿more﻿





3﻿ Ramus,﻿Prooem. math.﻿189–91:﻿“Alterum vero mathematicae finem singularem Proclus & admira-
bilem [...] constituit in quinque mundanarum figurarum cognitione [...] tanquam talium figurarum 
constitutio, adscriptio inter se & comparatio tanti fuerit, ut mathematicae totius utilitas, id est finis, 
constiterit, si haec paucula teneas. [...] Verum sacer ille geometriae finis ab Aristotele 8. cap. 3. lib. 
de caelo vehementer exagitatus & labefactatus est, longeque gravius Proclus ipse est antea phi-
losophatus, cum mathematicas artes popularis utilitatis causa repertas esse docuit.”﻿The﻿passage﻿
of﻿On the Heavens referred﻿to﻿by﻿Ramus﻿is﻿Aristotle,﻿Cael.﻿306b2ff.
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The﻿passage﻿of﻿Proclus’﻿Commentary on the First Book of Euclid’s Elements 
referred﻿to﻿by﻿Ramus﻿at﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿the﻿above﻿quote﻿is﻿situated﻿at﻿the﻿beginning﻿





of﻿ their﻿ lands.﻿This﻿was﻿necessary﻿ for﻿ them﻿because﻿ the﻿Nile﻿overflows﻿
and﻿obliterates﻿the﻿boundary﻿lines﻿between﻿their﻿properties.﻿It﻿is﻿not﻿sur-
prising﻿that﻿the﻿discovery﻿of﻿this﻿and﻿the﻿other﻿sciences﻿had﻿its﻿origin﻿in﻿






the﻿ history﻿ of﻿ geometry﻿ as﻿ evolving﻿ from﻿ initial﻿ materiality﻿ to﻿ pure﻿
intellectuality,8﻿all﻿brought﻿together﻿around﻿Plato﻿and﻿his﻿followers.9﻿The﻿writ-
4﻿ Ramus,﻿Geometria,﻿I,﻿1﻿in﻿Arithmeticae libri duo et geometriae libri septem et viginti﻿(1569).
5﻿ Ong﻿(1958)﻿179.
6﻿ Proclus,﻿In primum Euclidis Elementorum librum commentarii﻿(IE)﻿64,﻿16–65,﻿1:﻿“ἐπεὶ δὲ χρὴ 
τὰς ἀρχὰς καὶ τῶν τεχνῶν καὶ τῶν ἐπιστημῶν πρὸς τὴν παροῦσαν περίοδον σκοπεῖν, λέγομεν, ὅτι παρ’ 
Αἰγυπτίοις μὲν εὑρῆσθαι πρῶτον ἡ γεωμετρία παρὰ τῶν πολλῶν ἱστόρηται, ἐκ τῆς τῶν χωρίων 
ἀναμετρήσεως λαβοῦσα τὴν γένεσιν. ἀναγκαία γὰρ ἦν ἐκείνοις αὕτη διὰ τὴν ἄνοδον τοῦ Νείλου τοὺς 
προσήκοντας ὅρους ἑκάστοις ἀφανίζοντος. καὶ θαυμαστὸν οὐδὲν ἀπὸ τῆς χρείας ἄρξασθαι τὴν εὕρεσιν 
καὶ ταύτης καὶ τῶν ἄλλων ἐπιστημῶν, ἐπειδὴ πᾶν τὸ ἐν γενέσει φερόμενον ἀπὸ τοῦ ἀτελοῦς εἰς τὸ﻿








Not﻿ long﻿ after﻿ these﻿men﻿ came﻿ Euclid,﻿ who﻿ brought﻿ together﻿ the﻿Ele-
ments,﻿systematizing﻿many﻿of﻿the﻿theorems﻿of﻿Eudoxus,﻿perfecting﻿many﻿
of﻿ those﻿ of﻿ Theaetetus,﻿ and﻿ putting﻿ in﻿ irrefutable﻿ demonstrable﻿ form﻿

















10﻿ Proclus,﻿IE﻿68,﻿20–23:﻿“καὶ τῇ προαιρέσει δὲ Πλατωνικός ἐστι καὶ τῇ φιλοσοφίᾳ ταύτῃ οἰκεῖος, ὅθεν 




11﻿ Proclus,﻿IE﻿68,﻿6–68,﻿21:﻿“οὐ πόλυ δὲ τούτων νεώτερός ἐστιν Εὐκλείδης ὁ τὰ στοιχεῖα συναγαγὼν καὶ 
πολλὰ μὲν τῶν Εὐδόξου συντάξας, πολλὰ δὲ τῶν Θεαιτήτου τελεωσάμενος, ἔτι δὲ τὰ μαλακώτερον 
δεικνύμενα τοῖς ἔμπροσθεν εἰς ἀνελέγκτους ἀποδείξεις ἀναγαγών.”
12﻿ The﻿foreword﻿is﻿included﻿in﻿Ramus’﻿Collectaneae praefationes﻿(1599)﻿119–21.
13﻿ Proclus,﻿IE﻿44,﻿25–46,﻿18:﻿“Τὸ δ’ αὖ ὄνομα αὐτὸ τοῦτο τὸ τῆς μαθηματικῆς καὶ τὸ τῶν μαθημάτων 
πόθεν ἂν φαῖμεν ὑπὸ τῶν παλαιῶν ταῖς ἐπιστήμαις ταύταις ἀποδεδόσθαι καὶ τίνα ἂν ἔχοι προσήκοντα 
λόγον; δοκεῖ δή μοι μὴ τῶν ἐπιτυχόντων εἶναι, καθάπερ δὴ τὰ πολλὰ τῶν ὀνομάτων, ἡ τοιαύτη τῆς 
ἐπιστήμης τῶν διανοητικῶν λόγων προσηγορία, ἀλλ’ ὥσπερ δὴ καὶ λέγεται τῶν Πυθαγορείων 


























logic﻿ in﻿speaking﻿and﻿writing,﻿even﻿without﻿ formal﻿ training.﻿This﻿natural﻿art﻿
has﻿ to﻿ be﻿ the﻿ starting-point﻿ for﻿ the﻿ development﻿ of﻿ a﻿ discipline﻿ (doctrina)﻿
based﻿on﻿the﻿imitation﻿of﻿the﻿appropriate﻿exemplars﻿(for﻿instance,﻿Cicero﻿in﻿
[…]. αὕτη τοίνυν ἐστὶν ἡ μάθησις ἡ τῶν ἀϊδίων ἐν ψυχῇ λόγων ἀνάμνησις, καὶ μαθηματικὴ διὰ ταύτην 
ἡ πρὸς τὰς ἀναμνήσεις ἡμῖν τὰς ἐκείνων συντελοῦσα γνῶσις διαφερόντως ἐπονομάζεται.”
14﻿ Goulding﻿(2006)﻿72.
15﻿ Ramus,﻿ Collectaneae praefationes﻿ 121:﻿ “videlicet huius mathematicae recordationis opus 
exaedificandum, tot fabros, tot architectos adhiberi oportuit, quia non modo non homo unus, 
aut aetas una: sed vix multa & hominum, & aetatum millia ad constituendam tam nobilis, 


































argument﻿of﻿ the﻿ recollection,﻿namely﻿ that﻿all﻿ learning﻿ is﻿ remembering﻿
[…].﻿Until﻿now,﻿that﻿recollection﻿has﻿not﻿been﻿found﻿in﻿anyone﻿so﻿fertile,﻿






21﻿ Ramus,﻿Prooem. math.﻿354–55:﻿“Respondet non vulgo id nomen, ut caetera, factum esse, sed 
a Pythagoreis impositum e recordationis argumento, quod omnis quae dicitur disciplina, 
286 Claessens
Is﻿it﻿not﻿obvious﻿then,﻿says﻿Ramus,﻿from﻿the﻿examples﻿of﻿the﻿diligence﻿(indu-















But﻿ Plato,﻿ outraged﻿ because﻿ the﻿ noblest﻿ possession﻿ of﻿ philosophy﻿was﻿
revealed﻿and﻿relinquished﻿to﻿the﻿masses,﻿banned﻿both﻿of﻿them﻿from﻿his﻿








recordatio est [...]. Recordatio ista adhuc in nemine tam felix inventa est, ut eius beneficio 
sine studio & labore ars ulla perciperetur. Nomen vero ipsum pro arbitrio factum est, nec ulla 
quidem initio excellentia, sed proprietate: solae enim multis seculis artes mathematicae 
fuerunt.”
22﻿ Ramus,﻿Prooem. math.﻿356–57.
23﻿ Ramus,﻿Prooem. math. 73:﻿“Verum indignatus Plato quod nobilissimam philosophorum pos-
sessionem in vulgus indicarent ac publicarent, & velut arcana philosophiae mysteria pro-
derent, utrumque ab instituto deterruit. Quod factum Platonis equidem laudare non 
possum.”
287Reception﻿And﻿The﻿Textuality﻿Of﻿History
Johannes Kepler: History as Awakening
In﻿the﻿prologue﻿of﻿the﻿first﻿book﻿of﻿the﻿Harmonices mundi, published﻿in﻿Linz﻿in﻿










The﻿passage﻿quoted﻿ in﻿ footnote﻿ 10﻿ indeed﻿asserts﻿ that,﻿according﻿to﻿Proclus,﻿
Euclid﻿belonged﻿to﻿the﻿school﻿of﻿Plato﻿and﻿therefore﻿believed﻿the﻿aim﻿of﻿the﻿
Elements﻿to﻿be﻿the﻿construction﻿of﻿the﻿five﻿Platonic﻿solids.26﻿The﻿five﻿Platonic﻿
polyhedra﻿ (tetrahedron,﻿ cube,﻿ octahedron,﻿ dodecahedron,﻿ icosahedron)﻿ are﻿
the﻿only﻿possible﻿regular﻿polyhedra﻿made﻿up﻿of﻿congruent﻿regular﻿polygons.27﻿




debated﻿ topic,29﻿Kepler﻿ considered﻿ it﻿ to﻿ be﻿ a﻿ genuinely﻿ Pythagorean﻿ inven-
tion.30﻿Two﻿compatible﻿reasons,﻿I﻿think,﻿can﻿be﻿given.﻿Firstly,﻿Plato﻿sets﻿out﻿the﻿
24﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿17:﻿“Lectus est liber Procli Petro Ramo, sed quoad nucleum attinet philosophiae, 
pariter cum decimo Euclidis contemptus et abjectus.”﻿/﻿“The﻿book﻿of﻿Proclus﻿was﻿read﻿by﻿
Petrus﻿ Ramus,﻿ but﻿ as﻿ far﻿ as﻿ the﻿ core﻿ of﻿ philosophy﻿ is﻿ concerned,﻿ it﻿was﻿ despised﻿ and﻿
rejected﻿equally﻿with﻿the﻿tenth﻿Book﻿of﻿Euclid.”﻿All﻿translations﻿from﻿Kepler’s﻿Harmonices 
mundi (HM) in﻿this﻿article﻿are﻿taken﻿from﻿Aiton﻿(1997)﻿with﻿some﻿modifications.
25﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿ 17:﻿ “[...] deinde cum sciret Proclum fuisse Pythagoricae sectae, non credidit ei 






















highest﻿beings;34﻿ like﻿ the﻿Pythagorean﻿Timaeus,﻿Proclus﻿mentions﻿ the﻿world﻿
soul﻿governing﻿the﻿stars;35﻿Proclus’﻿hymn﻿written﻿to﻿the﻿Sun﻿is﻿clearly﻿inspired﻿
by﻿the﻿same﻿school.36
as﻿deduced﻿from﻿the﻿five﻿solids.”﻿Ibidem﻿80:﻿“Haec sunt illa corpora quinque, quae figuras 




32﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿265:﻿“[...] Timaeus Locrensis ex pythagoricis placitis apud Platonem defendit.” / 
“[...]﻿defended﻿from﻿the﻿Pythagorean﻿beliefs﻿by﻿Timaeus﻿of﻿Locri﻿in﻿Plato.” Cf.﻿ibidem﻿221:﻿
“In Timaeo, qui est citra omnem dubitationis aleam, commentarius quidam in primum 
caput Geneseos seu lib. I. Mosis, transformans﻿illum﻿in﻿philosophiam﻿pythagoricam.”﻿/﻿“In﻿
the﻿Timaeus,﻿which﻿is﻿beyond﻿all﻿hazard﻿of﻿doubt﻿a﻿kind﻿of﻿commentary﻿on﻿the﻿first﻿chap-
ter﻿of﻿Genesis,﻿or﻿the﻿first﻿book﻿of﻿Moses,﻿converting it to the Pythagorean philosophy”﻿(my﻿
emphasis).
33﻿ Proclus,﻿IE﻿65,﻿ 15–21:﻿ “ἐπὶ δὲ τούτοις Πυθαγόρας τὴν περὶ αὐτὴν φιλοσοφίαν εἰς σχῆμα παιδείας 
ἐλευθέρου μετέστησεν, ἄνωθεν τὰς ἀρχὰς αὐτῆς ἐπισκοπούμενος καὶ ἀΰλως καὶ νοερῶς τὰ θεωρήματα 
διερευνώμενος, ὃς δὴ καὶ τὴν τῶν ἀναλόγων πραγματείαν καὶ τὴν τῶν κοσμικῶν σχημάτων σύστασιν 
ἀνεῦρεν.”
34﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿99:﻿ “Et Proclus pythagoricus theologiam in numerorum contemplatione collo-
cet.”﻿/﻿“And﻿Proclus﻿the﻿Pythagorean﻿locates﻿his﻿theology﻿in﻿the﻿contemplation﻿of﻿num-
bers﻿.”﻿See﻿Proclus,﻿IE﻿22,﻿6–8.
35﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿265:﻿“Esse aliquam totius universi Animam, praefectam motibus astrorum [...] 
Proclus vero [...] stabilivit.”﻿ /﻿ “The﻿ view﻿ that﻿ there﻿ is﻿ some﻿ soul﻿ of﻿ the﻿whole﻿ universe,﻿
directing﻿the﻿motions﻿of﻿ the﻿stars﻿[...]﻿ is﻿ in﻿ fact﻿confirmed﻿by﻿Proclus﻿ in﻿various﻿places﻿
[...].”
36﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿365:﻿“Quo exordio simul indicat, quid Pythagorei sub ignis vocabulo intellexerint 

























act﻿ of﻿ God﻿ in﻿ the﻿ guise﻿ of﻿ geometrician﻿ (mundum a Deo creatum esse, in 
this﻿beginning﻿he﻿indicates﻿what﻿the﻿Pythagoreans﻿understood﻿by﻿the﻿word﻿“fire,”﻿so﻿that﻿
it﻿is﻿remarkable﻿that the disciple disagreed with the masters﻿on﻿the﻿position﻿of﻿the﻿center,﻿
which﻿they﻿gave﻿to﻿the﻿Sun﻿itself.”﻿(my﻿emphasis)﻿Cf.﻿ibidem﻿367:﻿“[...] ex hoc Pythagorae 






40﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿298:﻿“Tertio repetat lector ex Mysterio meo Cosmographico, quod edidi ante 22. 
annos: numerum planetarum seu curriculorum circa solem, desumptum esse a sapientis-
simo conditore ex quinque figuris regularibus solidis [...].”﻿ /﻿ “Third,﻿ the﻿ reader﻿ should﻿





pondere mensura et numero).42﻿But﻿when﻿it﻿comes﻿down﻿to﻿the﻿validity﻿of﻿this﻿














from﻿each﻿other﻿by﻿large﻿and﻿unequal﻿intervals﻿(magnisque et inter se inaequal-
ibus intervallis dirempta).﻿In﻿other﻿words:﻿even﻿in﻿this﻿question﻿Kepler﻿is﻿in﻿the﻿












43﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿81:﻿“Quod si hic substiterunt Pythagorei, non reprehendo in hac parte Ramum, 
non Aristotelem, quod hanc analogiam disputationibus convulsam rejecerunt. At ego ante 
annos viginti quatuor, longe aliter haec quinque corpora in fabrica Mundi indagavi; dixique 
in praeambulo libri I. mihi videri consentaneum, eandem doctrinam etiam veterum fuisse, 
sed occultatam more sectae.”
44﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿17–18:﻿“Quid si Pythagorici hoc idem docuerunt, quod ego, sententiam involucris 
verborum texerunt? […] Quod igitur in mysteriis Pythagoreorum hoc pacto quinque figurae 








dealing﻿with﻿a﻿ simple﻿ad hominem,﻿ but﻿with﻿a﻿vicious﻿attack﻿on﻿Ramism﻿ in﻿
general:﻿
Consider﻿the﻿most﻿ingenious﻿of﻿today’s﻿geometers,﻿Snellius,﻿clearly﻿a﻿sup-







ested﻿ in﻿ the﻿ direct﻿ usefulness﻿ (usus in vita communi and﻿ usus ad vitam)﻿ of﻿
mathematics﻿ for﻿daily﻿ life﻿ and﻿ fails﻿ to﻿ appreciate﻿ the﻿philosophical﻿ value﻿at﻿
stake.﻿






objects,﻿ except﻿ for﻿ Euclid﻿ and﻿ his﻿ commentator﻿ Proclus.﻿ [...]﻿ Proclus﻿
Diadochus﻿ in﻿ the﻿ four﻿ books﻿which﻿ he﻿ published﻿ on﻿ the﻿ first﻿ book﻿ of﻿
vel maxime confirmat, quod Proclus finem geometriae inter caeteros hunc tradit, quod 
doceat, quo modo figuras convenientes coelum certis sui partibus acceperit.”
45﻿ Willebrord﻿Snellius﻿(1580–1626)﻿was﻿a﻿Dutch﻿mathematician﻿whom﻿Kepler﻿knew﻿person-
ally.﻿See﻿Aiton﻿(1997)﻿88.
46﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿18:﻿“Ecce sollertissimum geometrarum hodiernorum Snellium, plane suffragan-
tem Ramo […]. Primum ait, ad usum inutilem esse divisionem illam ineffabilium in tredecim 
species.﻿Concedo, si nullum ille usum agnoscat, nisi in vita communi […]. At cur non Proclum 











erto et conspicuo ponit),﻿but﻿his﻿eloquence﻿flows﻿fully﻿(pleno velut alveo)﻿and﻿is﻿
wrapped﻿in﻿obscure﻿Platonic﻿terminology.50﻿Only﻿Kepler﻿is﻿able﻿to﻿penetrate﻿
into﻿such﻿mysteries﻿(ad tam recondita penetrare).﻿
Kepler﻿thus﻿asserts﻿that﻿Euclid’s﻿text﻿is﻿in﻿permanent﻿need of﻿a﻿commentator﻿
providing﻿ the﻿philosophical﻿ framework﻿ in﻿which﻿ the﻿ text﻿ should﻿ function.51﻿








For﻿ both﻿ Kepler﻿ and﻿ Ramus﻿ any﻿ comparison﻿ between﻿ sixteenth-﻿ or﻿ seven-





both﻿men﻿completely﻿different.﻿Ramus﻿wants﻿ to﻿ return﻿ to﻿a﻿moment﻿before﻿
48﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿15:﻿“Adeoque ne ex veteribus quidem, qui has specificas rerum geometricarum 
differentias se exacte cognovisse significaverit, praeter Euclidem ejusque commentatorem 
Proclum, quisquam occurrit. [...] Proclus Diadochus, libris quatuor in primum Euclidis editis, 
Philosophum Theoreticum in mathematico subjecto ex professo egit.”
49﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿16:﻿“Sed non est opus argumentatione, legatur totus liber Procli.”
50﻿ Kepler,﻿HM﻿16.
51﻿ See﻿Claessens﻿(2011)﻿184.



















to﻿ the﻿ attention﻿of﻿ his﻿ contemporaries;﻿ secondly,﻿ by﻿ completing﻿ the﻿project﻿
initiated﻿by﻿the﻿Neoplatonist.﻿Consequently,﻿the﻿moment﻿of﻿the﻿past﻿to﻿which﻿
Kepler﻿wishes﻿ to﻿ return﻿ is﻿ by﻿ no﻿means﻿ a﻿ democratic,﻿ collective﻿ primordial﻿
state.﻿On﻿the﻿contrary,﻿Kepler’s﻿paradise﻿lost﻿is﻿a﻿highly﻿individual﻿and﻿privi-











while﻿Ramus﻿considers﻿ this﻿ textualization﻿precisely﻿as﻿ the﻿alienation﻿ from﻿a﻿
reproducible﻿moment﻿where﻿man﻿coincides﻿with﻿his﻿materiality.﻿Both﻿ inter-
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Occasional Writer, Sensational Writer: Multatuli as 



















































progressive﻿ tendency﻿ in﻿ the﻿ oeuvre.﻿ The﻿ complexity﻿ of﻿ Multatuli’s﻿ works﻿
provokes﻿discussions﻿among﻿every﻿new﻿generation﻿of﻿Dutch﻿readers.﻿The﻿way﻿





























phlet﻿Show me the place where I sowed!﻿(Wijs mij de plaats waar ik gezaaid heb!,﻿
1861).﻿This﻿novella,﻿published﻿to﻿benefit﻿the﻿people﻿stricken﻿by﻿a﻿flood﻿in﻿the﻿




and﻿of﻿its﻿political﻿significance.﻿After﻿that,﻿Show me the place﻿will﻿be﻿analyzed﻿
against﻿the﻿backdrop﻿of﻿this﻿tradition.﻿
Benevolence Literature Around 1861


















which﻿were﻿ summarized﻿ in﻿ the﻿Nederlandsche bibliographie﻿of﻿ 17th﻿May﻿ 1861﻿and﻿28th﻿
298 Ham
them﻿were﻿written﻿after﻿a﻿flood﻿in﻿the﻿mid-eastern﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿Netherlands,﻿a﻿
few﻿ (like﻿Multatuli’s)﻿were﻿published﻿after﻿ the﻿ Javanese﻿disaster.﻿One﻿of﻿ the﻿
reasons﻿for﻿suspecting﻿that﻿this﻿number﻿of﻿books﻿was﻿relatively﻿high,﻿ is﻿ that﻿
contemporary﻿critics﻿showed﻿their﻿surprise﻿at﻿the﻿benevolence﻿production﻿of﻿







or﻿not,﻿the﻿readers﻿loved﻿buying﻿benevolence﻿books.﻿Show me the place,﻿for﻿in-
stance, was﻿reprinted﻿within﻿a﻿few﻿weeks﻿after﻿its﻿first﻿publication.﻿The﻿pub-
lisher﻿Nijgh﻿received﻿more﻿than﻿1300﻿guilders﻿for﻿the﻿two﻿editions﻿of﻿the﻿book.﻿





It﻿ is﻿ very﻿ unlikely﻿ that﻿ the﻿ buyers﻿ of﻿ benevolence﻿ books﻿ always﻿ enjoyed﻿





be﻿ established:﻿private﻿ enterprises﻿ carried﻿out﻿ several﻿ charity﻿projects.18﻿ For﻿
the﻿liberal﻿democratic﻿ leaders﻿of﻿the﻿country,﻿private﻿initiatives﻿were﻿impor-





















servative﻿practice﻿which﻿ refashioned﻿ society﻿ according﻿ to﻿ the﻿desires﻿of﻿ the﻿
Christian﻿and﻿liberal﻿upper﻿and﻿middle﻿classes.﻿It﻿established﻿a﻿communicative﻿









This﻿short﻿prose﻿work,﻿In the attic﻿(Op den zolder,﻿1861)﻿by﻿the﻿highly﻿popular﻿
commercial﻿writer﻿Jacob﻿Jan﻿Cremer,22﻿is﻿about﻿a﻿family﻿living﻿in﻿the﻿country-
side,﻿forced﻿to﻿flee﻿from﻿the﻿rising﻿water﻿and﻿finding﻿a﻿refuge﻿in﻿their﻿attic.﻿Be-
cause﻿ it﻿ is﻿ February,﻿ the﻿ cold﻿ threatens﻿ their﻿ lives.﻿ The﻿ father﻿ succeeds﻿ in﻿
making﻿a﻿fire,﻿but﻿when﻿his﻿daughter﻿burns﻿her﻿feet﻿from﻿the﻿flames,﻿he﻿needs﻿
to﻿put﻿out﻿the﻿fire.﻿While﻿there﻿is﻿little﻿hope﻿that﻿they﻿will﻿survive﻿this﻿ordeal,﻿











22﻿ I﻿chose﻿to﻿discuss﻿this﻿work﻿mainly﻿because﻿it﻿ is﻿mentioned﻿in﻿Multatuli’s﻿Show me the 
place where I sowed!﻿Compared﻿with﻿Cremer’s﻿somewhat﻿stereotypical﻿text,﻿we﻿see﻿how﻿
provocative﻿Multatuli’s﻿pamphlet﻿must﻿have﻿been﻿for﻿the﻿contemporary﻿reader.
300 Ham
joy:﻿ “There﻿ is﻿ salvation!”﻿ You,﻿ put﻿ to﻿ the﻿ test!﻿ Praise,﻿ praise﻿ the﻿ Lord,﻿
because﻿ the﻿misery﻿ of﻿ your﻿ house﻿ and﻿ the﻿misfortune﻿ of﻿ your﻿ village,﻿












plicitly﻿ directed﻿ to﻿ these﻿ readers:﻿ “Esteemed﻿ Reader,﻿ not﻿ stricken﻿ by﻿ the﻿
flood…”24﻿This﻿well-to-do﻿ class﻿ of﻿ readers﻿ has﻿ already﻿ sacrificed﻿ “significant﻿
gifts﻿on﻿the﻿altar﻿of﻿love,”﻿according﻿to﻿Cremer.25﻿Still,﻿they﻿are﻿able﻿to﻿relieve﻿
the﻿casualties’﻿needs﻿even﻿more﻿with﻿new﻿donations.﻿
The Politics of Benevolence
In﻿the﻿last﻿section,﻿benevolence﻿literature﻿was,﻿rather﻿unambiguously,﻿read﻿as﻿a﻿
literary﻿genre﻿with﻿a﻿ conservative﻿political﻿ agenda.﻿The﻿ reader’s﻿ interpretive﻿
position﻿seems﻿to﻿be﻿inscribed﻿in﻿the﻿text:﻿it﻿constructs﻿a﻿conservative,﻿explic-
itly﻿addressed﻿reader.﻿Another﻿ framing﻿ is﻿possible,﻿however,﻿ if﻿we﻿take﻿three﻿
things﻿into﻿account.﻿Firstly,﻿the﻿reader﻿can﻿choose﻿(more﻿or﻿less﻿deliberately)﻿
not﻿to﻿connect﻿with﻿the﻿position﻿of﻿the﻿reader﻿in﻿the﻿text.﻿When﻿critically﻿eval-
uating﻿ the﻿ ideology﻿of﻿ In the attic﻿ and﻿other﻿philanthropic﻿books,﻿ the﻿ inter-
preter﻿ uses﻿ a﻿way﻿ of﻿ reading﻿which﻿might﻿ have﻿ been﻿ “unthinkable”﻿ in﻿ 1861.﻿
To﻿use﻿a﻿ term﻿introduced﻿by﻿the﻿ literary﻿critic﻿Derek﻿Attridge,﻿every﻿reading﻿
23﻿ “[D]aar komen ze, daar komen ze! – ja – ja zie maar – daar komen ze om u te redden. Hoor 
dan het klotsen der riemen. Hoor dan die stemmen. Verstijfden! afgetobden! halve dooden! 
juich, juich: “Daar komt redding!” Beproefden! loof, loof dan den Heer, want zie, de nood van 
uw huis en het wee uwer oorden – zij het almêe tot heil uwer zielen – het was ook: de wek-
stemme Gods TOT LIEFDE, voor heel het Neêrlandsche volk!”﻿Cremer﻿(1861)﻿26.















be﻿ re-established﻿ time﻿ and﻿ time﻿ again,﻿ proves﻿ that﻿ it﻿ is﻿ not﻿ a﻿ natural﻿ pact.﻿
Whereas﻿Attridge﻿ seems﻿ to﻿ think﻿ that﻿only﻿ literary﻿masterpieces﻿ are﻿ able﻿ to﻿












novels﻿ (such﻿ as﻿ Harriet﻿ Beecher﻿ Stowe’s﻿ million-selling﻿Uncle Tom’s Cabin)﻿
were﻿largely﻿related﻿to﻿the﻿gendered﻿and﻿modernist﻿values﻿of﻿literary﻿scholars.﻿
American﻿sentimental﻿fiction,﻿often﻿written﻿by﻿middle-class﻿white﻿women,﻿fol-




































Perhaps﻿ one﻿ question﻿ is﻿ not﻿ inappropriate﻿ here…?﻿ It﻿ is﻿ a﻿ hint﻿ for﻿ the﻿
inhabitants﻿of﻿areas﻿that﻿are﻿threatened﻿by﻿floods,﻿year﻿after﻿year.﻿Would﻿
it﻿be﻿possible﻿for﻿you﻿to﻿put﻿up﻿a﻿hill﻿in﻿your﻿district,﻿when﻿there﻿is﻿not﻿





32﻿ “Zou een vraag hier ongepast zijn; een wenk voor de bewoners der oorden die telken jare toch, 
aan de gevaren van watersnood bloot staan…? Kunt gij in tijden, wanneer er handen teveel 








With﻿ these﻿ ideas﻿about﻿ the﻿ “progressive”﻿political﻿possibilities﻿of﻿benevo-
lence﻿literature﻿in﻿mind,﻿we﻿are﻿now﻿ready﻿to﻿analyze﻿Multatuli’s﻿Show me the 




to﻿ activate﻿ empathy﻿ for﻿ the﻿ Javanese﻿people.﻿ In﻿other﻿words:﻿he﻿ exploits﻿ an﻿
emancipatory﻿effect﻿in﻿benevolence﻿literature﻿that﻿was﻿always﻿there,﻿but﻿never﻿
stated﻿explicitly.
Multatuli’s Show me the place where I sowed!
Multatuli’s﻿Show me the place﻿was﻿commissioned﻿by﻿the﻿Rotterdam﻿publisher﻿
Nijgh,﻿an﻿important﻿company﻿at﻿that﻿time.﻿Whilst﻿we﻿can﻿believe﻿that﻿the﻿prac-
tice﻿of﻿writing﻿benevolence﻿books﻿by﻿commission﻿was﻿ fairly﻿common,﻿ there﻿




Here,﻿ the﻿ author﻿ violates﻿ an﻿ unwritten﻿ rule﻿ of﻿ philanthropic﻿ literature.﻿
When﻿authors﻿of﻿benevolence﻿books﻿talk﻿about﻿themselves﻿or﻿their﻿reasons﻿for﻿






moest geplaatst worden om, bij naderende ramp, te bergen wat er te bergen is….?’﻿Cremer﻿
(1861)﻿27–28.
33﻿ “De heer Nijgh wendde zich heden tot mij met een verzoek om een ‘iets’ ten voordeele van de 














prose﻿writer.﻿Fiction﻿ is﻿a﻿perverse﻿way﻿to﻿arouse﻿sympathy﻿ in﻿ the﻿reader,﻿ac-
cording﻿to﻿Multatuli’s﻿poetics.36﻿With﻿a﻿striking﻿metaphor,﻿he﻿states:﻿“If﻿some-








So,﻿ the﻿ difference﻿ between﻿ “conventional”﻿ writers﻿ and﻿Multatuli﻿ is﻿made﻿






dence﻿ of﻿ that,﻿ reader?﻿ When﻿ you﻿ planned﻿ to﻿ read﻿ this﻿ text,﻿ did﻿ you﻿
34﻿ “…dat ik niet schrijven kan, en niet van schrijven houd.”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿3.
35﻿ “Zie de laatste bladzijde van alle watersnood-brochures: God is liefde!”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿10.﻿
Cf.﻿Cremer﻿(1861)﻿9,﻿26.
36﻿ Cf.﻿Pieterse﻿(2008)﻿286–97.
37﻿ “Als den heer Cremer eenmaal, God beware hem wensch ik, eene diep treffende wond werd 
geslagen, zou niemand gelooven aan de opregtheid zijner smart. De jammerkreet van de 

























cation﻿of﻿Max Havelaar,﻿ a﻿ book﻿which﻿he﻿ expected﻿ to﻿be﻿of﻿ direct﻿political﻿







39﻿ “[N]iets [is] waarschijnlijker […] dan de onwaarschijnlijkheid. Wilt gij bewijzen, lezer? Hadt 
gy ‘t vooraf waarschijnlijk gevonden Briseïs met kersepitten, Hugo de Groot en de Neder-
landsche weldadigheid met een zijsprong op de probabiliteitsleer te ontmoeten op dit eerste 
blaadje van het gevraagde ‘Iets’ over den Javaschen watersnood? […] Ook vooral daarom heb 
ik een afkeer van schrijven voor het publiek, dat niet van sprongen houdt, wijl men van den 
schrijver verlangt dat hij zich voortbewege als een ander.”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿4.
40﻿ “[H]et niet-ambachtelijk gedeelte van het ‘vak’ […] strijdt zo geheel tegen mijne natuur, dat 
er inderdaad geringer talent noodig is om de Nederlandsche natie te bewegen tot welda-
digheid, dan om mij weg te lokken uit de tent waar ik pruil om Briseïs.”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿3.
41﻿ Van﻿der﻿Meulen﻿(2003)﻿413–21.
306 Ham






his﻿second﻿novel﻿Love Letters,﻿written﻿shortly﻿after﻿Show me the place:﻿“Ladies﻿
and﻿gentlemen,﻿I﻿despise﻿you﻿with﻿the﻿deepest﻿sincerity.”42﻿







zens﻿on﻿their﻿social﻿responsibilities:﻿ “Your﻿belief﻿ is﻿at﻿stake,﻿your﻿Christ﻿ is﻿at﻿
stake!”44
Although﻿Multatuli﻿ dismisses﻿ some﻿ of﻿ the﻿ key﻿ characteristics﻿ of﻿ benevo-
lence﻿ literature,﻿ he﻿ does﻿ employ﻿ others.﻿ After﻿ the﻿ largely﻿metafictional﻿ first﻿
part﻿of﻿the﻿book,﻿he﻿tells﻿a﻿typically﻿“sentimental”﻿story﻿to﻿illustrate﻿the﻿annihi-
lating﻿effects﻿of﻿the﻿flood.45﻿The﻿Javanese﻿Karidien﻿has﻿just﻿survived﻿a﻿tiger﻿at-





a﻿portrait﻿ of﻿Karidien’s﻿wife﻿Amia,﻿who﻿ is﻿ expecting﻿her﻿ first﻿ baby.﻿An﻿even﻿
smaller﻿ part﻿mentions﻿ the﻿names﻿ and﻿ characters﻿ of﻿ other﻿ children﻿who﻿ are﻿
present.﻿ This﻿ way﻿ of﻿ narrating﻿may﻿ be﻿ highly﻿ gendered﻿ –﻿ a﻿man,﻿ Karidien,﻿
is﻿ presented﻿ as﻿ the﻿most﻿ important﻿ and﻿most﻿ dynamic﻿ character﻿ –﻿ but﻿ still﻿
this﻿ introduction﻿ is﻿surprising.﻿ It﻿presents﻿several﻿ Javanese﻿people﻿as﻿named﻿
42﻿ “Publiek, ik veracht u met groote innigheid.”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861b)﻿17.﻿Cf.﻿Pieterse﻿(2008)﻿7–39.﻿In﻿
the﻿epilogue﻿for﻿the﻿third﻿edition﻿of﻿Show me the place where I sowed,﻿Multatuli﻿repeats﻿
these﻿words:﻿Multatuli﻿(1865)﻿32.
43﻿ Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿5.
44﻿ “Het geldt de eer van Uw geloof, het geldt de eer van Uwen Christus!”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿21.
45﻿ This﻿passage﻿resembles﻿the﻿story﻿of﻿the﻿Javanese﻿children﻿Saïdjah﻿and﻿Adinda﻿in﻿Multatu-



















they﻿ feared﻿ just﻿ like﻿us,﻿ they﻿deserved﻿happiness﻿ just﻿ like﻿us,﻿…﻿ reader,﻿ they﻿
were﻿human beings,﻿ these﻿ Javanese!”49﻿Multatuli﻿ not﻿ only﻿makes﻿ the﻿Dutch﻿
readers﻿eye-witnesses﻿of﻿what﻿happens﻿to﻿the﻿Javanese﻿people,﻿he﻿even﻿tries﻿to﻿
inscribe﻿the﻿latter’s﻿suffering﻿into﻿the﻿readers’﻿bodies:﻿“[W]e﻿hear﻿the﻿last﻿sighs,﻿







46﻿ “O gij, die uit belangzucht den Javaan tracht weg te stooten uit de groote familie der men-
schheid, meent gij dat eene moeder daar, geene moeder is?”﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿25.
47﻿ Elsewhere﻿ in﻿Show me the place,﻿ the﻿narrator﻿explains﻿ that﻿ Javanese﻿women﻿are﻿called﻿
after﻿their﻿first﻿children.﻿This﻿is﻿why﻿Amia’s﻿name﻿would﻿be﻿changed﻿in﻿Emboh﻿Sarie.﻿Mul-
tatuli﻿(1861a)﻿24–25.
48﻿ “En Amia die Emboh﻿Sarie heeten zou? Moet men eene vrouw zoeken of eene moeder? Zou 
zij het wezen, zij die daar ligt met pijnlijken trek als ware zij bezweken onder een’ dubbelen 
dood? Zou dat haar kind geweest zijn, dat vormloos klompje, dat geboren werd in het water?”﻿
Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿33.
49﻿ ‘Die lijken die daar liggen, en dreigen met pest, zijn de lijken van menschen! Zij voelden, 
hoopten, vreesden als wij, hadden aanspraak op levensgeluk als wij, … lezer, het waren men-
schen, die Javanen!’﻿Multatuli﻿(1861a)﻿34.
50﻿ “[W]ij hooren de laatste zuchten, wij voelen die laatste trekking der spieren, wij verstaan die 







Hanneke﻿ Daalhof,﻿ while﻿ she﻿ needs﻿ to﻿ constantly﻿ force﻿ herself﻿ to﻿ stay﻿
awake,﻿to﻿cherish﻿her﻿beloved﻿children﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿she﻿is﻿able﻿to﻿do﻿so﻿–﻿be﻿







character﻿ in﻿ the﻿story.﻿That﻿he﻿should﻿choose﻿ to﻿do﻿so﻿ through﻿ fiction,﻿ illus-











completely﻿ different﻿ way;﻿ whereas﻿ for﻿ Cremer﻿ a﻿ friendly﻿ contact﻿ is﻿ crucial,﻿
Multatuli﻿accentuates﻿the﻿differences.﻿
51﻿ “[N]ee, wie eischt de beschrijving van den donkeren nacht die gaat volgen! wie heeft er lust 
om – zij het in de verbeelding – met Hanneke Daalhof dien schrikkelijken nacht te door-
waken, terwijl zij zich telkens moet geweld doen om wakker te blijven, ten einde haar dierbare 
kinders – al zij het dan uiterst gebrekkig – te koesteren wat ze nog kan. Neen, neen! Uw hart 





singular﻿ status﻿ for﻿ himself﻿ might﻿ suggest﻿ one﻿ way﻿ in﻿ which﻿ contemporary﻿
scholarship﻿is﻿able﻿to﻿view﻿him﻿as﻿a﻿brilliant,﻿typically﻿modern﻿individual,﻿who﻿
famously﻿ changed﻿ the﻿ culture﻿ of﻿ literary﻿ consensus﻿ into﻿ a﻿ culture﻿ of﻿ “dis-
















uses﻿ this﻿metaphor﻿ in﻿a﻿critical﻿or﻿progressive﻿way.﻿Multatuli﻿ firmly﻿believes﻿
that﻿wise﻿colonialism﻿is﻿a﻿just﻿practice,﻿and﻿that﻿affecting﻿readers﻿is﻿something﻿
for﻿the﻿writer﻿to﻿strive﻿for.





The﻿questions﻿that﻿the﻿modern﻿reader﻿of﻿Show me the place where I sowed!﻿
must﻿ face﻿(such﻿as﻿“Is﻿this﻿a﻿modern﻿text,﻿or﻿not?”﻿or﻿“Does﻿Multatuli﻿ take﻿a﻿
conservative﻿ view﻿with﻿ regard﻿ to﻿ colonialism?”)﻿ are﻿ typical﻿ of﻿ his﻿ oeuvre.﻿ It﻿
seems﻿that﻿its﻿intelligent﻿and﻿provocative﻿rhetoric,﻿and﻿its﻿specific﻿way﻿of﻿com-
municating﻿with﻿(implied)﻿readers,﻿constantly﻿encourages﻿us﻿to﻿think﻿of﻿Mul-
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